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Summary

Particle-based computer simulations of biological reaction-diffusion systems

As the life sciences become more quantitative, particle-based simulation tools can be used to model the complex spatiotemporal dynamics of biological systems with single particle resolution. In particular, they naturally account for the stochastic nature of molecular reactions. Here I apply this approach to three different biological systems that are intrinsically stochastic. As an example for cellular information processing, we investigate the receptor dynamics of the interferon type I system and show that asymmetric dimerization reactions between signaling receptors in the plasma membrane enable cells to discriminate between different ligands. Using an information theoretic framework, we show why the binding asymmetry enables this system to become robust against ligand concentration fluctuations. As an example for structure formation, we analyze the role of stochasticity and geometrical confinement for the Min oscillations that bacteria use to determine their middle. We predict mode selection as a function of geometry in excellent agreement with recent experiments and quantify the stochastic switching of oscillation modes leading to multistable oscillation patterns. As an example for self-assembly, we use a multiparticle collision dynamics (MPCD) approach to address how shear flow modulates the assembly of rings and capsids. We find that an intermediate level of shear flow can help to suppress the emergence of malformed structures. Together, these projects demonstrate the power and wide applicability of particle-based computer simulations of biological reaction-diffusion systems.
Zusammenfassung

Teilchenbasierte Computersimulationen von biologischen Reaktions-Diffusions Systemen
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1 Introduction

In this thesis I use modern tools of theoretical and computational physics to investigate three reaction-diffusion systems of large biological relevance to gain a deeper understanding of their stochastic dynamics. As an overarching theme I focus on the use of particle-based approaches and their advantage when trying to elucidate the molecular mechanisms which are at work in living cells. This allows me to address explicitly the role of fluctuations and spatial correlations for biological dynamics, reflecting on the discrete nature of molecular events. I pursue this aim in the light of recent advances towards quantitative biology, appreciating the interdisciplinary nature of modern life science where physics and biology meet in a very fruitful and promising way.

1.1 Signal transduction

Cells constantly process information about their environment, responding both to external and internal stimuli. The machinery that processes these information in living cells is made up of proteins and genes, which form highly intertwined interaction networks. Successful information processing is necessary to ensure that cells can make important decision given their current state and the environment they find themselves in. As a whole these networks can be understood as complex signal-processing units, that can communicate with each other by sending out various forms of signals. Here I will consider only biochemical signals, although cells can use their mechanical properties, their shape and their motility as well to send a signal to other cells.

On the single cell level this information processing task has a primary signal direction (going from top to bottom in figure 1.1A), and the process and the underlying mechanisms of how input signals are transmitted downstream to trigger cellular responses is what is best known as cellular signal transduction. Many signaling cascades are initiated by binding events of ligand molecules from the extracellular domain to cell-surface receptors. In this context cell surface receptors act as molecular sensors that probe the environment. These receptors are membrane proteins and can show rich behavioral dynamics and
Figure 1.1 | Paradigmatic signaling motifs. **A** Generic depiction of a prototypical signal transduction cascade. Ligand molecules act as an initial signal (S), that start a cascade of further downstream reactions in the interior of a cell, which often leads to the synthesis of new proteins X. **B – E** Typical biochemical network motifs. **B** shows a classical negative feedback motif, **C** an *incoherent feed-forward loop*, while **D** depicts a delayed negative feedback for a two component system and **E** negative feedback coupled with a positive feedback loop. Figure conception adapted from de Ronde [1].

aggregation properties, as well as structural changes together with chemical modifications. They are for many signaling processes the bottleneck from the extracellular to the intracellular domain and thus responsible for how cells create an internal representation of the information that they receive in form of external signals.

Figure 1.1A shows a paradigmatic signal transduction pathway. Typically, soluble ligand molecules act as primary messengers and start the signal cascade by binding to their complementary cell surface receptor [2]. Activated receptors then relay the signal downstream by activating so-called effector proteins. These type of proteins are often called secondary messengers. In real signaling cascades these intracellular components typically form a complex and intricate protein interaction network, which in turn can trigger different cell responses, such as cell differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis or altered motility and migration patterns. Binding of transcription factors to specific promoter regions on the DNA then leads to altered gene expression profiles which eventually leads to the new synthesis of desired target proteins. Many of the involved intracellular reactions include chemical modifications, such as for example the addition of a phosphate or methyl group to messenger proteins (as indicated by the small red dot on the messenger (M) and transcription factor protein (T) in figure 1.1A). Typically,
only the modified state is the active one which relays the signal further downstream.

The increasing progress of fluorescence microscopy and super resolution techniques [3–10] allows us to quantify cellular signaling processes with unprecedented precision. On the theoretical side, a major breakthrough in the field of cellular signaling came with the realization that many aspects of biochemical signaling networks share common motifs, that give rise to similar behavior, independent of their explicit molecular implementation on the protein level [11, 12]. Dissecting these networks into smaller modular subunits often allows the identification and analysis of such network motifs, of which a few are exemplary shown in figure 1.1 B–E. By identifying generic network motifs and reaction topologies one hopes to distill general principles of how biochemical networks work [11, 13]. Having understood these principles on a modular level, the goal is to predict cellular responses by rewiring these modules according to their physiological layout. Many of the complex biochemical networks have a large resemblance to electronic wire diagrams of modern electric devices. This realization initiated a strong interdisciplinary effort from physics, mathematics and engineering sciences towards a new quantitative foundation of biology [14–16]. In the last two decades this approach has proven to be very successful and broadened our understanding of how cellular processes work from protein-protein interactions all the way up to tissue level responses.

A central question in cellular signaling is how cells can reliably perform various signal processing tasks in noisy environments [13]. Especially signaling molecules have been shown to occur at extremely low copy numbers, literally reaching the single molecule level. This naturally calls for an understanding of the role of stochasticity and noise propagation in signal pathways. Borrowing concepts from the engineering world and from signal and information theory, it has proven to be an interesting task to ask how cells process signals as robustly and with the degree of precision that is necessary to ensure successful cellular communication. Further hallmarks of cellular signal processing include the ability to adapt or align responses according to environmental cues and to process multiple stimuli of information simultaneously. In particular the ability to process signals robustly is a widely acknowledged feature [17–21], which deserves further attention.

1.2 The interferon system

In this thesis we study receptor signaling of the type I interferon system. Interferons are a class of soluble signaling molecules, that play a pivotal role in the innate immune response against viral disease. They owe their name to the fact that they are known to
interfere with viral replication [22] and can initiate a so-called antiviral state in cells, which is used to signal the presence of viral infections to neighbor cells. Interferons are a subfamily of the larger group of cytokine ligands. These signaling molecules can be secreted by almost all nucleated cells and act as molecular messengers to orchestrate parts of the immune response by recruiting immune cells to targeted locations within an organism.

For this purpose it is important to recapitulate that the immune response of living organisms is a very complex entity that works on different hierarchical and organizational levels. While almost any living organism has at least a rudimentary immune system, the degree of sophistication of the immune system increases with higher developed organisms. This explains why only jawed vertebrates have developed what is today summarized as an adaptive immune system which is not present in simpler life forms. In a nutshell, the immune system is composed of many cellular and non-cellular components broadly
ordered by assigning them into two orthogonal categories. The first is whether they are part of the cellular or the humoral part of the immune system, and the second axis groups them into innate or adaptive immunity. This overwhelming complexity makes it evident, that the coordination of the immune response strongly relies on inter-cellular communication. And this is where the interferons come into play. They act as immunomodulatory messenger molecules and orchestrate important parts of the immune response. In this role they are most well known for their antiviral protection. As a part of the innate immune response one often refers to them as the first line of defense against viral infections [22]. For a comprehensive overview over the type I interferon system and all its molecular details we refer to recent reviews on the subject [22, 23].

We will be interested in the early stage of interferon signaling at the receptor level. The binding of ligands initiates a signal which is relayed further downstream. The striking observation, that different ligands can elicit different cellular responses is our motivation to ask how information processing at the interferon type I receptor works. In this way we look at this classical signal transduction pathway as a cellular information processing task.

1.3 Pattern formation in biological systems

Patterns are ubiquitous in biological systems. They emerge in so many different places and on so many different scales, that it is challenging to find a unifying framework to describe them. Many patterns emerge through the principle of self-organization and include processes that range from autocatalytic reactions, intracellular protein gradients, cytoskeletal networks and developmental processes up to tissue morphogenesis [24]. Self-organization describes the emergence of structure in a system consisting out of many individual units, that individually are not ordered. The emergence of patterns is then caused by collective and typically highly dynamic interactions between the individual units, which cannot be explained by the individual properties alone. While the first observations and attempts in this direction were based on theoretical considerations by the work from Lotka [25, 26], Bray [27] and for example by the famous Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [28–30] it has nowadays become clear, that self-organization principles are of fundamental relevance in cell biology and are highly responsible for many of the rich cellular dynamics.

Self-organization manifests itself here in rich dynamical processes that the molecular machinery undergoes under the consumption of energy in the form of ATP or GTP. For this reason the interesting dynamics emerging from such systems have often been
referred to as dissipative systems and been dealt with in a more broader conceptual context by Priogine [31–33] and Haken [34]. Prominent examples which were used to explicitly showcase these characteristics in the intracellular domain are the self-organized structures and patterns generated by the interplay of Microtubuli (MT) and molecular motors which pull on them [35–37]. Similar patterning phenomena have also been observed for the acto-myosin network [38], where myosin II motors crosslink the system and are able to create rich actin network patterns. Since the role of active elements, such as the mentioned molecular motors of the last two examples, have been identified as crucial ingredients for the self-organization processes described here, systems of this kind are often referred to as active gels [39]. The maybe best studied example of a temporal pattern can be found in the eukaryotic cell cycle. Here the temporal oscillations of the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) act as a master regulator for cell cycle control [40, 41], giving a very prominent and important example for a self-organizing system that gives rise to a temporal oscillation.

For spatial pattern generation in biological systems the work by Alan Turing [42] is an important milestone. He proposed a mechanism that can lead to spatially inhomogeneous patterns by a diffusion-driven instability (Turing instability). This work has inspired much follow-up research until today [43–45] and is clearly a seminal contribution to the field. In his theory he introduced so-called morphogens as diffusible molecules that interact via a nonlinear reaction mechanism. However, it was criticized that there are almost none real-life systems which actually implement the Turing patterning mechanism on a molecular level. Still, his theoretical considerations were important, as they suggested a mechanism for a dynamic instability and inspired many others to work in the field of pattern formation. Although it turns out to be hard to find actual Turing systems, biological cells show many other interesting dynamic patterning systems. Many of those create very fascinating waves and show rich oscillatory behaviors [46] and are not seldom responsible for important biological functions. Today we have just started to understand the molecular basis and the physical mechanisms behind protein pattern formation [47]. The Min system in E. coli bacteria is an example of such a protein pattern forming system for which the molecular mechanism is well studied and which will be the topic of the next section.

1.4 The bacterial Min system

The bacterial Min proteins are a well studied example of a pattern-forming protein system that gives rise to rich spatiotemporal oscillations. It was discovered as a spatial
1.4. The bacterial Min system

Min proteins oscillate along the longitudinal axis between the cell poles of the rod-shaped bacterium, forming so-called polar zones [49–52] (compare figure 1.3). Most bacteria use a cytoskeletal structure, a so-called Z-ring, for the completion of bacterial cytokinesis [57]. This Z-ring self-assembles from filaments of polymerized FtsZ-proteins, the prokaryotic homolog of the eukaryotic protein tubulin [58], which serve as a scaffold structure for midcell constriction and the eventual septum formation in the midplane. If successful, this process creates two equally sized daughter cells with an identical set of genetic information [59]. A necessary prerequisite for successful symmetric cell division is hence the targeted assembly of FtsZ towards midcell. In E. coli cells this is mediated by two independent mechanisms, nucleoid occlusion and the
dynamic oscillations of the MinCDE proteins [52, 60, 61]. While nucleoid occlusion prevents division near the chromosome, the Min system actively keeps the divisome away from the cell poles through the MinC-protein acting as FtsZ-polymerization inhibitor [52]. The characteristic pole-to-pole oscillations create a time-averaged concentration gradient with a minimal inhibitor concentration of MinC at midcell, suppressing Z-ring assembly at the cell poles [50–52]. Although MinC is indispensable for correct division site placement, it acts only as a passenger molecule, passively following the oscillatory dynamics of MinD and MinE [49, 50, 62].

On the molecular level, the oscillations emerge from the cycling of the ATPase MinD between a freely diffusing state in the cytosolic bulk and a membrane-bound state, induced by its activator MinE under continuous consumption of chemical energy by ATP-hydrolysis. In its ATP-bound form MinD homodimerizes and can subsequently attach to the inner bacterial membrane as ATP-bound dimers using a membrane targeting sequence in form of a C-terminal amphipathic helix [63–65]. Despite the fact that the physicochemical details of MinD membrane binding are not yet fully understood, it has been demonstrated that MinD membrane binding is a cooperative process [63, 66]. When being bound, MinD diffuses along the membrane. It also recruits MinE which in turn triggers the ATPase activity of MinD, breaking the complex apart and releasing all constituents back into the cytosol. MinD then freely diffuses in the bulk and can, after renewed loading of ATP and dimerization, rebind to the membrane at a new position. This cycling of MinD between two states is the core mechanism for wave propagation of the Min proteins. For a comprehensive overview on the underlying molecular processes, we refer to recent reviews on this topic [67–72].

1.5 Self-assembly

Self-assembly describes the spontaneous process by which a (seemingly) unordered system of constituents forms higher order complexes with a regular architecture. Protein self-assembly in biological system is a hallmark of living cells, with examples ranging from small signaling complexes through clathrin coats or viral capsids to large-scale cytoskeletal structures. Vital cellular functions rely on supramolecular protein complexes which self-assemble in the cellular context. Many biological self-assembly systems have inspired soft-matter approaches and were used as templates for synthetic material design. Inspired by the rich and diverse range of biomolecules which self-assemble into such supramolecular complexes, we try to understand the nature of the interactions that give rise to such complex architectures. A cornerstone for self-assembly is the
selectivity of interactions. These selective interactions can be modeled or synthesized by using anisotropic interactions between monomeric assembly building blocks. A common approach to do so, is to use sticky patches on the surfaces of molecules, which convey selective interactions. From a theoretical point of view this approach is straight forward, since it is an easy way of approximating the true nature of actual anisotropic reactive properties of biomolecules. Also experimentally, modern patterning techniques allows to imprint sticky patches or surfaces on the molecular building blocks. The rich shape spectra that can be implemented arise from an intricate interplay of forces, particle shape and the topology of the molecular building blocks. Combined, they dictate the assembly outcome in a intertwined and highly dynamic way [75]. For this reason patchy particles are sometimes also referred to as *shape amphiphiles*, which is meant to emphasize their new role in potentially providing highly functional and designed assembly structures, and is used in contrast to the more classical notion of amphiphiles, by which one more typically would think of surfactants or block copolymers. In this work we use computer simulations to study assembly properties of patchy particle models theoretically. We are interested in rings and capsids as target structures. Capsids are the protein shells that virus particles build as a part of their replication life-cycle (compare figure 1.4). In

---

**Figure 1.4** | A Polymerization reactions are a common self-assembly strategy to form filaments. B Ring assembly, here shown for pentameric rings, as an intermediate assembly structure. C1 X-ray reconstruction of a Brome Mosaic virus capsid (Image taken from [73]). C2 Schematic representation of an icosahedral $T = 1$ capsid with pentameric building blocks (Image taken from [74]). D Two monomeric patchy particles that interact via patches (small white spheres) on their surface. E Assembly of rings and capsids under the influence of shear flow.
this way our approach here is one side inspired by the self-assembly of protein systems, but on the other side has clear implications for colloid science, where spherical shell particles could act as cargo containers with potential applications in drug delivery.

1.6 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 gives a brief overview over the methods and algorithms, that we used and developed for the work presented in this thesis. This mostly covers particle-based methods such as reactive Brownian dynamics in three and two dimensions and will also give an overview over related approaches with a similar scope.

Then we move to signal transduction in chapter Chapter 3. There we study the signal initiation of the type I interferon system. We focus on the receptor dynamics of this system, meaning the binding modes and their implications for the functionality of this signaling system. This involves a detailed treatment of the receptor ligand dynamics, which allow this system to act as a robust molecular sensor in noisy environments. For this purpose we analyzed the binding properties of the interferon system and compared them to standard pharmacological results. To address the question of how such systems in a more general way are able to discriminate signals, we developed an information theoretic framework to answer the question of ligand discrimination in a more rigorous and fully quantifiable way in Chapter 4. We conclude this part on signal transduction with a brief excursion into spatial stochastic receptor dynamics in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 starts the second major part of this thesis and shows our results from stochastic particle-based simulations of the Min system. We used many of the presented methods from chapter 2 and focused on the role of stochasticity for oscillation mode stability. This lead to the observation of transient switching events between different oscillation modes and hence addresses the role of multistability in such nonlinear oscillatory systems.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and shows our results from a patchy particle self-assembly model. We use a mesoscopic simulation technique called multiparticle collision dynamics (MPCD) to analyze how forced flow can modulate the self-assembly process, using ring and capsid structures as exemplary self-assembly models. This is inspired by the very fascinating an efficient self-assembly that viruses demonstrate in physiological conditions. As an integral part of their replication cycle they very robustly and efficiently construct their protein shell, a protein container typically showing a high degree of symmetry. This allows us to study the intricate interplay between complex
assembly, kinetic trapping and malformed assembly intermediates, while having a sound hydrodynamic resolution and the possibility to apply non-equilibrium conditions to the system. Although this route we take here is inspired by viral capsid self-assembly, it has clear general implications for colloidal and soft-matter systems, with an application for synthetic self-assembly processes in mind. For the latter it will be crucial to find optimal self-assembly conditions and show how for example flow can be used to enhance assembly yields.
I

Methods
2 Particle-based simulation methods

2.1 Overview

Biological function arises directly through the diffusion and reaction of its constituents in and around living cells. This shall motivate us to try to understand how diffusive motion of biomolecules and reactions among them lead to emergent phenomena on the ground of their physical properties. In the following I will use the term particles to simply describe the biomolecules (proteins, lipids, ions, etc.) of interest. For most of this work I will consider proteins and reactions will mean protein-protein interactions, although many aspects of the theoretical treatment are equally applicable in a more general setting.

The degree of molecular detail that one needs to account for depends very much on the kind of question one addresses. Conceptually it is clear that reaction-diffusion processes can always be decomposed into two coupled parts, a transport process, which determines the particle motion and a reaction process which describes chemical reactivity. At the very least it is conceptually evident that two particles must come in close proximity of each other in order to undergo a chemical reaction. From this point of view one might assume that by default their spatial localization must play a key role in this process.

Although it is clear that fundamentally the reaction process itself is a process of quantum chemical nature, for our purpose it is prohibitive to study the systems of interest at quantum chemical level of detail, since this would prevent us from resolving sufficiently long time scales and sufficiently large systems.

Concerning the transport process I will focus on diffusive motion, meaning the Brownian motion of biomolecules in a solvent. Different transport modes like advection and active transport processes are of course also important in many cellular contexts, but beyond the scope of this work.

If diffusive time scales are fast compared to reactive time scales, a well-mixed assumption might be valid and one can convert the single particle resolution to effective
concentrations \( c(t) \). In this limit the spatial resolution is not important and reactions between chemical species are typically set up following \textit{mass action kinetics} leading to systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which can readily be solved numerically. If space does matter, one can describe the system at hand in a deterministic manner by setting up the corresponding set of partial differential reaction-diffusion equations (PDEs). In terms of concentration fields \( c(\mathbf{r}, t) \), the PDE for a generic species \( i \) reads

\[
\frac{\partial c_i(\mathbf{r}, t)}{\partial t} = \Delta c_i(\mathbf{r}, t) + R\left(\{c_j(\mathbf{r}, t)\}, t\right). \tag{2.1}
\]

The reaction term \( R \) on the right hand side accounts for all reactions and thus can in principle be a function of all concentrations in the system.

The use of concentrations assumes that the actual copy numbers of molecules are large, for this macroscopic mean field description to hold. If this is no longer the case, the system is best described by stochastic methods. If the diffusive time scale is again fast compared to all other time scales, we can again make the \textit{well-mixed} assumption but still consider single particles, leading to the \textit{chemical master equation} (CME). Simple systems with constant or linear rates can often be solved analytically on this level. More complex systems can then be addressed by direct stochastic simulations \cite{76–78} or faster approximate stochastic simulation algorithms (SSAs) \cite{79–82}. Since this field was pioneered by Gillespie, these techniques are often loosely grouped under the common reference to Gillespie-type algorithms. These methods account for stochasticity that results from fluctuations in copy numbers of the involved particles, but assume a spatially homogeneous reaction volume.

The logical consequence, when both spatial and single particle resolution are required, is the use of so-called stochastic spatial simulation algorithms. Since many biochemical processes that carry out important biological functions, \textit{e.g.} controlling cellular communication, signal transduction and gene regulation, happen in a low copy number regime, they are the perfect application field of such methods. Although the goal is clear, there are still many different methods using different strategies to solve reaction diffusion problems on this level of molecular detail. A straight forward extension of the above mentioned Gillespie type SSAs is the reaction-diffusion master equation (RDME). In this approach the system volume \( \Omega \) is split up into smaller sub-volumes, with each of them assumed to be \textit{well-mixed}. Hence in each sub-volume one can solve the \textit{well-stirred} chemical master equation and includes particle exchange between such sub-volume voxels to account for molecular transport mechanisms.

Another criterion for methodological distinction is the use of so-called on- versus
off-lattice methods. If particle positions are restricted to a lattice, one obviously gains computational efficiency but must adjust lattice constants and jump processes between lattice sites to match macroscopic transport characteristics of the molecular process, that one wishes to map. In the sake of brevity I will only focus on off-lattice methods, where particle positions are continuous space variables $r \in \mathbb{R}^d$, for a $d$-dimensional system.

A second conceptual difference between stochastic spatial simulation algorithms is the distinction between iterative fixed time step schemes (often loosely referred to as normal Brownian dynamics (BD)) and event-driven schemes. In standard iterative schemes one fixes a global propagation time step $\Delta t$, which sets the accuracy of the method and must be chosen to resolve all spatial and temporal features of relevance. For dilute systems it has long been realized that fixed time steps can become inefficient, since most of the computational time could be “wasted” by diffusing particles in rather empty space.

Using more sophisticated event-driven algorithms can help to overcome this shortcoming. A very accurate event-driven spatial stochastic algorithm is the application of Green’s function reaction dynamics (GFRD) [83, 84]. It uses analytical calculations and solves the reaction-diffusion dynamics on the level of two-particle interactions exactly. By calculating so-called protective domains around all particles, the algorithm finds the largest diffusive jumps that the system can do, before it must resolve the next reaction event, and iterates diffusive motion and reactions based on a next-event list. In the most recent version this algorithm is implemented in eGFRD and has also successfully combined in hybrid schemes with conventional BD and molecular dynamics (MD) [85]. This algorithm is particularly suited to assess the fundamental precision with which biochemical networks can function, as demonstrated in [86], where the authors revisit the classical Berg-Purcell limit [87] with spatial stochastic simulations. The above mentioned Gillespie algorithm is also an example for an event-driven method. It calculates next reaction event times and moves forward in time by iterating through reaction events.

An alternative route has been taken by Schöneberg et al. [88]. The authors use a normal Brownian dynamics setup but use potentials and interaction forces to describe both reaction events and geometrical properties such as confinement and volume exclusion. The usage of potentials in BD settings by itself is rather conventional, and has been widely applied in the past, also for protein-protein diffusional encounters [89, 90], but not with the notion of explicit chemical reactions. While allowing more molecular detail in the type of physical interactions, it equally becomes computationally more demanding. A successful application of this approach for G-protein coupled receptor systems can be found in [91].
Overall speaking, stochastic spatial simulation tools have proven to be an invaluable tool to understand the role of spatial organization for many cellular functions. For a protein kinase signaling cascade Takanase et al. [92] could show that the spatiotemporal correlations can qualitatively change the response properties. In a similar manner Mugler et al. [93] showed that membrane clustering of receptors and rebinding processes are important for biochemical signaling in general and addressed the role of spatial partitioning for common reoccurring signaling motifs [94]. The role of serial rebinding of ligands to receptor clusters has also been explored by Andrews [95]. By explicitly resolving the diffusion of transcription factors Van Zon et al. [96] showed that the noise characteristics can change significantly and found lower bounds for the precision of transcriptional regulation [97]. And even in simple enzymatic schemes Van Albada and coworkers demonstrated that the spatial localization of enzymes leads to drastically changed outcomes, when compared to standard mean-field results [98].

For the work in this thesis we used standard Brownian dynamics methods with fixed propagation time steps $\Delta t$ and different reactivity models for different biological systems, as I will explain in the following. I will refer to these kind of techniques collectively as reactive Brownian dynamics. For a review on continuous space (off-lattice) particle-based simulation tools see [99], and for a detailed comparison of reactive Brownian dynamics and the state of the art of event-driven methods (in particular GFRD) we refer to a recent review by Sokolowski and ten Wolde [100]. A more general review article in this broader field can be found here [101].

### 2.2 Free diffusion

The motion of molecules in absence of any confinement or additional forces will be described by free diffusion. This constitutes the standard method for particle motion for many simulations we used in this work, unless otherwise noted. In the picture of a single particle, free diffusion is governed by the Fokker-Planck equation (FPE)

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} p(r', t + \Delta t | r, t) = D \nabla^2 p(r', t + \Delta t | r, t).$$

(2.2)

This FPE is identical to what is commonly referred to as the standard diffusion equation [102] with diffusion coefficient $D$, where $p(r', t + \Delta t | r, t)$ is the probability to find the particle at time $t + \Delta t$ at position $r'$ given that it was at $r$ at time $t$. We use the initial
2.3 Reactivity models

By reactions we refer to chemical reactions and will borrow the typical terminology from chemical kinetics to describe them. We will focus on first order (unimolecular) and second order (bimolecular) reactions only, since they are sufficient to cover most of the biological processes that we are interested in and additionally allow for a clear interpretation in terms of molecular events on the level of spatial resolution that we are working at.
First order reactions

A generic unimolecular reaction has the form

\[ A \xrightleftharpoons[k_{\text{off}}^{(1)}]{k_{\text{on}}^{(1)}} B, \]  

(2.6)

where \( k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} \) and \( k_{\text{off}}^{(1)} \) are the macroscopic forward and reverse reaction rates. This means that \( k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} \) quantifies the macroscopic rate of change of the product concentration \( c_B \) in the sense that

\[ \frac{dc_B(t)}{dt} = +k_{\text{on}}^{(1)}c_A(t) = -\frac{dc_A(t)}{dt} \]  

(2.7)

is satisfied. Without further ado we could allow several product species in reaction scheme (2.6), but since this would not alter the reaction mechanism for the unimolecular case we will not consider this case for now. The standard exponential solution to equation (2.7) reveals immediately that the macroscopic first order reaction rate \( k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} \) is the inverse of the mean life time \( \tau^{(1)} \) that an educt particle of type \( A \) needs to “decay” into a particle of type \( B \) via this reaction channel \( (k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} = 1/\tau^{(1)}) \). Using the system volume \( \Omega \) to convert the concentration of \( A \) particles \( c_A(t) \) back to particle copy numbers \( n_A(t) \) via \( n_A(t) = \Omega c_A(t) \), we immediately note that after a finite time period of \( \Delta t \), on average \( n_{A,r} \) \( A \)-particles will have decayed due to this reaction. \( n_{A,r} \) is given by

\[ n_{A,r}(\Delta t) = n_A(0) - n_A(\Delta t) = n_A(0) \left(1 - \exp(-k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} \Delta t)\right), \]  

(2.8)

such that, on a single particle level, the probability for a particle of type \( A \) to react during a time window \( \Delta t \) is given by

\[ p_{\text{react}}(\Delta t) = \frac{n_{A,r}(\Delta t)}{n_A(0)} = 1 - \exp\left(-k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} \Delta t\right) = k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} \Delta t + \mathcal{O}\left(\Delta t^2\right). \]  

(2.9)

The last approximation is valid for \( k_{\text{on}}^{(1)} \Delta t \ll 1 \), which constrains the choice of \( \Delta t \). The most important realization from this consideration is that first-order reactions are independent of the spatial configuration. Secondly, the microscopic reaction picture as given in equation (2.9) tells us that for first order processes the macroscopic reaction rate is equivalent to the microscopical reaction rate \( k_{\text{on}}^{1} = k_{a}^{1} \), where we introduce \( k_{a} \) to denote intrinsic microscopic reaction rates. The difference between the two will become apparent in the treatment of bimolecular reaction events. Typically, the reaction rates that can be measured in common experimental settings correspond to macroscopic rates, although the explicit experimental settings must be taken into account very carefully in
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all cases. For all practical purposes this tells us that first order processes are *Poisson* processes and their reaction probability is calculated as given in equation (2.9).

If a given particle can react *via* multiple first order reactions (reaction channels), a sequential application of equation (2.9) would lead to a bias towards the first reaction that is attempted. Instead the correct probability for reaction channel $j$ to “fire” among $N$ available reactions must be calculated as

$$p_{\text{react},j}(\Delta t) = \frac{k_{\text{on},j}^{(1)}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} k_{\text{on},i}^{(1)}} \times \left[1 - \exp\left(-\Delta t \sum_{i=1}^{N} k_{\text{on},i}^{(1)}\right)\right], \quad (2.10)$$

avoiding any bias in the reaction attempt.

**Bimolecular encounter**

Next we consider bimolecular reactions of the following type

$$A + B \xrightleftharpoons[k_{\text{off}}]{k_{\text{on}}} C, \quad (2.11)$$

where again $k_{\text{on}}$ and $k_{\text{off}}$ describe the macroscopic reaction rates in the sense that they quantify the rate of change for a spatially homogeneous concentration such that

$$\frac{dc_C(t)}{dt} = k_{\text{on}}c_A(t)c_B(t) - k_{\text{off}}c_C(t) \quad (2.12)$$

holds. Equation (2.12) also reveals why explicit spatial treatment of bimolecular reactions is starting to become more challenging, merely by the fact of being the lowest order reaction process that is nonlinear in the educt concentration. While the uniform counterpart in equation (2.7) is still linear in concentrations, this is no longer the case here. In the generic scheme (2.11) the macroscopic equilibrium constant $K_{\text{eq}}$ for reactions of this type is then simply

$$K_{\text{eq}} = \frac{k_{\text{on}}}{k_{\text{off}}} = \frac{c_C}{c_A c_B} = \frac{1}{K_D}, \quad (2.13)$$

where $c_x$ denotes the concentration of species $x$, and the equilibrium dissociation constants $K_D = 1/K_{\text{eq}}$ is simply the inverse equilibrium constant.

Now the fundamental difference compared to the first order case lies in the fact, that a pair of $A$ and $B$ particles must first be in close spatial proximity in order for a reaction event to happen. At this point it is very helpful to conceptualize bimolecular
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reactions as a clear two step process. 1) The diffusive motion can create an encounter between the two educt particles (a state that we will from now on refer to as encounter complex/state $\mathcal{E}$), which has not yet reacted to the final product state. 2) A particle pair that happens to be in such an encounter state by their diffusive transport properties can subsequently react to form the product according to the available reaction channels, such as for example given in (2.11). The encounter complex picture can be cast into the following schematic two-step description

$$A + B \xrightarrow{k_D} A \cdot B \xrightarrow{k_a} C,$$

where the macroscopic reaction (2.11) is extended by an intermediate $A \cdot B$ state, denoting an $A$–$B$ pair in encounter $\mathcal{E}$. Here $k_D$ and $k_{D,b}$ denote the diffusive forward and reverse rates, by which the encounter situation is created due to particle diffusion, and $k_a$ and $k_d$ are the intrinsic (microscopic) association and dissociation rates, respectively. This concept of an encounter complex as an intermediate step is at the very least conceptually very valuable since it allows to decouple the diffusive motion and the pure reactive process from each other in a clear way. Assuming the concentration of the encounter complex ($A \cdot B$) to be in steady state, i.e. $\partial_t c_{A,B} = 0$, one can derive the following useful relations

$$k_{on} = \frac{k_D k_a}{k_a + k_{D,b}} \quad \text{and} \quad k_{off} = \frac{k_{D,b} k_d}{k_a + k_{D,b}},$$

connecting the macroscopic reaction rates from equation (2.11) with the microscopic ones from equation (2.14) and makes it possible to express the equilibrium constant $K_{eq}$ as

$$K_{eq} = \frac{c_C}{c_A c_B} = \frac{k_{on}}{k_{off}} = \frac{k_D k_a}{k_{D,b} k_d} = \left(\frac{k_D}{k_{D,b}}\right) \left(\frac{k_a}{k_d}\right).$$

The result from equation (2.15) has interesting limiting cases. For reactions which are diffusion limited we assume $k_a \gg k_{D,b}$, leading to

$$k_{on} \simeq k_D \quad \text{and} \quad k_{off} = k_{D,b} \frac{k_d}{k_a}.$$  

If, on the other end of the spectrum, we have a reaction limited scenario, assuming $k_{D,b} \gg k_a$, we find that

$$k_{on} \simeq k_a \frac{k_D}{k_{D,b}} \quad \text{and} \quad k_{off} \simeq k_d.$$
holds. These central results can be nicely recast as

\[
\frac{1}{k_{\text{on}}} = \frac{1}{k_{a}} + \frac{1}{k_{D}} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{1}{k_{\text{off}}} = \frac{1}{k_{d}} + \frac{K_{\text{eq}}}{k_{D}}.
\] (2.19)

Agmon et al. [104] also showed that the equilibrium constant is now in this context given by

\[
K_{\text{eq}} = \frac{k_{\text{on}}}{k_{\text{off}}} = \frac{k_{a}}{k_{d}}.
\] (2.20)

The rate \(k_{D}\) at which the diffusive encounter state is formed has been derived exactly 100 years ago by Smoluchowski [105], who found that this diffusion-limited rate constant is given by

\[
k_{D} = 4\pi DR,
\] (2.21)

where \(R = R_{A} + R_{B}\) is the cross section (or sometimes referred to as reaction distance)\(^1\) and \(D = D_{A} + D_{B}\) the mutual diffusion coefficient. \(R_{X}\) and \(D_{X}\) are the radius and diffusion coefficient of particles of type \(X\), respectively. For typical proteins the Smoluchowski rate is of the order of \(k_{D} \simeq 6 \times 10^{9} \text{(Ms)}^{-1}\). Comparing this value to typical experimentally measured protein-protein association reaction rate constants, as for example reviewed by Schreiber et al. [106], one realizes that this value is almost never achieved and seems orders of magnitude too large. For this reason this value has been termed the diffusive speed limit for protein-protein association. The Smoluchowski rate clearly overestimates measured association rates, since it assumes isotropic reactivity, whereas many proteins have binding pockets, such that they do not only need to be in close proximity but also in a matching mutual orientation, explaining why the isotropic reactivity picture cast by the Smoluchowski diffusion-limited \(k_{D}\) rate is a universal upper limit. Strikingly, Milles et al. [107] observed that this limit can in fact be reached for intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), showing really impressively that the orientation constraint is only relevant for folded proteins.

For this reason it is important to explicitly define what we mean by an encounter complex. Figure 2.1 shows several popular choices of how the encounter state can be defined. Figure 2.1A shows a reactivity model where particles themselves are considered as point particles, but for a given reaction they participate in, one assigns a reaction radius \(r_{\text{reactive}}\) creating a spherical reactive volume \(V^*\) around the center of the particle

\(^1\)The reaction distance can coincide with the physical size of the particles, but does not have to. An accurate treatment requires these choices to be consistent to the degree that detailed balance is obeyed and no equilibrium properties are violated.
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Figure 2.1 | Different reactivity models. While A–C lead to isotropic reactivity, the patchy particle approach as depicted in D is a convenient choice to implement anisotropic reactivity.

[108, 109]. An A–B pair is then considered in diffusional encounter when the two reactive spheres overlap. If one wishes to consider volume exclusion one needs to set a particle radius $r_V$ and modify the diffusive propagation scheme such that particle overlaps $r_{AB} < r_{V,A} + r_{V,B}$ are rejected during the positional sampling (figure 2.1B). Combining volume exclusion with the isotropic reactivity from A one can create a spherical shell around the actual particle (figure 2.1C), such that the overlap over two such spherical shells defines an encounter state. While all three of these approaches implement an isotropic reactivity model, introducing reactive patches on the surface of the particles is a popular choice to implement anisotropic reactivity (figure 2.1D). This was successfully applied in several Brownian dynamics simulation studies in the past [110–113]. Often the reaction patch is only a graphical depiction of an angularly constrained reactive volume $V^*$. This way of defining anisotropic reactivity does not yet fix the precise mechanism of how reactivity is implemented. This can be done using stochastic reaction rates as demonstrated by Klein & Schwarz [113], where the patch geometry is used to convey orientational specificity, but can also be used in conjecture with interaction potentials [88] allowing flexible interactions. Either way, this extension allows to include oligomerization and assembly processes [91, 114], which are known to be important for many cellular processes.

2.4 Detailed balance condition

While the left part of the encounter picture scheme in equation (2.14) is implemented by the particle propagation scheme as explained in section 2.2, the actual reaction formalism is still pending. For three dimensional ($d = 3$) Brownian dynamics simulations I implemented an algorithm proposed by Morelli et al. [115]. To ensure that a simulation model recaptures important physical properties accurately one must ensure that the underlying reaction model for equilibrium reactions satisfies detailed balance. For a
reacting particle pair the detailed balance condition, that we want to satisfy reads

\[ p_u(r_d) |dr_d| \pi_{u\rightarrow b}(r_d) = p_b \pi_{b\rightarrow u}(r_d). \quad (2.22) \]

This condition must hold for any inter-particle vector \( r_d \), making sure that the flux from unbound states (\( u \)) is matched by the flux from bound states (\( b \)). \( p_u \) and \( p_b \) denote the probability of finding the particle pair in an unbound or bound state, respectively, where of course only \( p_u(r_d) \) depends on their mutual spatial configuration, such that \( p_u(r_d) |dr_d| \) is the probability of being unbound and separated by a vector between \( r_d \) and \( r_d + dr_d \). And finally, \( \pi_{u\rightarrow b} \) and \( \pi_{u\rightarrow b} \) are the transition probabilities for going from an unbound state to a bound state and vice versa. Morelli suggested a reaction scheme in which every particle overlap is considered as an encounter state \( E \) which allows to derive exact expressions for the transition probabilities by appropriate reweighting, such that the detailed balance condition in equation (2.22) is fulfilled. Our clear conception of bimolecular binding as a two step process is well reflected in the following ansatz for the transition probabilities

\[ \pi_{u\rightarrow b}(r_d) = P_{\text{gen}}^{u\rightarrow E}(r_d, \Delta t) P_{\text{acc}}^{E\rightarrow b}(\Delta t), \quad (2.23a) \]

\[ \pi_{b\rightarrow u}(r_d) = P_{\text{acc}}^{b\rightarrow E}(\Delta t) P_{\text{gen}}^{E\rightarrow u}(r_d, \Delta t), \quad (2.23b) \]

where a successful binding event means going from an unbound to a bound state \( u \rightarrow b \equiv u \rightarrow E \rightarrow b \) via an encounter state \( E \), and conversely a complete unbinding reaction means just the opposite, namely \( b \rightarrow u \equiv b \rightarrow E \rightarrow u \), as the superscripts of (2.23a) and (2.23b) indicate. Using the fact that the equilibrium constants \( K_{eq} \) sets the ratio \( K_{eq} = p_b/p_u(r_d) \) and referring back to equation (2.9) from section 2.3 we already know that the acceptance rate \( P_{\text{acc}}^{b\rightarrow E} \) describes a first-order decay and hence can be set to \( P_{\text{acc}}^{b\rightarrow E} \approx k_d \Delta t \). One can establish the following expression for the acceptance probability

\[ P_{\text{acc}}^{E\rightarrow b}(\Delta t) = \frac{p_b}{p_u(r_d) |dr_d|} \frac{P_{\text{gen}}^{u\rightarrow E}(r_d, \Delta t)}{P_{\text{acc}}^{E\rightarrow u}(r_d, \Delta t)} \frac{P_{\text{acc}}^{b\rightarrow E}(\Delta t)}{P_{\text{gen}}^{E\rightarrow b}(r_d, \Delta t)} k_d \Delta t. \quad (2.24) \]

The last remaining ingredient to establish an expression for \( P_{\text{acc}}^{E\rightarrow b}(\Delta t) \) is the ratio of the overlap generation move and the generation step for the reverse process when moving out of the encounter state \( E \). Since we assume the particle pair to be separated by \( r_d \) and know the free diffusion propagator \( p_{\text{free}} \) from equation (2.5), one can analytically
find
\[ P_{\text{gen}}^{u \rightarrow E}(r_d, \Delta t) = \int_{|r'_d| = r_d < R} p_{\text{free}}(r'_d; t + \Delta t, r_d, t) \, dr'_d =: g(r_d, \Delta t) = g(r_d, \Delta t), \]
(2.25)

where \( R = R_A + R_B \) is the previously defined cross section. This distribution function \( g(r_d, \Delta t) \) is now only a function of the initial radial separation \( r_d = |r_d| \) and the propagation time step \( \Delta t \). For the closed form solution of \( g \) see appendix A1.1. The key step in [115] is now to set \( P_{\text{gen}}^{u \rightarrow E}(r_d, \Delta t) \propto P_{\text{gen}}^{E \rightarrow u}(r_d, \Delta t) \), i.e. to set these distributions in principle equal, with the slight adjustment that \( P_{\text{gen}}^{E \rightarrow u}(r_d, \Delta t) \) still needs to be properly normalized. Since we now address the unbinding step, the normalization constant \( 4\pi \mathcal{N}_D \) is a volume integral over \( |r_d| \geq R \) outside the mutual encounter volume. This can be understood as the statistical weight from generating a trial position move over all valid target positions outside the encounter \( \mathcal{E} \). The normalization constant is calculated as
\[
\int_{|r_d| = r_d \geq R} g(r_d, \Delta t) \, dr_d = 4\pi \int_{R}^{\infty} g(r_d, \Delta t) \, r_d^2 \, dr_d =: 4\pi \mathcal{N}_D(\Delta t),
\]
(2.26)

such that the trial move for the backward step \( (\mathcal{E} \rightarrow u) \) is sampled from the distribution
\[
P_{\text{gen}}^{E \rightarrow u}(r_d, \Delta t) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{4\pi \mathcal{N}_D(\Delta t)} P_{\text{gen}}^{u \rightarrow E}(r_d, \Delta t) & \text{for } r_d \geq R \\ 0 & \text{elsewhere}. \end{cases}
\]
(2.27)

Having established expressions for \( P_{\text{acc}}^{b \rightarrow \mathcal{E}}, P_{\text{gen}}^{u \rightarrow \mathcal{E}} \) and \( P_{\text{gen}}^{E \rightarrow u} \) we are all set to go back to equation (2.24) and insert them to find a detailed balance expression for the forward acceptance rate \( P_{\text{acc}}^{\mathcal{E} \rightarrow b} \)
\[
P_{\text{acc}}^{\mathcal{E} \rightarrow b}(k_a, \Delta t) = \frac{k_a \Delta t}{4\pi \mathcal{N}_D(\Delta t)},
\]
(2.28)

which is now a function of the propagation time step \( \Delta t \) and the intrinsic association rate \( k_a \). By isolating the above expression for the intrinsic association rate \( k_a \) one can see that this leads to a very intuitive interpretation of
\[
k_a = \frac{4\pi \mathcal{N}_D(\Delta t)}{\Delta t} \times \frac{P_{\text{acc}}^{\mathcal{E} \rightarrow b}}{\text{association probability}}
\]
(2.29)
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We performed several tests to verify that the algorithm as presented in the previous section 2.4 is physically correct. The first set of tests were performed for an isolated $A$–$B$ particle pair in unbounded space. This is a suitable choice to test several properties of our approach rigorously, in particular since the isolated pair problem, as considered here, has been solved exactly [116]. This allows us to compare our reactive BD scheme with analytical distribution functions. We start with an irreversible reaction

$$A + B \xrightarrow{k_{irr}} C,$$

and record the radial pair distribution $p_{irr}$ for several time points as shown in figure 2.2A. These radial histograms can be compared with the analytical expressions by [116], who calculated the probability $p(r, t \mid r_0, t_0)$ to find an isolated pair at time $t$ with a inter particle vector $r$ given that their initial displacement at time $t_0$ was $r_0$, and we find them to be in excellent agreement with the closed form solution, for all time points considered.

For these simulations we defined the intrinsic time scale $\tau = R^2/D$ and used an intrinsic association rate constant $k_a = 1000 R^3/\tau$. The time steps $\Delta t$ used are indicated
in the corresponding figure legends of figure 2.2 and 2.3. At the start of each independent run we place the particles in contact, \( r_0 = R = R_A + R_B \), and used \( R_A = R_B = R/2 \), fixing \( R \) as intrinsic length scale. Figure 2.3A shows the same quantity in a linear scaling for a single end time point (\( t_{\text{sim}} \)) but now for various time steps \( \Delta t \), clearly illustrating how the choice of a too large fixed propagation time leads to a systematic underestimation of the exact radial distribution function \( p_{\text{irr}}(r) \).

Figures 2.2B and 2.3B show the same analysis for a reversible reaction as given by equation (2.11), which we equally find in good agreement to the analytical results by Kim et al. [116]. We observe the same underestimation effect if the propagation time step \( \Delta t \) is set too large.

A second rigorous test for this setup is to calculate the area under the recorded radial density histograms and compare it to the the analytically available survival probability

\[
S(t \mid r_0) = S(t \mid r_0)
\]

\[
S(t \mid r_0) = 4\pi \int_{R}^{\infty} p(r, t \mid r_0, t_0) r^2 dr.
\] (2.31)

A systematic evaluation of how accurately this quantity is achieved is given in figure 2.4. Here we show again the results for both the irreversible (equation (2.30)) and the reversible (equation (2.11)) case. Apart from an erroneous phase at the spectrum of very large time steps we observe a monotonic improvement of the sampled survival probability in comparison with the theoretical prediction as it is shown in both sub-figures by the corresponding dashed horizontal lines. The figure legends also show the exact percentage
value that the survival probability $S(t \mid r_0)$ takes for the different times.

The following test considers a similar setup as before but now we confine the particles to a cubic bounding box with side length $20R$. We analyze the equilibrium bound state probability $p_b$ as a function of the number of $B$ particles $n_B$ in the system, while only a single $A$ particle ($n_A(0) = 1$) is placed at the center of the system volume $\Omega$. Solving the macroscopic rate equation (2.12) at steady state one finds

$$p_b = \frac{n_B}{n_B + K_D \Omega^*} \tag{2.32}$$

with the equilibrium dissociation constant $K_D = k_d / k_a$ and $\Omega^* = \Omega - 4\pi (R_A + R_B)^3 / 3$. Furthermore, we made the choice $K_D = 1 / \Omega^*$, which sets $p_b(n_B = 1) = 1 / 2$. Varying $n_B$ from 1 to 100 we observe very good agreement between the results from our BD simulations with the mean-field prediction as shown in figure 2.5. This test is very important, as it verifies that the detailed balance rule as suggested by Morelli [115] indeed leads to correct equilibrium properties. To demonstrate that these properties are indeed violated if one deviates from the proposed detailed balance scheme, we performed the same assay as for figure 2.5 but put all particles in the unbinding step in direct contact at $r = R$, instead of sampling from the derived radial distribution as specified in equation (2.27). This corresponds to using $g(r) = \delta(r - R)$ as the new radial distribution function. This move-rule violates the detailed balance condition (2.22) and leads to a clear overestimation of the theoretical values for the bound state probabilities. It is
most clearly visible for $n_B = 1$ in figure 2.5B, while appearing less pronounced for larger copy numbers of $B$ particles.

The last example we show here is a very intriguing example, since it shows how the added spatial resolution can indeed fundamentally change the underlying statistics of the reaction processes. Here we consider the reversible reaction from equation (2.11) but now for an isolated pair ($n_A = n_B = 1$) and compare distributions of association times $t_{\text{assoc}}$ for a well-mixed stochastic simulation and the space-resolved BD scheme. We implemented the well-mixed approach using a self-written direct Gillespie algorithm [76, 77] which solves the corresponding chemical master equation exactly. For a chosen intrinsic association rate $k_a$ for the spatial BD scheme we can convert it into a macroscopic rate using equation (2.19) to find

$$\frac{1}{k_{\text{on}}} = \frac{1}{k_D} + \frac{1}{k_a} = \frac{1}{4\pi DR} + \frac{1}{k_a}. \quad (2.33)$$

Using the macroscopic rates $(k_{\text{on}}, k_{\text{off}})$ for the well mixed scenario we show the distribution

Figure 2.5 | A Probability $p_b$ for a single $A$ particle of being in a bound state, shown as a function of the number of $B$ particles $n_B$ present in the system. The solid line shows the expected equilibrium prediction for a mean field model, while the circular symbols show the ensemble averaged results from spatial reactive Brownian dynamics simulations in three dimensions. For this assay we used a fixed propagation time $\Delta t = 10^{-4} \tau$. B Bound state probability $p_b$ as before but now using a wrong positional resampling algorithm. This resampling leads to a violation of the detailed balance condition and consequently to a systematic overestimation of the bound state probability $p_b$, as shown by the colored symbols. In the inlet results from using both the correct sampling algorithm (black symbols) and the wrong resampling algorithm (colored symbols) are shown in a direct comparison. This systematic deviation is particularly notable when directly comparing them to A. While this deviation becomes less pronounced for larger $n_B$ it is very strongly notable in particular for the first shown data point at $n_B = 1$, where the equilibrium condition dictates $p_b = 1/2$, for our given choice for $K_{\text{eq}}$. 
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Figure 2.6 | Distribution of association times \( t_{assoc} \) for a fully reversible bimolecular encounter. While the black solid line shows the theoretical prediction for a well mixed system, the black circles show the results from a direct stochastic simulation, in excellent agreement with the exponentially decaying distribution. As soon as one takes the spatial resolution into account the distribution \( P(t_{assoc}) \) changes its qualitative behavior drastically (blue solid line).

\[ P_{\text{well-mixed}}(t_{assoc}) = \begin{cases} k_{on} e^{-k_{on} t_{assoc}} & \text{for } t_{assoc} \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{elsewhere,} \end{cases} \]  

(2.34)

with mean \( \langle t_{assoc} \rangle = 1/k_{on} \). This corresponds to the solid black line in figure 2.6. Comparing the two distributions for the well-mixed case and for the spatially resolved one, we clearly see a significant increase for short association times in the spatial model, while in the asymptotic long time limit both decay exponentially with mean \( 1/k_{on} \).

This is remarkable, since it is a clear footprint of a purely spatial effect and was also investigated by \[83, 96\]. The implications from these results are very clear. If there are competing processes at time scales for which the spatial distribution in figure 2.6 is different from the well-mixed result, the spatial picture will lead to qualitatively different behavior. In the long time limit both distributions agree again, corresponding to a regime where the diffusive motion was sufficiently long to render the spatial configuration of the system well stirred.

The reactive Brownian dynamics scheme, as outlined in section 2.4, is very elegant since it offers a clear microscopic picture for bimolecular reactions. The most elaborate part from an algorithmic point of view is the correct sampling of new particle positions after a successful dissociation step. Since we assume the particles to be spherical, their angular distribution is uniform on the unit sphere, but their radial distribution...
function is given by equation (2.27). Correct radial sampling is important to obtain accurate equilibrium properties. I implemented this sampling procedure by analytically calculating this radial distribution function and storing it in a large tabulated form, such that it can be accessed in the simulation by a look-up table approach. This already illustrates that the analytical overhead for implementing a reactive BD scheme, that obeys detailed balance, involves quite some subtleties and analytical considerations. This becomes even more so in the case of the earlier mentioned GFRD approach which fully exploits the availability of analytical solutions for pair reaction-diffusion problems, and samples stochastic trajectories according to these analytic distribution functions. Despite being very elegant, it is hard to generalize the approach by Morelli [115] to arbitrary dimensions (other than $d = 3$) and for non-spherical particles. A generalization of a reactive Brownian dynamics method for patchy particles has been derived by Klein & Schwarz, who showed how the detailed balance condition (2.22) has to be generalized for anisotropic reactivity, which is very important for a more realistic depiction of many protein-protein interactions [113].

### 2.6 Reactive volume method

To overcome the afore mentioned caveats we also implemented a reactive Brownian Dynamics scheme for two dimensions, which we used to understand receptor dynamics in the cellular plasma membrane. The main reason why the 3D scheme from section 2.4 fails in two dimensions arises from the problem that the analytical evaluation of $g(r_d, \Delta t)$ as shown in equation (2.25) does not work as seamlessly in 2D. The core ideas of this alternative reactive volume method are however very similar to the previous approach in the sense, that we equally demand detailed balance to be satisfied (2.22) and equally make a two-step composition ansatz for the transition probabilities $\pi_{b \rightarrow u}(r_d)$ and $\pi_{u \rightarrow b}(r_d)$ as before in (2.23a) – (2.23b). Around each particle we now consider a reactive shell which defines a reactive volume $V^*$ (as depicted in figure 2.1C), and accordingly consider two particles in encounter $E$ if their reactive shells overlap. Recalling that intrinsic dissociation follows a Poisson statistic $P_{b \rightarrow E}^{acc} \sim k_d \Delta t$ (see 2.3), we find an expression for the acceptance rate of the forward association step, that is scaled precisely by the reactive volume $V^*$, such that

$$P_{acc}^{E \rightarrow b} = \frac{k_a \Delta t}{V^*}. \quad (2.35)$$

In this way $P_{acc}^{E \rightarrow b}$ becomes a function of the intrinsic parameters $k_a$, $\Delta t$ and $V^*$. We notice that the above expression is very similar to the one for the three dimensional
scheme in equation (2.28). A correct application of the reactive volume method requires that $V^\ast$ is sufficiently and uniformly sampled by the diffusive particle motion. In the reverse unbinding step a dissociated particle has to be put uniformly in $V^\ast$, followed by a single diffusive move step to ensure microscopic reversibility. This is just a mirrored version of the order of events of the binding process, where a normal diffusive move step into $V^\ast$ leads to an reaction attempt, which might be successful according to $P_{\text{acc}}^{\text{c} \to \text{b}}$.

We use this algorithm to simulate 2D reactive Brownian dynamics to investigate receptor assembly and dynamics in cellular plasma membranes.

2.7 Approximate reactive BD methods

For larger systems with particle numbers that easily exceed $n \sim 10^4$ particles, we will turn to more approximate reactive BD schemes as they have been for example suggested by Andrews et al. [108, 109, 117]. We will use these more approximate algorithms to stochastically simulate the bacterial Min System as shown in chapter 6. This involves two not yet covered types of particle reactions, namely first and second order membrane attachment. Many proteins, like for example the Min proteins in bacteria, can cycle between freely diffusing in a three-dimensional cytosolic bulk and a two-dimensional membrane bound state. To create a consistent particle-based simulation algorithm including these membrane attachment reactions, I compare the implemented reactive Brownian dynamics algorithm that I use for the Min system with corresponding mean-field partial differential equations, as they are for example studied in [118]. For this purpose I consider the two missing reaction types individually using only a simplified minimal setting for each of them separately in the following two sections.

First order membrane attachment

For the first type of a membrane attachment reaction I consider a setting with a two dimensional membrane as the bottom surface at $z = 0$ of a rectangular simulation volume $\Omega$ in three dimensions, to which a molecular species $A$ can attach. In this scenario the lateral displacements in both the $x$- and $y$-direction can be integrated out in a straightforward way allowing us to reduce the system to an effective one-dimensional system where $z$ is the only spatial dependency that remains. In the resulting one-dimensional domain we have a membrane at $z = 0$ and impose a reflecting no-flux boundary condition at $z = L_z$, considering a $[0, L_z]$ domain. The corresponding
differential equation for the particle density $c(z, t)$ now reads

$$\frac{\partial c(z, t)}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 c(z, t)}{\partial z^2} - \sigma \delta(z) c(z, t) \quad \text{with} \quad 0 \leq z \leq L_z$$

subject to the boundary condition $\partial_z c(z, t)|_{z=L_z} = 0$. Since we consider in this first reaction type only a unimolecular process, we want to again implement this first-order process using a Poisson rate $k_{1,m}$, which can then be converted into a reaction probability $p_{\text{react},1m}(\Delta t)$ as explained earlier in section 2.3 and equation (2.9), giving the probability that an A particle has attached to a reactive surface within a fixed propagation time step $\Delta t$. Since we only want those particles that are in close proximity to the membrane to be able to attach to it, we introduce a finite distance $d_m$ to encode this spatial confinement. In this way only particles within a distance $z < d_m$ to the bottom surface at $z = 0$ can attempt this first order attachment reaction. In this picture the actual system boundary at $z = 0$ is also treated as a reflective no-flux boundary like the opposite boundary at $z = L_z$, since the adsorption step can now happen anywhere in the layer of thickness $d_m$ above the bottom surface.

To relate the Poisson rate $k_{1,m}$ to the first order membrane attachment rate constant $\sigma$ of the mean-field equation (2.36) we approximate the $\delta$-functional in equation (2.36) by a $\Theta$ function of width $d_m$

$$\delta(z) \rightarrow \frac{1}{d} \Theta(d_m - z) \quad \text{with} \quad z > 0,$$

mimicking the setup of the spatial particle-based approach. Using the approximation from above one obtains

$$\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial z^2} - \frac{\sigma}{d_m} \Theta(d_m - z) c,$$

which, after integration over the full $z$ domain gives

$$\partial_t n(t) = \int_0^{L_z} \partial_z c \, dz = \int_0^{L_z} \left[ D \partial_{zz} c - \frac{\sigma}{d_m} \Theta(d_m - z) c \right] \, dz.$$  

Here $n(t) = n_A(t)$ denotes the total copy number of A particles in the system, while the term

$$\int_0^{L_z} \Theta(d_m - z) c(z, t) \, dz =: n_{d_m}(t)$$

denotes all particles $n_{d_m}$ that are in the layer of thickness $d_m$ above the bottom surface at $z = 0$. The term $\int_0^{L_z} D \partial_{zz} c \, dz$ vanishes because of the reflecting boundary conditions.
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\( \partial_z c(0) = \partial_z c(L_z) = 0 \). With this we obtain

\[
\partial_t n(t) = -\frac{\sigma}{d_m} n_{d_m}(t). \tag{2.41}
\]

Since in this setting \( n \) can only change by membrane attachment of the particles \( n_{d_m} \), one can identify \( \sigma/d_m \) as the desired Poisson rate

\[
k_{1,m} = \frac{\sigma}{d_m} \tag{2.42}
\]

for the first-order reaction step that we wish to implement. This means that a single particle that is within distance \( d_m \) of a reactive surface of the system has a probability of

\[
p_{\text{react,1m}}(\Delta t) = 1 - \exp(-k_{1,m}\Delta t) = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{\sigma}{d_m}\Delta t\right) \tag{2.43}
\]

to react during each time step of length \( \Delta t \). The actual choice for \( d_m \) is of course as usual subject to the natural tradeoff between keeping it as small as possible to ensure that the approximation in equation (2.37) is still valid, while wanting it to be large enough at the same time, such that the diffusive tracks of the particles can sample it with sufficient accuracy. For the Min system, where we did not use compartment heights below \( L_z = 0.5 \mu m \), we picked \( d_m = 2 \times 10^{-2} \mu m \) keeping the ratio \( d_m/L_z < 5\% \).

Bimolecular membrane attachment

Secondly, we cover second order membrane attachment reactions. They involve a bimolecular encounter between a freely diffusing particle in a three-dimensional bulk and a freely diffusing surface-bound particle in a two-dimensional domain. The corresponding mean-field differential equation for this type of reactions reads

\[
\frac{\partial c(\mathbf{r},t)}{\partial t} = D \nabla^2 c(\mathbf{r},t) - \sigma \delta(z)c_m(\mathbf{r},t)c(\mathbf{r},t), \tag{2.44}
\]

where \( c \) denotes the density of free particles of species \( A \) and \( c_m \) is the density of surface-bound particles. For the particle-based framework we adopt an algorithm used in the software package Smoldyn [108]. The treatment for irreversible bimolecular association reactions follows the spirit of the classical Smoluchowski picture for irreversible diffusion-limited reactions [105], where two particles instantaneously react upon collision, leading
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to the diffusion-limited on-rate for bimolecular association of

\[ k_D = 4\pi DR_S, \]  

(2.45)
as discussed earlier (2.21). Here \( D \) denotes the mutual diffusion coefficient of the reacting pair and \( R_S \) is the effective collision distance as before, here shown with a subscript \( S \) to indicate the Smoluchowski picture. To also address reaction-limited or only partially diffusion-limited reactions, Collins and Kimball [119] proposed to impose a radiation-boundary condition which nicely conveys the picture of a finite reaction-limited reaction probability once a pair of reactants has met \( \text{via} \) diffusional encounter. For the sake of simplicity and algorithmic speed, Andrews and Bray [108] came up with an algorithm which keeps the spirit of the original idea by Smoluchowski by introducing a binding radius \( \sigma_b \) and letting particles react instantaneously once they are separated by \( r < \sigma_b \) with \( r = |r_A - r_B| \). To account for reaction-limited effects the sum of the molecular radii is replaced by this effective binding radius \( \sigma_b \leq R_S \) in this picture. They propose an algorithm which calculates \( \sigma_b \) for a given diffusion coefficient \( D \), time step \( \Delta t \) and a forward rate constant \( k_{\text{on}} \). In fact the algorithm solves the forward problem of determining the effective simulated forward rate constant \( k_{\text{on}} \) for a given time step \( \Delta t \), diffusion coefficient \( D \) and binding radius \( \sigma_b \) and stores these results in a look-up table, which is then inverted to interpolate a binding radius for a given reaction rate \( k_{\text{on}} \).

The forward problem itself is solved numerically by propagating an initial radial distribution function (RDF) \( g(r) \) forward in time, by carrying out alternating diffusion and irreversible reaction steps. The diffusive steps are implemented by convolving the full radial distribution function with a three-dimensional Gaussian and in each reaction step the RDF is set to zero in the range \( 0 \leq r \leq \sigma_b \) to account for the irreversible reactions that have taken place. In each iteration the effective reaction rate is then given by integrating the area under the RDF from \( 0 \) to \( \sigma_b \) after the diffusive step. This procedure is repeated iteratively until convergence is achieved. By inverting the tabulated relation between the \( k_{\text{on}} \)’s and the \( \sigma_b \)’s one solves the inverse problem and can thus obtain \( \sigma_b = \sigma_b(D, \Delta t, k_{\text{on}}) \) as a function of the diffusion coefficient \( D \), the time step \( \Delta t \) and the forward rate constant \( k_{\text{on}} \). The radial distribution functions \( g(r) \) one obtains using this algorithm reduce to the radial distribution function of the Smoluchowski model \( g_S(r) \) in the limit of small time steps \( \Delta t \to 0 \), as to be expected for infinitely detailed Brownian motion. For irreversible bimolecular reactions the RDF in the Smoluchowski model reads

\[ g_S(r) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{\sigma_b}{r} & \text{for } r \geq \sigma_b \\
0 & \text{for } r < \sigma_b.
\end{cases} \]  

(2.46)
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Approximate reactive BD methods

In general however, the RDFs qualitatively resemble the functional form of the radial distribution function according to the Collins and Kimball \[119\] model. The major drawback of this approximate reaction scheme is that strongly activation-limited reactions lead to vanishing reaction cross-sections \( R_S \). Since these must be sufficiently sampled to ensure correct dynamics of the system, they put a constraint on the propagation time step \( \Delta t \).

For a quantitative test of this algorithm on the basis of the corresponding mean-field results we solved equation (2.44) numerically using a finite difference scheme. In order to do so, we made further simplifying assumptions. For arbitrary distributions of the bound particles \( c_m \) the differential equation (2.44) cannot be reduced to one dimension as before; however, it is possible to do so for evenly distributed bound particles. Then one can solve this PDE numerically, assuming evenly distributed bound particles \( c_m \) on the bottom surface of a rectangular simulation box of volume \( \Omega \). To match this scenario of the mean-field model in the particle-based framework, we consider a molecular species \( A \) of freely diffusing particles in a simulation volume \( \Omega \) which can react with membrane-bound particles of another species \( B \). For the sake of simplicity, particles of
species $A$ are removed after a successful reaction step with a membrane-bound particle, while the bound-particles are not removed after the reaction step to keep $c_m = \text{const.}$ The results of this comparison using the Min system’s parameter set (see table 6.1 in chapter 6) and several different values for the bound particle surface densities $c_m$ are shown in figure 2.7.
II

*Signal transduction*
3 Ligand discrimination through receptor dimerization in interferon signaling

Interferon type I signaling starts by ligand-receptor interactions in the cellular plasma membrane. Many biochemical in vitro and in vivo studies [120–122] have shown that interferons cross-link the two interferon α receptor chains (Ifnar1 and Ifnar2), to form an active ternary signaling complex; a process that is known as ligand-induced receptor cross-linking or equally ligand-induced receptor dimerization, since receptor interactions are mediated by the ligand molecule.

It is a long standing puzzle how this system can discriminate a large range of different ligands (see figure 1.2 and 3.1) in a cell-type specific manner with a single heterodimeric receptor pair. The key observation is, that different ligands can trigger different cellular responses [22, 23]. The downstream signaling cascades might seem like a natural explanation to account for different cellular responses, but it does not alleviate the problem, that any external signal must be processed through the same receptor complex. This view renders the receptor stage of interferon type I signaling a natural information bottleneck, through which any signal must be relayed (see figure 3.1).

For this reason I am interested in the receptor engagement of the interferon signaling system, which constitutes the early stage of signal initiation. In this work I suggest a mechanism that explains ligand discrimination based on ligand binding affinity for heterodimeric receptor systems. This mechanism exploits the fact, that dimeric signaling receptors show non-monotonic binding curves, which translate binding affinity into different receptor activation levels. Since many of these results apply for dimeric receptor systems in general, they might have equal implications for other receptor systems, that possess similar receptor binding characteristics. In short, I show that the dimerization motif allows cell-surface receptors to sense ligand affinity, a way for cells to tell ligands apart by their binding strength. And secondly, I will demonstrate that the more this binding process is asymmetric, the more it becomes robust against ligand
Information processing at the interferon type I receptor. The family of homologous interferon type I (IFN) ligands spans 16 distinct ligands (input layer) which share the same hetero-dimeric cell surface receptor (R1 and R2). These two transmembrane proteins transduce the signal downstream triggering multiple cell fate decisions. A hallmark of interferon type I signaling is the potency of different ligands to trigger different cell responses although they must be squeezed through the same information bottleneck, a shared hetero-dimeric receptor pair. In this way the plasma membrane does not only function as a passive diffusion barrier but can also be understood as an information bottleneck.

concentration fluctuations.

3.1 Ligand-receptor binding

The discrimination mechanism I suggest exploits the characteristic binding properties of ligand-induced hetero-dimerization. To understand this argument it is insightful to compare hetero-dimerization against standard monomeric receptor-ligand binding as a default binding model. Hence I will use the first part of this chapter to revisit the equilibrium binding properties of these receptor models and then use them to demonstrate the discrimination mechanism. Since the non-monotonic receptor response does already occur for homo-dimeric receptors as well, I will also introduce them as an
intermediate step to the hetero-dimeric case, which is relevant for the interferon system.

Throughout the rest of this chapter I will use uppercase normal letters such as $R_i$ to denote both the concentration of receptor species $i$, but also use it as a simple name for this species itself. In the context of the interferon system I will refer to the interferon alpha receptor subunits Ifnar 1 and Ifnar 2 by $R_1$ and $R_2$, respectively.

I make the assumption that ligand binding to cell surface receptors does not deplete the ligand reservoir. This is typically referred to as ligand excess assumption and for a system volume $\Omega$ and a membrane patch of area $A$, means that $\Omega L \gg AR_i$, where $R_i$ is the surface concentration of receptor type $i$. Recalling the notoriously low copy numbers of receptors per cell in the interferon system [22], this assumptions seems well justified.

**Molecular readout**

A central quantity for my analysis is the amount of activated receptors. Regardless of any downstream machinery, active receptor complexes are a check-point for signal-transduction. To compare the results from the different receptor models, I will use the fractional receptor activation $f$. This is the relative amount of activated receptors in the cell membrane and will serve as the primary readout for the remainder of this section. Although the definition of an active receptor complex $C$ changes in dependence of the underlying receptor-ligand model, the central quantity will always be

$$f(L, \beta) = \frac{C}{R_0},$$

where $R_0$ has to be chosen, to ensure proper normalization. This fractional response $f$ viewed as a function of the ligand concentration is typically called binding curve, or equivalently dose response curve. The vectorial quantity $\beta$ will carry all other model parameters which determine $f$ apart from the ligand concentration $L$ itself.

**3.1.1 Monomeric ligand-receptor binding**

As the simplest receptor-ligand model I consider the reversible binding of a ligand $L$ to a monomeric receptor $R$, which when bound forms an active ligand-receptor complex $C \equiv RL$ according to

$$R + L \xrightarrow{k_u} \xleftarrow{k_b} C.$$


Figure 3.2 | Hyperbolic saturation kinetics of monomeric ligand-receptor binding for different ligand affinities. A shows several dose response curves for different ligand affinities ranging from 0.1 nM to 10 µM. This clearly illustrates, that on the level of monomeric response functions, ligand affinity only translates into lateral shifts in concentration space. Dashed lines indicate half saturation (occupancy) at \( L = K_D \). B All response functions \( f \) collapse onto a universal response curve \( \Lambda \) when normalized by their own affinity \( K_D \). All curves show a monotonic dose response relationship, where more ligand translates into more activated receptor.

Equilibrium binding is set by the equilibrium dissociation constant \( K_D = k_u/k_b \) (\( b \) for binding, \( u \) for unbinding), and is given by

\[
K_D = \frac{L R}{C} = \frac{k_u}{k_b}, \tag{3.3}
\]

where I use \( L, R \) and \( C \) to denote the concentrations of the respective species. In conjecture with receptor (mass)-conservation, \( R_0 = \text{const} = R(t) + C(t) \), one can immediately determine the binding curve as

\[
C = R_0 \frac{L}{K_D + L}. \tag{3.4}
\]

The fractional response \( f \) is then simply obtained by normalizing with the total receptor concentration \( R_0 \) to get

\[
f^M(L, K_D) = \frac{C}{R_0} = \frac{L}{K_D + L} \tag{3.5}
\]

with half saturation (receptor occupancy) at \( L = K_D \). I use the superscript \( M \) to denote that this is the response function for a monomeric receptor. In the language of enzyme kinetics the binding characteristics according to (3.5) give rise to hyperbolic saturation kinetics. Its main characteristics are an initially linear binding response which saturates in the asymptotic limit. This functional relationship occurs frequently in
various biophysical scenarios and is equally known as *Langmuir adsorption isotherm* or alternatively as *Hill equation* with Hill coefficient $n = 1$. Since I will mostly use a logarithmic scaling in ligand concentration space, this hyperbolic relation will appear sigmoidal in shape. Equation (3.5) has equally a nice interpretation on the single receptor level from a statistical mechanics point of view. The receptor occupation probability in a *canonical ensemble* is given by the identical result

$$p_{\text{bound}} = \frac{C}{R + C} = \frac{L/K_D}{1 + L/K_D},$$

which of course is also identical to equation (2.32) in section 2.5. By rescaling the ligand concentration $L$ by its own binding affinity $K_D$, $\eta_L = L/K_D$, we obtain the universal binding curve

$$\Lambda(\eta_L) = \frac{\eta_L}{1 + \eta_L} \quad \text{with} \quad \Lambda(x) := \frac{x}{1 + x},$$

onto which all binding curves for different ligand affinities $K_D$ collapse through this non-dimensionalization (see figure 3.2B). The monomeric case serves as the default binding model against which I will compare the dimerization schemes of the following sections.

### 3.1.2 Homo-dimerization

Next, I consider the binding curve for a homo-dimerizing receptor system. By this I mean ligand-induced receptor dimerization according to the following reaction scheme

$$R + L \xrightarrow{2k_b} RL \quad \text{(3.8a)}$$

$$RL + R \xrightarrow{2k_d} C,$$

where a bivalent ligand $L$ can cross-link two monovalent receptors $R$ to form a ternary receptor complex $C \equiv RLR$. Both occurrences of factors of two in the above scheme are owed to the fact, that the ligand is bivalent and thus either binding site can bind to a monovalent receptor ($2k_b$), and either bound site from a complex $C$ can dissociate ($2k_d$). I use $K_D^B = k_u/k_b$ to denote the 3D equilibrium dissociation constant for the ligand binding reaction and $K_X^D = k_d/k_a$ for the 2D equilibrium dissociation constant for the receptor cross-linking reaction ($X$ for cross-linking). Invoking receptor (mass)-conservation we have the constraint that $R_0 = \text{const} = R(t) + RL(t) + 2C(t)$, with
$R_0$ being the total receptor concentration. The goal is again to derive a binding curve $C = C(L)$ for the active receptor complexes. The fastest way to get there is to invoke the law of mass action, which applied to (3.8a) – (3.8b) yields

$$K^B_D = \frac{2R \cdot L}{(RL)} \quad K^X_D = \frac{R \cdot (RL)}{2C}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

Combined with the receptor mass conservation relation this can be written as

$$R^2 + \frac{\Lambda}{K^B_D} R - \frac{K^B_D}{2L} K^X_D R_0 = 0 \quad \text{with} \quad \Lambda(L, K^B_D) = \frac{2L/K^B_D}{1 + 2L/K^B_D},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

with a standard solution

$$R = \frac{R_0(1 - \Lambda)}{2\Delta} \left[ -1 \pm \sqrt{1 + 4\Delta} \right] \quad \text{where} \quad \Delta = \frac{\Lambda(1 - \Lambda)}{\text{parabolic scaling}} \times \left( \frac{R_0}{K^B_D} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

In the context of the homo-dimerization scheme it is convenient to identify $\tilde{K}^X := R_0/K^X_D$ is a dimensionless 2D equilibrium cross-linking constant and $\eta_L = 2L/K^B_D$ as a dimensionless ligand concentration. Having established the solution for $R$ in equation (3.11), where we only considered the positive root to obtain a valid expression for the receptor concentration, we immediately find the binding curve $C(L)$ by reinserting both the root for $R$ and $RL = (2L/K^B_D) R$ from (3.9) into the above conservation relation to get the binding curve

$$C = \left( \frac{R_0}{2} \right)^2 \left[ 1 + \frac{2\Delta - \sqrt{1 + 4\Delta}}{2\Delta} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

This is identical to the solution by Perelson [123], who studied a similar question in a ligand-centered picture to understand receptor aggregation by immunoglobulin. To get the fractional receptor occupancy $f$, we note, that for the homo-dimerization scheme, as given in (3.8a)–(3.8b), the maximal number of activated receptors (cross-links) is given by $C_{\text{max}} = R_0/2$, such that we always do have $2C/(R_0) \leq 1$ and can write the fractional binding curve in the following form

$$f^\text{Ho}(L, \beta) = \frac{1 + 2\Delta - \sqrt{1 + 4\Delta}}{2\Delta} \quad \text{with} \quad \beta = (K^B_D, K^X_D, R_0)^T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

The graph of $f$ has previously been termed cross-linking curve [123]. Since for binding curves the canonical independent variable in this context is the ligand concentration $L$, I grouped the remaining parameters of the fractional response $f$ into a parameter
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Figure 3.3 | A Schematic diagram of the receptor activation pathways for hetero-dimerization by ligand induced cross-linking. This illustrates the two-step binding process, which starts by ligand binding from a 3D bulk and is concluded by free complementary receptor recruitment by lateral association in the 2D plasma membrane. B Reaction scheme of the two-step cross-linking mechanism. The two pathways leading to the ternary complex formation $\text{C}$ give rise to a diamond like kinetic topology, which defines the unique binding characteristics. The capital $K$’s denote equilibrium dissociation constants while the normal sized $k$’s show the respective forward and backward rate constants for each of the eight involved elementary reactions.

vector $\beta \in \mathbb{R}^3$ and use the abbreviation $\text{Ho}$ to indicate the homo-dimeric case.

3.1.3 Hetero-dimerization

Now I will present the equilibrium solution for the hetero-dimerizing receptor scheme, which the interferon system implements. Figure 3.3 shows the reaction scheme, which consists of two competing dimerization pathways, which both lead to the formation of an active receptor complex. The equilibrium solution for this bivalent receptor engagement with two different receptor subunits (chains) has previously been studied by Perelson in the context of histamine release by mast cells and basophils [124], which I will now apply to the interferon system. The two independent assembly pathways from figure 3.3B give rise to the following set of reversible reactions

$$R_i + L \xrightleftharpoons[k_{u,i}]{k_{b,i}} R_iL$$
for $i \in \{1, 2\}$  \hspace{1cm} (3.14a)

$$R_i + R_jL \xrightleftharpoons[k_{d,i,j}]{k_{a,i,j}} C$$
for $(i, j) \in \{(1, 2), (2, 1)\}$, \hspace{1cm} (3.14b)

where I use $C$ to denote the hetero-dimer (ternary ligand receptor complex) $C \equiv R_1LR_2 \equiv R_2LR_1$ and the subscripts $i$ and $j$ are used to label the two distinct receptors. The full dynamic system of differential equations for these reactions are shown in the appendix A2. At equilibrium the four reactions defined from above are solely governed
by the following for equilibrium dissociation constants

\[ K_{D,i}^B = \frac{k_{u,i}}{k_{b,i}} \quad \text{and} \quad K_{D,i}^X = \frac{k_{d,i}}{k_{a,i}} \quad i \in \{1, 2\}. \] (3.15)

To find the equilibrium binding curve we once more apply the law of mass action in combination with now two receptor conservation laws which read

\[ R_{1,0} = \text{const} = R_1(t) + R_1 L(t) + C(t) \] (3.16a)
\[ R_{2,0} = \text{const} = R_2(t) + R_2 L(t) + C(t). \] (3.16b)

I further introduce \( R_T = R_{1,0} + R_{2,0} \) to denote the total surface concentration of receptors. Assuming detailed balance \[125\], all reactions individually must be in equilibrium and hence satisfy

\[ \frac{(R_1 L)}{K_{D,1}^B} = \frac{(R_2 L)}{K_{D,2}^B}, \]
\[ \frac{R_2 (R_1 L)}{K_{D,2}^X} = C = \frac{R_1 (R_2 L)}{K_{D,1}^X}, \] (3.18)

which in combination yields the interesting result, that

\[ K_{D,1}^B K_{D,2}^X = K_{D,2}^B K_{D,1}^X \] (3.19)

must hold. This result is a direct consequence of the reaction topology (see figure 3.3B). Since at equilibrium there can be no free energy gain by any cycle in the reaction network (and we also do not consider any actively driven processes), the equilibrium constants are not independent, but connected according to (3.19) as a direct consequence of the principle of detailed balance. This means, that only a set of three of the four given \( K_D \)'s are independent.

Combining the conservation laws from (3.16b) with the results from (3.18) we find the binding curve \( C(L) \) for the hetero-dimerization scheme as

\[ C = \frac{R_T}{4\Delta} \left[ 1 + 2\tilde{\Delta} - \sqrt{1 + 4\Delta + 4\tilde{\Delta}^2 \left( 1 - \frac{4R_{1,0}R_{2,0}}{R_T^2} \right)} \right], \] (3.20)

where I defined the dimensionless shortcut

\[ \tilde{\Delta} := \Lambda_1(1 - \Lambda_2) \frac{R_T}{2K_{D,2}^X} \quad \text{with} \quad \Lambda_i := \Lambda \left( \frac{L}{K_{D,i}^B} \right), \] (3.21)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor topology</th>
<th>Response function $f = f(L, \beta)$</th>
<th>Parameters $\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>monomer</td>
<td>$f^M = \frac{L}{K_D + L} = \Lambda$</td>
<td>$K_D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homo-dimer</td>
<td>$f^{Ho} = \frac{1 + 2 \Delta - \sqrt{1 + 4 \Delta}}{2 \Delta}$</td>
<td>$K_D^B, K_D^X, R_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta = \Lambda(1 - \Lambda) \frac{R_0}{K_X^D}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hetero-dimer</td>
<td>$f^{He} = \frac{1 + 2 \tilde{\Delta} - \sqrt{1 + 4 \tilde{\Delta}}}{2 \tilde{\Delta}}$</td>
<td>$K_D^{B,1}, K_D^{B,2}, K_D^{X,1}, K_D^{X,2}, R_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tilde{\Delta} = \Lambda_1(1 - \Lambda_2) \frac{R_0}{K_X^{D,2}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 | Dose response functions $f$ for the three introduced receptor-ligand binding motifs. While the monomeric response function follows hyperbolic saturation kinetics (monotonic increase), the two dimerization motifs have a biphasic response characteristic, which in log-space has a characteristic bell-shape. The result for the hetero-dimeric case assumes $R_{1,0} = R_{2,0} = R_0$ as before, and $\Lambda_1$ and $\Lambda_2$ are defined in equation (3.21).

recalling the $\Lambda$ definition from equation (3.7). We notice the similarity of this expression to $\Delta$ in the homo-dimeric case and also reiterate, that $R_T/K_X^{D,2}$ takes again the role of a dimensionless cross-linking equilibrium constant. For further details see appendix A2. In most cases discussed below, I will assume both receptor types to be equally abundant $R_{1,0} = R_{2,0} = R_0$, which renders $R_T = 2R_0$. With this assumption, the fraction of activated hetero-dimers is found to be

$$f^{He}(L, \beta) = \frac{C}{R_0} = \frac{1 + 2 \tilde{\Delta} - \sqrt{1 + 4 \tilde{\Delta}}}{2 \tilde{\Delta}}$$

with $\beta = (K_D^{B,1}, K_D^{B,2}, K_D^{X,1}, K_D^{X,2}, R_0)^T$, (3.22)

which appears on this level identical to the result for the homo-dimer in equation (3.13), but with $\tilde{\Delta}$ in place of $\Delta$. Setting both receptor surface concentrations equal changes $\Delta$ to

$$\tilde{\Delta} = \Lambda_1(1 - \Lambda_2) \frac{R_0}{K_X^{D,2}} = \Lambda_2(1 - \Lambda_1) \frac{R_0}{K_X^{D,1}},$$

(3.23)

where the second identity results from the overall symmetry of the two available assembly pathways.

Now we have the dose response curves for all three introduced receptor-ligand binding models at our finger tip, as summarized in table 3.1, and I will proceed by explaining the discrimination mechanism.
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Figure 3.4 | Qualitatively different dose response characteristics from monomeric and dimeric surface receptors. A shows the hyperbolic dose response curves for a high and low affinity ligand, respectively. B shows the same, but now for a system where a bivalent ligand engages two receptor chains to form a dimeric receptor complex. The characteristic log-bell shapes show very different peak activation levels, allowing ligand discrimination based on their affinity. C Figure legend and (homo-) dimerization reaction scheme. D Peak activation levels $f_{\text{max}}$ as a function of the effective cross-linking equilibrium constant $\tilde{K}^X$. The colored dashed lines in B show the fraction of surface bound ligand $f_L$ for both the high and low affinity case. Care must be taken, since this fraction is normalized by $R_0$ instead of $R_0/2$. The 3D binding constant $K_B^D$ was chosen identical in both A and B, where the high affinity ligand was set to be more affine by a factor of 50.

3.2 Ligand discrimination mechanism

The central observation in this section are the qualitatively different dose response curves of monomeric and dimeric receptors as shown in figure 3.4. While monomeric receptors show monotonic response curves (hyperbolic kinetics, see figure 3.4A), dimeric receptors have biphasic binding curves with a maximal activation level around which they are symmetric [123, 126] (see figure B). For this reason the binding curves are called log-bell shaped.

The nature of this non-monotonic response characteristic is easily explained. At low ligand concentrations empty receptors are filled up with free ligand, creating ligand-bound receptor units in the membrane ($R_i L$). An increasing fraction of ligand bound
receptors increases the reactive flux into the dimeric state \( (C) \) by recruitment of empty receptors \( (R_j) \). This explains the increasing slope of the bell-shaped response curves up to their maximal activation level. Beyond this point, the presence of more ligand leads to a competition for free monomeric receptor sites, and accordingly in the limit of large ligand excess shifts the equilibrium to all receptors being ligand bound, which blocks dimer formation.

To understand how this forms the basis for ligand discrimination, I compare the response of a high affinity ligand (red lines) with a low affinity ligand (blue lines) for both the monomeric case and the (homo-) dimeric case. Since the core mechanism works for homo-dimers, I use the homo-dimeric case here instead of the full hetero-dimeric picture. In the monomeric case \( (3.4A) \) any given activation level of active receptors \( f_T \) can either be established by a high affinity ligand at a low ligand concentration, or equally by a low affinity ligand at high ligand concentration. This is indicated by the dashed line in figure \( 3.4A \), which illustrates how a given activation threshold \( f_T \) can be triggered in both ways. Thus, low affinity can always be compensated by high ligand concentration, which is a direct consequence of the monotonic response profile, where in the limit of large ligand excess all ligands will saturate at full activation \( (f = 1) \).

Dimeric receptor engagement however shows different maximal activation levels as a function of binding strength (according to equations \( (3.13) \) and \( (3.22) \)). Thus binding affinity is translated into different maximal activation amplitudes. If one now sets a given activation level \( f_T \) to the maximal activation level of the weak ligand (as shown in figure \( 3.4B \)), any measured activation level \( f > f_T \) above this threshold must be caused by the high affinity ligand. This allows cells in principle to discriminate ligands based on equilibrium affinity sensing. Figure \( 3.4D \) shows how the amplitude grows monotonically as a function of the 2D receptor binding strength as expressed by \( \tilde{K}^X \) (here shown for the homo-dimeric case).

### 3.3 Application to the interferon system

I will now demonstrate why this mechanism is well suited to the interferon system. The 16 different interferon (IFN) ligands share a conserved binding asymmetry towards the two receptor subunits, with all of them showing a high affinity towards Ifnar 2 \( (R_2) \) and a low affinity towards Ifnar 1 \( (R_1) \). This asymmetry is a common property of many cytokine receptor systems \[127\]. Furthermore they span a wide range of global affinities, easily differing by orders of magnitude when comparing very strong binding ligands (such as IFN\( \beta \)) against rather weakly binding ones \( (e.g. \) IFN\( \alpha 2) \). The natural
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Reaction rate | Unit | Weak (IFNα²) | Strong (IFNβ)
---|---|---|---
$k_{b,1}$ | (Ms)$^{-1}$ | $2 \cdot 10^5$ | $5 \cdot 10^5$
$k_{u,1}$ | s$^{-1}$ | 1 | 0.01
$k_{b,2}$ | (Ms)$^{-1}$ | $3 \cdot 10^6$ | $10^7$
$k_{u,2}$ | s$^{-1}$ | 0.02 | 0.001
$k_{a,1}$ | (µm)$^2$s$^{-1}$ | $5.48 \cdot 10^{-2}$ | $1.67 \cdot 10^{-2}$
$k_{d,1}$ | s$^{-1}$ | 0.4 | $3.3 \cdot 10^{-3}$
$k_{a,2}$ | (µm)$^2$s$^{-1}$ | $1.67 \cdot 10^{-2}$ | $1.67 \cdot 10^{-2}$
$k_{d,2}$ | s$^{-1}$ | $4.4 \cdot 10^{-3}$ | $3.3 \cdot 10^{-4}$

Table 3.2 | Parameter set for a weakly binding (IFNα²) and a tightly binding (IFNβ) ligand. The values were extracted and converted from [120, 121, 128].

receptor expression levels are notoriously low for the interferon system with only a few hundred copies per cell, leading to typical receptor surface densities in the range of $R_0 = (0.1 - 1) (\mu m)^{-2}$ [22]. Since interferon β is a prominent candidate for a tightly binding interferon ligand and interferon α2 on the other hand a good representative for a rather weak binding ligand, I collected the following set of rate constants (see table 3.2) from the literature, which were measured in experimental in vitro studies [120, 121, 128]. I will use these to model these two representative ligands as a benchmark case to study ligand discrimination for the interferon system.

3.4 Asymmetric dimerization enhances robust affinity sensing

Inspired by the fact that interferons show strong asymmetric binding properties, I analyzed the effect of asymmetry on the dose response curves and its implications for ligand discrimination. Figure 3.5A shows how the shape of the bell-shaped binding curves increasingly broadens, with increasing binding asymmetry. To quantify the degree of binding asymmetry a natural choice is the ratio of the two 3D equilibrium dissociation constants. I will use the symbol $\mathcal{A}$ to denote this binding asymmetry parameter

$$\mathcal{A} = \frac{K_{D,1}^B}{K_{D,2}^B},$$

where I assume $K_{D,1}^B \geq K_{D,2}^B$ without loss of generalization. The transition from a hetero-dimer with identical subunit affinities (red curve in 3.5A for $\mathcal{A} = 1$) to asymmetric hetero-dimers with $\mathcal{A} > 1$ clearly shows how the left shoulder of the bell shape is set by
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Figure 3.5 | Binding asymmetry enhances robust affinity sensing. A illustrates how the bell-shaped dose response curves develop broad plateau regions with increasing binding asymmetry $A$. The asymmetric response curves (in blue) are compared against a homo-dimeric case (red curve) where $K_D^B = 10^{-7}$ M, $K_D^X = 0.2$ (µm)$^{-2}$ and $R_0 = 10$ (µm)$^{-2}$ was used. Broader activation plateaus lead to roughly constant activation levels over an increasingly larger ligand concentration range. B Discrimination width $\omega_L$ as a function of the binding asymmetry $A$. The discrimination width quantifies the concentration range in which ligand discrimination through this mechanism is possible. The inset shows a sketch of how this width is defined for a given reference activation level $f_T$, which sets a threshold, above which any measured activation level must be created by the higher affinity ligand. For the reference activation level (red bell shape) I used $K_D^B = 10^{-7}$ M and $K_D^X = R_0 = 10$ (µm)$^{-2}$.

The high affinity dissociation constants and thus effectively creates a plateau region. The more asymmetric the binding, the more this plateau broadens. This effect is indicated by the dashed vertical lines in figure 3.5A. The two 3D equilibrium binding constants define the onset and decay point of these plateaus. Here the left shoulder (in low concentration regimes) is naturally set by the high-affinity- and the decay point by the low-affinity binding constant. Thus a rough measure for the width of the plateau $\omega_P$ would be based on the binding asymmetry parameter $A$ such that

$$\omega_P = \log_{10}(A) = \log_{10}\left(\frac{K_D^{B,1}}{K_D^{B,2}}\right).$$

(3.25)

This is a very striking observation in the context of the explained discrimination mechanism from section 3.2. When trying to discriminate a strong from a weak ligand, broadened response curves increase the range of ligand concentrations over which ligand discrimination is possible. For a given reference ligand (here for example a weak ligand), the width of the concentration regime in which the discrimination can work is defined by the region where $f_{\text{strong}} > f_T$. For the biphasic bell-shapes this region is thus defined by the two roots $L_1$ and $L_2$, where $f_{\text{strong}}(L_1) = f_{\text{strong}}(L_2) = f_T = f_{\max,\text{weak}}$ is satisfied (see
inset of figure 3.5B for a schematic depiction). Putting these considerations together we can equally quantify this concentration region in which ligand discrimination (w.r.t. a reference ligand) is possible. I denote this discrimination width parameter by $\omega_L$ and calculate it as

$$\omega_L = \log_{10} \left( \frac{L_1}{L_2} \right),$$

analogously to the definition of the plateau widths $\omega_P$. For $A = 1$, (i.e. $K_{B,D,1} = K_{B,D,2}$) the discrimination width in figure 3.5B $\omega_L = 0$, since we are effectively considering two ligands with identical binding properties. But for increasing $A > 1$ the region for ligand discrimination grows monotonically as a function of the binding asymmetry $A$.

I interpret this effect as a buffering mechanism. Stronger asymmetry broadens the concentration regime where the discrimination mechanism can work, making it robust against external variations in the ligand concentration itself.

### 3.5 Response modulation through receptor density

A comparison of the solution for the binding curves in equations (3.5), (3.13) and (3.22) immediately reveals, that the binding curves for dimerizing receptor systems are a function of the receptor surface density $R_0$. Although this might not seem like a very profound statement by itself, it is an important observation that this density dependence cancels out for the monomeric case, while it remains for the dimeric case. While less exciting from a mathematical point of view, I do think that the implications for cellular signaling systems are very relevant.

For the homo-dimer the maximal peak activation levels occurs at $L_{\text{max}} = K_{D}^B / 2$ and attains a maximal amplitude of

$$f_{\text{max}}^H(K_D^X, R_0) = 1 + \frac{2K_D^X}{R_0} \left( 1 - \sqrt{1 + \frac{R_0}{K_D^X}} \right),$$

I already showed the scaling of the maximal amplitude $f_{\text{max}}$ as a function of $K_D^X$ in figure 3.4D. But for a given ligand $K_D^X$ is fixed and I will now address the role of the receptor density $R_0$. A similar expression like equation (3.27) is also available in closed-form for the hetero-dimeric case, but I omit the closed-form expression here for the sake of brevity.

The central role of $R_0$ is that it allows to continuously tune the overall binding curve
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The implications of this tuning mechanism are shown in figure 3.6B. There I show the peak activation level \( f_{\text{max}} \) for both IFN\(\beta\) and IFN\(\alpha_2\) as a function of \( R_0 \). The clear separation of the peak amplitudes when comparing the two ligands within the physiological range, is a restatement that for them ligand discrimination works well. But secondly it also illustrates nicely, that if any downstream response of the signal pathway is associated to a certain threshold value \( f_T \) of activated receptors, cells can use their receptor expression levels to tune the response functions, such that a given threshold is crossed or not. This is to say, that \( R_0 \) could act as a cellular tuning valve to determine which response can be triggered by which ligand. And even more so, it would allow a clear mechanism to account for cell-type specific responses. If two different cell-types were to use strongly differing receptor surface densities, receptor dimerization allows them to control threshold based activations by using their \( R_0 \) expression levels. Since two of the well known biological functions of interferons are to trigger antiviral
and antiproliferative responses, I schematically drew two horizontal thresholds for those
two exemplary activities in figure 3.6B. These thresholds are of course not precisely
known, but they offer an idea of how one could explain the robust initiation of antiviral
states, whereas only tight binding ligands in conjecture with sustained signaling typically
trigger antiproliferative responses [22, 23].

This model can therefore be used to make the prediction, that in an overexpression sce-
nario weak ligands can trigger antiproliferative responses, while in the converse situation
even strong ligands might fail to elicit antiviral responses, for a strong underexpression
(knockout) scenario. In summary I suggest that the dimerization motif, additionally to
a ligand discrimination mechanism, endows the signaling system with a certain degree
of functional plasticity by using its receptor expression levels \( R_0 \) as a tuning valve.

### 3.6 Sensitivity enhancement

While analyzing the binding properties of dimeric signaling receptors I also noticed
that the effective sensitivity of the receptor system can be significantly enhanced when
compared to the monomeric receptor as a default. By ligand sensitivity in this context,
I mean the characteristic onset point of the output response. For pedagogical reasons I
will use again the homo-dimer to explain this effect, although the qualitative picture
stays the same for the hetero-dimer.

Monomeric receptor-ligand binding has its characteristic half-saturation point at
\( L_{0.5,\text{max}}^M = K_D \) (see figure 3.2). If I equally define the onset point for the dimeric case as
the ligand concentration \( L_{0.5,\text{max}}^{Ho} \), where the half maximal activation \( f_{0.5,\text{max}} \) is attained,
one observes that this onset point is shifted towards low concentration regimes, making
the response very sensitive. To compare the monomeric case with the homo-dimer, I
analyze a homo-dimer with \( K_B^D = K_D \) and define the ratio

\[
\frac{L_{0.5,\text{max}}^{Ho}}{L_{0.5,\text{max}}^M} = s(\tilde{K}^X) = \frac{3}{4}(1 + \sqrt{1 + \tilde{K}^X}) + \frac{\tilde{K}^X}{8} - \frac{1}{8} \sqrt{\left(\tilde{K}^X + 6 \left(1 + \sqrt{\tilde{K}^X}\right)\right)^2 - 16} \tag{3.28}
\]

as a sensitivity enhancement factor \( s(\tilde{K}^X) \). Figure 3.7 shows this effect using a
monomeric receptor with \( K_D = 1\text{nM} \) as a benchmark. While the position of the
maximum of the homo-dimer with equal 3D binding properties is set to \( L_{\text{max}} = K_D^B/2 \)
the maximal value itself is a monotonic function of \( \tilde{K}^X \), since \( \tilde{K}^X \) is strictly positive (it
3.7 Dynamic receptor turnover

All considerations so far ignored the fact, that cell surface receptors are exposed to a constant dynamic turnover. This internalization process removes receptors for example by endocytic events and balances the receptor levels on the plasma membrane by the synthesis of new unoccupied receptors.

To account for this well acknowledged feature I also included receptor turnover to the ligand-induced dimerization scheme from the previous sections. Here I considered unregulated turnover, meaning that any membrane bound species will be degraded according to a first-order process with degradation rate $\lambda$. This receptor turnover will of course change the total receptor concentrations in the system, such that the previously discussed conservation laws do not hold any longer. To balance the degradation term, free monomers ($R_1$ and $R_2$) can be resynthesized into the membrane. This production will be incorporated as a zero-th order process with production rate $p$. To compare this turnover scheme with the previous equilibrium model, I note that in the turnover scheme the total receptor concentration in steady state will be set by the ratio of the
Figure 3.8 | Influence of receptor turnover on the dose response curves. Solid lines show the equilibrium model without, dashed lines with turnover, respectively.

production and degradation rate

\[ R_{0,eq} = \frac{P}{\lambda} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.29)

In figure 3.8 I used a constant degradation rate of \( \lambda = 1.67 \times 10^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\) and chose \( P \) to match the \( R_0 \) value from the case without turnover according to equation (3.29). This degradation rate corresponds to a mean life time of 10 minutes, which is typical for cytokine receptor complexes.

Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the dose response between the system with and without turnover for different surface receptor densities \( R_0 \) (compare also figure 3.6). While the right half of the dose response is more or less unaffected, in the low concentration regime the turnover rectifies the onset point of the binding curves. This is an interesting observation, since the otherwise observed increase of sensitivity, as also explained in the previous section 3.6, would lead to hyper-sensitive systems for high affinity ligands, as they are not reported experimentally. The result of this more realistic depiction of receptor engagement thus shows the ability to shift the onset points to physiologically feasible regimes and additionally rectifies the onset points. This last aspect seems interesting, since a unified onset point seems somehow a good choice for a signaling system to define a global “off”-state, meaning that no ligand is present. If the onset points for strongly varying conditions and for different ligands are approximately aligned, this would allow the identification of a concentration threshold below which the system can decide that no signal is present.
3.8 Concluding remarks

I have used several simple equilibrium properties of dimeric signaling receptors to illustrate how ligand discrimination is possible based on affinity sensing. I subsequently illustrated how asymmetry, receptor density and more realistic ingredients modulate this mechanism, but all in all convincingly showed that receptor dimerization is a very simple signaling motif which enables robust information processing. For pedagogical reasons I often referred to the homo-dimeric case, which already shows the core elements of the discrimination mechanism. Adding asymmetry to the picture enhances the discrimination performance by making the mechanism robust. Most striking to me is the fact, that these explained features emerge by taking the most simple ligand-receptor model one step further by allowing it two form dimers. Figure 3.9 summarizes many of the findings from this chapter by showing the response profiles for the three discussed receptor models as a function of signal strength $L$ and receptor density $R_0$ simultaneously.
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of the dose response profiles for the three introduced receptor topologies as a function of ligand stimulation and cell receptor surface densities. A1 shows a sketch of a monomeric response curve with the characteristic hyperbolic saturation kinetics as a function of the ligand concentration $L$. A2 shows the monomeric response profile both as a function of ligand concentration and receptor surface density. The independence of $R_0$ is clearly visible. A3 shows a top down view on the 3D surface plot of A2. The second row B1-B3 show the same as the first row but now for a homo-dimerizing receptor system while the last row C1-C3 shows these results for a hetero-dimerizing system, respectively. The most striking difference between a monomer and a dimerizing receptor system (regardless of homo- or hetero-dimerization) is the biphasic nature with respect to ligand stimulation and the lacking modulation with receptor density in the monomeric case. Additionally, a comparison between B and C shows the broadened response curves for asymmetric dimerization.
4 Information theoretic framework for ligand discrimination

In the previous chapter 3 we explained a ligand discrimination mechanism for signaling receptors based on the non-monotonic binding characteristics of dimeric receptor systems. We will now put these findings in a more formal framework and use an information theoretic analysis to quantify how well a given receptor system can perform the task of ligand discrimination. Information theoretic tools have been successfully applied to address problems in cellular signal transduction and gene regulatory networks in the past [129–134]. Here we will set up a framework to calculate the mutual information for a given ligand discrimination task and will then use it to quantify the discrimination performance of the previously suggested mechanism. To show explicitly that asymmetric binding leads to a robust discrimination mechanism, we set up this framework to account for fluctuations in the ligand concentration. Compared to the intrinsic noise of the receptor reactions, due to their finite copy numbers, this is a source of extrinsic variability.

4.1 Input & output variables

The central quantity of this chapter is the mutual information of the ligand discrimination problem. Mutual information\(^1\) is a standard information theoretic measure to quantify the dependence between two random variables \(X\) and \(F\) and is defined as the following symmetric functional

\[
I(X, F) = \iiint p(x, f) \log_2 \left( \frac{p(x, f)}{p(x)p(f)} \right) \, dxdf,
\]

where \(x\) and \(f\) are realizations of the two random variables \(X\) and \(F\), respectively [135–137]. Before we can compute the mutual information for a given task, we must

\(^1\)We use the binary logarithm in the definition of the mutual information. This choice leads to bit as the natural unit of information.
define our input and output variables and specify how we incorporate extrinsic noise in our approach. In the field of signal transduction it suggests itself to think of the first random variable $X$ to represent the input signal, that is measured by the cell (here the signaling receptors). The outcome of this measurement is specified by the second random variable $F$, which tells us the measured response of this communication channel. For the ligand discrimination task the input signal is simply the identity of the ligand. Therefore we consider $X$ to be a discrete random variable, such that a given $x$ shall stand for the input ligand type which is present. Physically speaking we assume those ligands to be diffusing in the extracellular space surrounding cells such that they can be sensed by the cell surface receptors. In the following we use $X$ to denote the discrete set of input states, i.e. $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots\}$. The default scenario we consider here uses two possible input types, i.e. two distinct ligands. This means that the random variable $X$ can take two values

$$x \in X = \{A, B\};$$

and we ask the system to tell them apart from each other. As the most simple ligand discrimination task I will refer to this as $A$–$B$ discrimination. The state $x = A$ simply means that a ligand of type $A$, and $x = B$ that a ligand of type $B$ is present, respectively. Without any other external knowledge we make the assumption of equal and constant prior probabilities for the input variable $X$, which here implies

$$p(x) = \frac{1}{2} \quad \text{for} \quad x = A, B.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

**Receptor response functions**

The output variable of a signal transduction system can be any well defined molecular readout that is accessible to the cell. From this perspective signal cascades are considered to be communication channels which transmit the input signal to cause a downstream response. Typical readouts could be the concentration levels of activated transcription factors or gene expression products (see figure 1.1). Since we are interested in the very early stages of signal initiation (see figure 3.1) we use receptor activation as our molecular readout. Consistent with the previous notation we use $f$ to denote the fraction of activated receptors, as introduced in section 3.1. For this choice the communication channel is given by the receptor module, which translates a given input signal into receptor activation, depending on the type of the receptor system. This means that the output random variable $F$ is set by the response function of a given ligand-receptor system. Given a ligand of type $x \in X$, which is present at a ligand concentration $L$
(signal strength), cells can use different receptor-ligand systems to measure the fraction of active receptors $f$.

To indicate that a response function $f$ belongs to a given input state $x$, we use corresponding subscripts. Together with the superscripts (M, Ho, He) for the monomeric, homo-dimeric and hetero-dimeric receptor systems this allows us to specify which response function we have in mind. For example, a given ligand $x = A$ with binding parameters specified in a parameter vector $\beta_A$, which cross-links a receptor pair via homo-dimerization will have an equilibrium response function $f_{Ho}^A(L, \beta_A)$. Previously we referred to the functions $f = f(L)$ as dose response curves. Shifting our perspective to the information theoretic approach, they act as transfer-functions similar to their definition in signal theory.

### 4.2 Extrinsic noise in receptor signaling

Next, we wish to put a special focus on the role of extrinsic noise. Our approach how to analyze the influence of extrinsic noise in receptor systems, is to consider extrinsic noise as fluctuations in the ligand concentration $L$.

We chose this approach, since we want to demonstrate under which conditions which receptor systems are robust ligand sensors, even in very noisy and fluctuating environments. To incorporate these kind of fluctuations we consider the ligand concentration to be distributed according to a specified probability distribution. A very sharply peaked ligand concentration distribution then corresponds to a low noise scenario and a broad distribution represents larger fluctuations in the space of ligand concentrations. We use $\omega(L)$ to denote a given distribution of the ligand concentration $L$ and naturally require them to be properly normalized in the sense, that they satisfy the normalization condition

$$\int_0^\infty \omega(L) \, dL = 1. \quad (4.4)$$

The next logical question is to ask how these distributions look like and if they are the same for different inputs. In order to address this, we condition the ligand concentration distributions on the input variable $x$ and write

$$\omega_x(L) \equiv p(L \mid x), \quad (4.5)$$

where we use $\omega_x(L)$ to focus on the distribution itself and the conditional expression on the right hand side for the sake of notational consistency of the probabilistic framework.
4.2.1 Ligand concentration distributions

Real experimental data on true ligand concentrations is hard to find. For this reason we make several assumptions and analyze the ligand discrimination task for two choices of ligand concentration distributions \( \omega \). We motivate both below.

Unbiased prior distribution

Ligand concentrations are naturally handled on a logarithmic scale. This is based on the experience that for physiologically realistic processes, both, typical affinities and concentration regimes easily span several orders of magnitude. Having no \textit{a priori} knowledge about the real distribution which cells are exposed to, our first example for \( \omega \) is motivated by the idea to use the most unbiased prior distribution. By this we mean to chose \( \omega \) such, that it does not imply any bias and is most uninformative. For a normally scaled quantity \( y \), a uniform distribution would do this job. Ligand concentrations can in this context be thought of as logarithmically scaling quantities \( \log(y) \), for which the most unbiased prior is the \( \sim 1/y \) distribution. This is known as \textit{Jeffrey’s} prior. The books by Jaynes [135] and MacKay [136] provide more background on this topic and on how to choose appropriate prior probability distributions in general.

A second motivation for this choice came to our attention through a recent publication which measured the release of cytokine signaling molecules both \textit{in vivo} and \textit{in vitro} to understand the spread and consumption of these signaling molecules in dense cellular tissues [138, 139]. The authors use a diffusion-consumption reaction-diffusion mechanism to explain the spread of the signaling molecules in a cell tissue. By solving for the steady state concentration of this suggested reaction-diffusion model one strikingly also obtains a \( \sim 1/L \) distribution. We use these two considerations to motivate our choice and will call this distribution the uninformative prior (up)

\[
\omega_{\text{up}}(L) = \begin{cases} 
\left[ \ln \left( \frac{l_{\text{max}}}{l_{\text{min}}} \right) L \right]^{-1} & \text{for } L \in \mathcal{L} = [l_{\text{min}}, l_{\text{max}}], \\
0 & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}
\]  

where we introduced a finite concentration range \( \mathcal{L} = [l_{\text{min}}, l_{\text{max}}] \) to normalize the distribution by the normalization constant \( N = \ln(l_{\text{max}}/l_{\text{min}})^{-1} \).
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Log-normal distribution

As a second pick we use the log-normal distribution for ligand concentrations. This seems a reasonable choice, since it is naturally confined to a positive support and decays on both sides of a clear localized peak, defined by the scale parameters $\mu$ and $\sigma$. The density function for our purpose reads

$$
\omega_{LN}(L; \sigma, \mu) = \frac{1}{L \sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{(\ln(L) - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right).
$$

(4.7)

While $\mu \in \mathbb{R}$ can be any real number, $\sigma$ is a positive real number $\sigma > 0$. The mode $\eta$ of the distribution is related to $\mu$ by

$$
\eta = \exp(\mu - \sigma^2).
$$

(4.8)

Hence we determine $\mu$ for a given choice of $\sigma$ and $\eta$ by using the relation

$$
\mu = \ln(\eta) + \sigma^2.
$$

(4.9)

4.3 Mutual Information of ligand discrimination

Now we have specified the input and output variables and have motivated two choices for the ligand concentration distributions $\omega$. We proceed by explaining how to put all these parts together to calculate the mutual information $I(X, F)$. For the ligand discrimination task the mutual information $I(X, F)$ from (4.1) becomes

$$
I(X, F) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} \int_{\mathcal{F}} p(x, f) \log \left( \frac{p(x, f)}{p(x)p(f)} \right) df.
$$

(4.10)

The summation runs over all input states and the $f$-integration is carried out over all attainable activation levels $\mathcal{F}$, which define the dynamic range of the given ligand-receptor system. Using the standard factorization $p(x, f) = p(f \mid x) p(x)$ we can rewrite equation (4.10) as

$$
I(X, F) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(x) \int_{\mathcal{F}} p(f \mid x) \log \left( \frac{p(f \mid x)}{p(f)} \right) df.
$$

(4.11)

The prior probabilities $p(x)$ are known for all inputs $x \in \mathcal{X}$, since we deliberately set them. To proceed we need to find expressions for the conditional probabilities $p(f \mid x)$. 
Once we have those, we automatically have full knowledge of the joint distribution via
\[ p(x, f) = p(f | x) p(x) \]  
(4.12)
and also can directly calculate the posterior distribution \( p(f) \) by
\[ p(f) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(f, x) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(f | x) p(x). \]  
(4.13)
So we have reduced the problem of evaluating the mutual information \( I(X, F) \) for the ligand discrimination task according to equation (4.11) to find the conditional distributions \( p(f | x) \). Once we have these, we reiterate that the mutual information can directly be evaluated by computing
\[ I(X, F) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(x) \int_{\mathcal{F}} p(f | x) \log \left( \frac{p(f | x)}{\sum_{x'} p(f | x') p(x')} \right) df. \]  
(4.14)

### 4.3.1 Distribution of activated receptors

We fill the missing gap by deriving an recipe on how to calculate the conditional distribution functions \( p(f | x) \), which then in turn permit us to calculate the mutual information. We refer to these conditional distributions as the distributions of activated receptors (conditioned on an input type \( x \)). To emphasize that a given input \( x \) comes along with a corresponding ligand concentration distribution \( \omega_x(L) = p(L | x) \) we use the following identity
\[ p(f | x) = \int_{\mathcal{L}} \omega_x(L) p(f | L, x) dL = \int_{\mathcal{L}} \omega_x(L) p(f | L) dL, \]  
(4.15)
in order to proceed. To further evaluate the expression in equation (4.15) we need to discuss the term \( p(f | L, x) \), i.e. the probability to find a given output value \( f \) given an input \( x \) and given a precise value for \( L \). The fact that we not only condition this expression on \( x \) but at the same time also condition it on a specific value for \( L \) makes it clear, that this expression has to be a Delta distribution. It asks for the probability for an exact given value of \( f \), given the type \( x \) and an exact value for the ligand concentration \( L \).
\[ p(\tilde{f} | L, x) = \delta(\tilde{f} - f_x(L)). \]  
(4.16)
Interpreted under an $L$-integral this means, that $p\left( f \mid L, x \right)$ assures that the $L$-integrand is only evaluated at those values for $L$, where the response function $f_x(L)$ equals the said activation level/output value $\tilde{f}$, i.e. where

$$f_x(L) = \tilde{f}$$

is satisfied. Summarizing, this allows us to find the following formula for $p(f \mid x)$ by inserting the expression for $p\left( f \mid L, x \right)$ from equation (4.16) into equation (4.15)

$$p\left( f \mid x \right) = \int p(L \mid x) \times \delta\left( \tilde{f} - f_x(L) \right) dL$$

$$= \int \omega_x(L) \times \delta\left( \tilde{f} - f_x(L) \right) dL.$$  

(4.18)

(4.19)

At this point it might be worthwhile to mention that the receptor response function $f_x(L)$ is only for the simple monomeric ligand-receptor case depending on its affinity $K_{D,x}$ and the concentration level $L$. For more complex receptor systems $f$ might in general depend on more parameters such as receptor densities $R_0$ and or further kinetic biochemical parameters, such as multiple $K_D$’s. To illustrate these potential dependencies, in this generic derivation, we write

$$f = f_x(L, \beta_x),$$

and condense all other parameters into $\beta_x$. In these expressions above we use $\tilde{f}$ to denote a specific value which the output variable might take and use $f$ to denote the actual response function, which gives rise to this output value. At this point we briefly demonstrate that this approach, to compute the conditional distribution $p(f \mid x)$, gives indeed a properly normalized distribution of the variable $f$. The normalization condition for $p(f \mid x)$ reads

$$\int_x p(f \mid x) df = 1 \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}$$

(4.21)
which we can verify for our general expression in equation (4.19) by showing that

\[
\int p(f \mid x) \, df = \int_{\mathcal{F}} \int_{\mathcal{L}} p(L \mid x) \, p(f \mid L, x) \, dL \, df
\]

(4.22)

\[
= \int_{\mathcal{F}} \left[ \int_{\mathcal{L}} \omega_x(L) \times \delta \left( \tilde{f} - f_x(L, \beta_x) \right) \, dL \right] \, df
\]

(4.23)

\[
= \int_{\mathcal{L}} \left[ \int_{\mathcal{F}} \omega_x(L) \times \delta \left( \tilde{f} - f_x(L, \beta_x) \right) \, df \right] \, dL
\]

(4.24)

\[
= \int_{\mathcal{L}} \omega_x(L) \, dL = 1
\]

(4.25)

as required, since we demand \( \omega_x \) to be a properly normalized distribution. After swapping the integration order in line (4.24) we can carry out the \( f \) integration over the \( \delta \) distribution which simply yields a factor of 1 in the remaining integrand.

Having established all of this, we now proceed in our general recipe on how to actually compute the desired distribution \( p \left( \tilde{f} \mid x \right) \). To transform equation (4.19) we make use of the integral form of the generalized scaling property of Dirac’s \( \delta \)-functional

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) \, \delta(g(x)) \, dx = \sum_i \frac{f(x_i)}{|g'(x_i)|},
\]

(4.26)

where \( i \) sums over the zero-crossings of \( g \). If the integration runs only over a finite interval this changes to

\[
\int_{a}^{b} f(x) \, \delta(g(x)) \, dx = \sum_i \frac{f(x_i)}{|g'(x_i)|},
\]

(4.27)

where \( i \) runs over all roots of \( g \) in the domain \([a, b]\). With this property we can rewrite our general expression for the target distribution \( p \left( \tilde{f} \mid x \right) \) from equation (4.19) in the form of

\[
p \left( \tilde{f} \mid x \right) = \int_{\mathcal{L}} \omega_x(L) \times \delta \left( \tilde{f} - f_x(L, \beta_x) \right) \, dL
\]

(4.28)

\[
= \sum_i \left( \omega_x(L_i) \times \left| \frac{\partial}{\partial L} \left( \tilde{f} - f_x(L, \beta_x) \right) \right|^{-1} \right)
\]

(4.29)

\[
= \sum_i \left( \omega_x(L_i) \times \left| \frac{\partial}{\partial L} f_x(L, \beta_x) \right|^{-1} \right)
\]

(4.30)

\[
= \sum_i \left( \frac{\omega_x(L_i)}{\left| \frac{\partial}{\partial L} f_x(L, \beta_x) \right|_{L=L_i}} \right),
\]

(4.31)
where the summation runs over all $i$ roots of the equation

$$f_x(L, \beta_x) = \tilde{f}$$

(4.32)

in the ligand concentration interval $\mathcal{L} = [l_{\text{min}}, l_{\text{max}}]$, for a given activation level $\tilde{f} = \text{const.}$

We repeat this central result for the conditional probability of the output level distribution below

$$p(\tilde{f} \mid x) = \sum_i \left( \frac{\omega_x(L_i)}{\left. \frac{\partial}{\partial L} f_x(L, \beta_x) \right|_{L=L_i}} \right), \quad \forall L_i \text{ s.t. } f_x(L_i, \beta_x) = \tilde{f} \quad \text{and} \quad L_i \in \mathcal{L}. \quad (4.33)$$

At this point we emphasize that equation (4.33) is still completely general and holds for any valid choice for the ligand concentration distribution $\omega_x(L)$ and for any valid choice for the receptor (dose) response function $f_x(L, \beta_x)$.

This concludes the calculation of $p(f \mid x)$. For simple response functions $f$ the evaluation can be done analytically or by using computer algebra systems. For more complex receptor modules we implemented a numerical routine which implements equation (4.33). The solution for $p(f \mid x)$ gives access to the full joint distribution $p(f, x)$, which we need to calculate the mutual information $I(X,F)$. To summarize these findings, we give a general recipe in the following section.

### 4.4 Recipe for general receptor modules

So far all derived results are still generic and do not make any assumption about the underlying receptor module. In this section we briefly outline how one has to proceed for generic response modules $f_x$. Depending on the complexity of the receptor response function these steps can be performed analytically. We have implemented a numerical counterpart for all of them, such that they can in principle be applied to any reasonable choice for $f$. This might be relevant if one wishes to extend this ansatz to more complex receptor models in the future. We suggest the following procedure.

1. Given a receptor module (or a more generic input-output system) we start by specifying the response function

$$f_x = f_x(L, \beta_x) \quad \forall \quad x \in \mathcal{X} \quad (4.34)$$
for all inputs \( x \). The response \( f \) is a function of the ligand concentration \( L \) and in general of several other biophysical parameters such as receptor densities \( R_i \) and affinities etc. We group all these dependencies apart from the ligand concentration in a parameter vector \( \beta_x \) as before.

2. Specify a ligand concentration distribution

\[
\omega_x = \omega_x(L)
\]  

(4.35)

for all inputs \( x \). In general one can of course set different distributions for all inputs. For a discussion on appropriate choices for \( \omega \) see section 4.2.1. The use of finite concentration intervals \( L = [l_{\text{min}}, l_{\text{max}}] \) can be necessary due to normalization requirements, but also due to physiological considerations. On the lower spectrum one should avoid getting below a single particle limit, while of course extremely large concentrations will naturally be unphysiological.

3. According to the choice of the finite cutoff interval \( \mathcal{L} \) compute the dynamic range of realizable activation levels \( f \), by scanning the response function over \( \mathcal{L} \).

In the most generic form this should allow you to determine the dynamic range \( \mathcal{F} = [f_{\text{min}}, f_{\text{max}}] \subset [0, 1] \) of attainable activation levels \( f \) according to

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{\text{min}} &= \min_{L \in \mathcal{L}} \left\{ f_x(L, \beta_x) \right\} \quad \text{and} \quad
    f_{\text{max}} &= \max_{L \in \mathcal{L}} \left\{ f_x(L, \beta_x) \right\}.
\end{align*}
\]

(4.36)

Care must be taken, that for multiple inputs, the dynamic range is typically depending on the input state \( x \). This is important for the integration range both in a subsequent analytical or numerical treatment of the ligand discrimination problem. So effectively this step has to be done for all input values \( x \in \mathcal{X} \).

4. Compute the probability distribution of the activation levels \( f \) given an input \( x \), for your given choice of \( \omega_x \) according to

\[
p(\tilde{f} \mid x) = \frac{\omega_x(L) \times \delta(\tilde{f} - f_x(L, \beta_x))}{\int_{\mathcal{L}} \omega_x(L) \times \delta(\tilde{f} - f_x(L, \beta_x)) \, dL} \\
= \sum_i \left( \frac{\omega_x(L_i)}{\frac{\partial}{\partial L} f_x(L, \beta_x) |_{L=L_i}} \right), \quad \forall L_i \, \text{s.t.} \, f_x(L, \beta_x) = \tilde{f} \quad \text{and} \quad L_i \in \mathcal{L}.
\]

(4.38)

which is a properly normalized PDF on the dynamic range interval \( \mathcal{F} = [f_{\text{min}}, f_{\text{max}}] \).

For simple systems and choices of \( \omega \) this might be achievable in closed form analytical expressions.
5. Having established an expression for \( p(f \mid x) \), we find the joint and the posterior distributions using

\[
p(f, x) = p(f \mid x) p(x) \tag{4.39}
\]
\[
p(f) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(x) p(f \mid x), \tag{4.40}
\]

where we again assume full knowledge of \( p(x) \).

6. Finally calculate the mutual information by using all results from all preceding steps according to

\[
I(X, F) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(x) \int_{\mathcal{X}} p(f \mid x) \log \left( \frac{p(f \mid x)}{\sum_{x'} p(f \mid x') p(x')} \right) df. \tag{4.41}
\]

### 4.5 Application to monomeric inputs

As before in chapter 3, the monomeric receptor is a useful default case. The response function \( f^M \) shows the already explained hyperbolic saturation kinetics and is the simplest case that we now use as a benchmark. This is suitable because it allows a concrete application of the general recipe from the previous section. In fact it turns out, that one can derive closed form expressions, independent of a choice for \( \omega \), for all probability distributions \( p(x, f) \), \( p(f \mid x) \) and \( p(f) \). So we start as before by specifying our response function \( f \) as

\[
f^M_x(L) = \frac{L}{K_{D,x} + L}, \tag{4.42}
\]

which we insert in equation (4.38) from the previous general recipe. According to (4.38) we secondly need to calculate the derivative of the receptor response function (4.42) with respect to the ligand concentration \( L \), i.e. we compute

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial L} f^M_x(L) = \frac{K_{D,x}}{(K_{D,x} + L)^2}. \tag{4.43}
\]

In order to further evaluate the expression as shown in equation (4.33) we first need to determine the roots of the equation

\[
f_x(L, R_0) = f_x(L) = \bar{f} = \frac{L}{K_{D,x} + L} \tag{4.44}
\]
for a given constant activation level $\tilde{f} = \text{const}$. This equation has only a single root $L_1$ at

$$L_1 = \frac{\tilde{f}}{(1 - \tilde{f})} K_{D,x}.$$  \hfill (4.45)$$

Since the monomeric receptor response (4.42) is strictly monotonically increasing, it is immediately evident, that for a given activation level $\tilde{f}$ there is only a single root $L_1$. Now we can evaluate our expression for the derivative in equation (4.43) at the root from equation (4.45).

$$\left( \frac{\partial}{\partial L} f_x(L, R_0) \right) \bigg|_{L=L_1} = \left( \frac{K_{D,x}}{(K_{D,x} + L)^2} \right) \bigg|_{L=L_1} = \frac{K_{D,x}}{(K_{D,x} + \frac{f}{1 - f} K_{D,x})^2}$$

$$= \frac{(1 - \tilde{f})^2}{K_{D,x}}$$  \hfill (4.46)$$

$$= \frac{(1 - \tilde{f})^2}{K_{D,x}}$$  \hfill (4.47)$$

Now we are all set to compute the desired distribution function of the fraction of activated receptors $p(f \mid x)$ for this case. Using equation (4.33), we find

$$p(f \mid x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \omega_x(L_i) = \omega_x(L_1) \left( \frac{K_{D,x} \tilde{f}}{1 - \tilde{f}} \right)^2$$

$$= \frac{K_{D,x}}{(1 - \tilde{f})^2} \omega_x \left( \frac{K_{D,x} \tilde{f}}{1 - \tilde{f}} \right).$$  \hfill (4.48)$$

Note that up to this point we have not specified a specific choice for the ligand concentration distribution function $\omega$, and only made use of the fact that the receptor response function $f$ is that of a monomeric system. Hence the above result is generally valid for any $\omega$ in the case of a monomeric receptor system. Below we summarize the central results of this section. Only assuming a hyperbolic input profile $f_x^M(L)$ (4.42) allows us to explicitly find expressions for the conditional distribution $p(f \mid x)$, the joint $p(x, f)$
### 4.5. Application to monomeric inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response function</th>
<th>Ligand dist. $\omega(L)$</th>
<th>$p(f \mid x)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monomer $f^M$</td>
<td>Generic $\omega$</td>
<td>$\frac{K_{D,x}}{(1-f)^2} \omega_x \left( \frac{f}{(1-f)} K_{D,x} \right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomer $f^M$</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>$\frac{K_{D,x}}{(l_{\text{max}} - l_{\text{min}})^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomer $f^M$</td>
<td>$\sim 1/L$</td>
<td>$\left[ \ln \left( \frac{l_{\text{max}}}{l_{\text{min}}} \right) f(1-f) \right]^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomer $f^M$</td>
<td>Log-normal</td>
<td>$\frac{\exp \left( - \left( \ln \left( \frac{K_{D,x} f}{1-f} \right) - \mu \right)^2 / (2\sigma^2) \right)}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi f(1-f)}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1** Overview over the conditional output distributions $p(f \mid x)$ for a given input state $x$ for different ligand priors $\omega_x(L)$. In all cases we assume monomeric receptor response functions $f^M$.

and $p(f)$ which are true for any valid choice of $\omega_x$.

\[
p(f \mid x) = \frac{K_{D,x}}{(1-f)^2} \omega_x \left( \frac{K_{D,x} f}{1-f} \right) \quad \text{dist. of activated receptors given an input } x
\]  \hfill (4.50)

\[
p(x, f) = p(x) \frac{K_{D,x}}{(1-f)^2} \omega_x \left( \frac{K_{D,x} f}{1-f} \right) \quad \text{joint dist. of the input and output}
\]  \hfill (4.51)

\[
p(f) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(x) \frac{K_{D,x}}{(1-f)^2} \omega_x \left( \frac{K_{D,x} f}{1-f} \right) \quad \text{posterior dist. of the output}
\]  \hfill (4.52)

If we now specify ligand concentration distributions, we can simply evaluate the above results. Table 4.1 lists the results for the $p(f \mid x)$ distributions for three choices of $\omega$. There we introduced Heaviside step functions to avoid explicit case distinctions. They account for the finite cutoff intervals in ligand concentration space. For a given finite concentration range $\mathcal{L}$ we introduce the following product of two Heaviside step functions in order to implement a finite windowing function

\[
\Theta_{\mathcal{L}}(L) = \Theta(L - l_{\text{min}}) \times \Theta(l_{\text{max}} - L).
\]  \hfill (4.53)
4.6 A–B discrimination with monomeric receptors

The previous section applied all steps of our recipe up to the evaluation of the mutual information $I(X, F)$ itself. We now use the results for $p(f \mid x)$ for the monomeric case and discuss the A–B discrimination problem for the uninformative ligand prior distribution $\omega_{\text{up}}$. We assume two inputs $x \in \{A, B\}$, for which we assume $K_{D,A} < K_{D,B}$ without loss of generality. Further, we assume that the ligand concentration distribution is the same for both ligands

$$
\omega_A(L) = \omega_B(L) =: \omega_{\text{up}}(L).
$$

From table 4.1 we already know the expression for $p(f \mid x)$ and can use the results to evaluate the mutual information $I(X, F)$ according to equation (4.11). This last integration step is straight forward but cumbersome, which is why we only present the final result.

$$
I(X, F) = H(X) \times \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1 & \text{if } F_A \cap F_B = \emptyset \\
\ln \left( \frac{K_{D,B}}{K_{D,A}} \right) / \ln \left( \frac{l_{\text{max}}}{l_{\text{min}}} \right) & \text{else}
\end{array} \right.
$$

(4.55)

Here $F_A$ and $F_B$ are the dynamic ranges of activation levels of input ligand $A$ and $B$, respectively. In this form the equation for the mutual information $I(X, F)$ can nicely be understood as the product of a maximal information amplitude and a scaling factor depending on the input affinities and the choices for the input concentration distribution,

$$
I(X, F) = I_{\max} \cdot \text{(scaling factor)}
$$

(4.56)

where the maximal amplitude $I_{\max} = H(X)$ is set by the entropy of the input random variable $X$. This solution has the following interesting implications for ligand discrimination with monomeric receptors. The information transmission can be tuned as a function of the binding asymmetry

$$
\mathcal{A} = \frac{K_{D,B}}{K_{D,A}}.
$$

(4.57)

This means, the more two monomeric ligands are detuned, i.e. show different binding properties, the more information can be transmitted. In the limit of $K_{D,A} = K_{D,B}$ our results of course predicts, that the information is zero, as required. If the choice of $\mathcal{L}$ and the affinities $K_{D,A}$ and $K_{D,B}$ are such, that the dynamic ranges of both inputs...
4.7 Robust ligand discrimination through asymmetric receptor dimerization

Finally, we apply these results to the dimeric asymmetric hetero-dimerization scheme. For this purpose we consider the following scenario. We consider two receptor systems and ask both of them to perform the $A$-$B$ discrimination problem. This means we consider a strong and a weak ligand, which trigger a monomeric receptor, and we consider a strong and a weak ligand which use a hetero-dimerizing scheme. For the hetero-dimerizing case we take interferon $\beta$ and $\alpha 2$ as the strong and the weak ligand, respectively. The parametrization is based on the values from table 3.2 and their response function is $f^H$ according to equation (3.22). The two ligands which engage monomeric

\[ \frac{\eta}{L} \]

\[ \eta = \frac{K_{D,B}}{K_{D,A}} \]

are disjoint sets, the mutual information is always constant one bit. Although this case is of rather pathological nature, it effectively illustrates how monomeric receptors can discriminate ligands. Conversely, if two ligands happen to have similar affinities, their output distributions will show a significant overlap, such that their information transmission performance suffers tremendously.
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Chapter 4. Information theoretic framework for ligand discrimination

Figure 4.2 | Dimeric cell surface receptors can robustly discriminate weak from strong affinity ligands. **A** Mutual information $I(X, F)$ for two monomeric (blue line) and two dimeric (green line) ligand receptor systems as a function of the width of the log-normal ligand concentration distribution $\omega_{LN}$. By increasing the width of the distribution the dimers maintain a plateau of $I(X, F) = 1$ bit mutual information, allowing $A$, $B$ discrimination. While the monomer can also achieve perfect discrimination for narrow distributions (small $\sigma$) it much faster fails to do so, as one increases the fluctuation magnitude further. In the limit of large $\sigma$ also the dimers will eventually fail to encode sufficient information for ligand discrimination and the mutual information $I(X, F)$ declines towards zero. **B and C** show the conditional output distributions $p(f | x)$ given an input $x$ for $\sigma = 0.75$ and $\sigma = 2$, respectively. In both cases the solid line denotes the high affinity ligand (input $x = A$), while the dashed line represents the low affinity input ligand ($x = B$). Here we used $K_{D,A} = 3 \cdot 10^{-10}$ M and $K_{D,B} = 8 \cdot 10^{-9}$ M. Analogously **D and E** show the $p(f | x)$ distributions for the dimeric case for $\sigma = 1$ and $\sigma = 2$, respectively. Here again, the solid line denotes the high affinity ligand and the dashed line the low affinity ligand.

receptors have their usual hyperbolic response function $f^M$ and are only parameterized by their binding affinities $K_{D,A}$ and $K_{D,B}$, respectively. As before we assume that the ligand concentration distribution is equal for all input ligands and now use the log-normal distribution $\omega_{LN}$ as a concentration distribution for all inputs. With these settings we let the monomeric receptor system compete against the hetero-dimeric receptor system. By this we mean the following. We evaluate the mutual information for both receptor systems and compare how much information either of the two receptor systems transmit. For the $A$–$B$ discrimination an information value of $I = 1$ bit corresponds to perfect ligand discrimination, while zero information means that the receptor system cannot distinguish $A$ from $B$ at all.

For the monomeric system we use the previously derived results for $p(f | x)$. For all remaining calculations we restore to our numerical algorithm, which calculates both the remaining $p(f | x)$ distributions and then feeds them into the formula for the mutual
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information $I(X, F)$ in equation (4.11).

The central idea is to increase the width of the ligand concentration distribution systematically and compare the information discrimination performance of both systems as a function of the distribution’s width. This corresponds to a systematic increase of concentration fluctuations. Figure 4.2 shows how the mutual information $I(X, F)$ decays as a function of the width of the log-normal distribution. In the limit of very broad distributions we expect both curves to decay to zero information, because in this limit the overlap of the activation profiles makes any ligand indistinguishable. The important question is how fast this decay takes place. Here we clearly observe, that the monomeric system decays much quicker, while the dimeric system can maintain a plateau at 1 bit of information for a much longer range of distribution widths. This plateau can be maintained, because the hetero-dimerizing receptor translates binding affinity into different activation levels, such that the width of the concentration distributions does not alter its output profile by much. Eventually also the hetero-dimerizing system will decay. This happens when the ligand distribution width exceeds the plateau width, such that the activation levels from a strong and a weak ligand start to overlap even for dimeric signaling receptors.

Together, this information theoretic approach shows that the asymmetric binding of signaling dimers allows robust ligand discrimination. This complements our findings from chapter 3.
5 Spatial stochastic receptor dynamics

5.1 Simulation settings and parameter choices

The receptor mechanism of the previous sections will now be put to a test in a spatial and stochastic simulation approach. In this section we show results that were obtained using 2D reactive Brownian Dynamics simulations. Reactions were implemented by the previously discussed reactive volume method (see section 2.6). We consider the receptors in a 2D membrane patch of area $A$ as circular particles, with a reactive shell region around them. If two receptors engage in a diffusive encounter, they can react with a forward reaction probability $P_{\text{acc}}^{\text{E}\rightarrow b}$ which we defined in equation (2.35).

We set the system size to $\Omega = A = 100 \, \mu m^2$, using a square membrane patch with side length $L_x = 10 \, \mu m$. The choice for the fixed propagation time step is constrained by the spatial resolution $s_x$ that we wish to have. Considering nano-meter sized receptors, we must choose $\Delta t$ (for $d = 2$) such that the diffusive mean step length $s_x = \sqrt{4D\Delta t}$ is small enough to sufficiently sample the reactive volume around the receptors. Using an estimated receptor radius $r = 5 \, \text{nm}$ [128], this imposes the following condition on $\Delta t$

$$\Delta t \leq \frac{s_x^2}{4D},$$

where $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of the receptor. We used $D_{\text{free}} = 1.1 \, \mu m^2/s$ for the free microscopic diffusion coefficient of unoccupied receptors. We considered the diffusivities of ligand-bound receptors, which are monomers, as approximately unchanged, since ligand binding often only has a minor effect on the receptor motion. The ligand-induced cross-linking of two receptors to form a dimeric complex on the other hand slows a receptor pair down more significantly [128, 140, 141]. Hence we used $D_{\text{C,free}} = 0.7 \, \mu m^2/s$ for dimeric receptor complexes, as suggested by You et al. [128], who also confirmed that this choice corresponds approximately to the Saffman-Delbrück [142] estimation of the diffusion coefficient. With these considerations in mind we set the propagation time step to $\Delta t = 10^{-5} \, s$. 
Figure 5.1 | Dose response curve for a monomeric receptor system. A shows the dose response curve. \( f \) is, as introduced, the fraction of activated receptors. The solid line represents the mean-field equilibrium binding results, while the circles are ensemble averaged results from spatial BD simulations. All results here we obtained using \( n_0 = R_0 \Omega = 500 \). Column B shows single trajectory time traces of the fraction of activated receptors \( f \), while column C shows snapshots of the full system at \( t = 10 \) seconds. The light gray filled circles denote inactive (unoccupied) receptors, whereas the blue filled circles are activated receptors \( C \). B1/C1 show results for a ligand concentration of \( L = 10 \) nM, B2/C2 for \( L = 1 \) nM and B3/C3 for \( L = 0.1 \) nM, respectively.

Since all discussed models so far start by ligand binding, we reiterate that in the context of this work we assume that the ligand concentration \( L(t) \) will not be significantly depleted by receptor-binding events, and hence assumed it to be constant (ligand-excess assumption). This facilitates the reactive implementation of the ligand-binding reactions, since we can make the binding step a pseudo first-order reaction, with a new effective first-order rate constant \( k_{\text{on,eff}} = L k_{\text{on}} \). This assumption seems to be justified in this context, since the time scales of the diffusive motion of the ligand molecules in the 3D bulk are typically by at least an order of magnitude faster to any reaction time scale of the considerably slower receptor dynamics in the cellular plasma membrane. Therefore it would be wasteful to account explicitly for the ligand movement. In other words, we assume ligand molecules to be well mixed, and only consider the spatial resolution at the receptor level.

In figure 5.1 I show the ensemble averaged results from many independent simulation trajectories for varying signal strength \( L \). Combined they can be compared to the previously discussed dose response curves. The solid black line shows the theoretical solution for the monomeric receptor case and the circles are the data points from the spatial simulations. We find them in excellent agreement with the mean field curve.
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Figure 5.2 | Noise analysis for monomeric receptors in a homogeneous membrane patch of size $\Omega = 100 \mu m^2$. A shows the fraction of activated receptors $f$ as a function of the receptor copy numbers $n_0$. With decreasing copy numbers the mean stays centered at $f = 1/2$ for $L = K_D = 1 nM$, while the fluctuations build up significantly. B shows the relative noise level (coefficient of variation CV) $\sigma_n/\langle n \rangle$ versus the receptor copy number in the membrane patch. The noise characteristic follows the counting noise of a Poisson statistic, which scales with $\sim 1/\sqrt{n}$.

The sub-figures to the right also show individual example trajectories for three different ligand concentrations and snapshots of the system after steady state was established for the corresponding configuration. For the monomeric receptor the simulation setup will be parameterized by the choice of $R_0, L, k_b$ and $k_u$, which I group in a parameter vector $\beta_M = (L, R_0, k_b, k_u)^T$ as before.

Noise analysis

One of the main benefits from using a stochastic approach to study a biological reaction-diffusion system is that one gets access to the intrinsic fluctuations of the system. In figure 5.2 I show how the typical noise characteristic varies as a function of the receptor copy numbers in the system. We observe how with reduced copy numbers the noise levels increase while the mean value stays constant around its mean field prediction. For the monomeric receptor engagement, we can in fact exploit that the noise should follow a Poisson statistic, as it is shown in figure 5.2B, where the relative noise amplitude $\sigma_n/\langle n \rangle$ follows the well known counting statistic

$$\frac{\sigma_n}{\langle n \rangle} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}}.$$  (5.2)
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Figure 5.3 A Binding curves for dimeric signaling receptors in a 2D membrane patch by reactive spatial BD simulations. The solid lines show the mean field solution while the empty circles show ensemble averaged simulation results. The shaded regions behind the curves indicate the sample standard deviation from the ensembles for each data point. B Noise profile \( \sigma_f \) as a function of the activation level \( f \).

We take this result to learn that our spatial receptor model faithfully reproduces the expected noise spectrum and can now move on the the dimeric case.

Similar to before we use the same global membrane settings but now look at receptor dimerization in our 2D simulations. We record many trajectories for a different signal strength \( L \) and show the results for the dose response curves for several receptor densities \( R_0 \) in figure 5.3A. The equilibration time for the dimeric case is limited by the low concentration regime. Small concentrations imply a small reactive flux and set the slowest time scale of the system. When monitoring the transient development of the binding curves towards equilibrium one can observe this effect, since the “right shoulders” of the bell shaped curves appear fast, whereas the “left shoulders” of the bell-shaped profiles slowly rise until they eventually approach their expected mean field value. All in all, we observe that both the monomeric and the dimeric receptor binding modes agree excellently with the equilibrium mean field prediction as specified by equation (3.5) and (3.13).

5.2 Noise models & extensions

This spatial stochastic ansatz enables us to extract valuable information about the noise that is present in the receptor system. In particular, we are interested in how the noise profile changes as a function of a given activation level \( f \). We used the fraction of
activated receptors $f$ extensively as a central molecular readout. The logical next step at this point is to quantify the intrinsic noise of this molecular readout $f$. A suitable way that we suggest would be to create a noise-model in such a way, that it can be seamlessly integrated into out probabilistic framework from the previous section. To do so, we must extract information about the intrinsic noise from the simulations. In figure 5.3B we extract such a noise profile from our spatial simulation trajectories, which tells us the noise $\sigma_f$ as a function of $f$. Due the parabolic resemblance of these noise profiles, we suggest that they could be used to fit and subsequently parameterize a noise model $p_{\text{noise}}(f \mid \bar{f})$, which for a given level $\bar{f}$ will give the uncertainty in $f$. For the above shown profiles one could use a Beta distribution (as the natural extensions of a Binomial distribution to a real valued variable) to fit this profile. This is here motivated by the fact that the variance of the Binomial matches the parabolic profile that we observe here in our study of receptor activation. To connect these ideas to the previous chapter, where we proposed an information theoretic framework for ligand discrimination, this would offer a suitable extension to also account for intrinsic variability of the system. The key idea is the following. Previously we calculated distribution functions for activation levels $f$, given an input ligand $x$ and called these $p(f \mid x)$. In the language of measurement theory this corresponds however to an ideal sensor, since a given activation value $\bar{f}$ is attained precisely (we silently assumed $p_{\text{noise}}(f \mid \bar{f}) \sim \delta(f - \bar{f})$). Using the noise profile from a stochastic approach, such as the one shown here, we could convolute this distribution function with the fitted noise model to obtain a noisy version of this distribution function through convolution

$$
\hat{p}(f \mid x) = \int_{\bar{f}} p(\bar{f} \mid x)p_{\text{noise}}(f \mid \bar{f}) d\bar{f},
$$

(5.3)

where $\mathcal{F}$ is the dynamic range of the fraction of activated receptors $f$.

A second extension we suggest is to investigate how the receptor dynamics change if one considers spatial inhomogeneities. It is well acknowledged that the cellular plasma membrane is not a homogeneous liquid, but is strongly structured by both lipid inhomogeneities and cytoskeletal components that can create raft-like domains. Such raft-like domains have previously shown to locally increase the receptor density and can thus have a stabilizing effect for receptor aggregation [128]; a clever way how cells can exploit compartmentalization to control reaction processes. Spatial partitioning in general can influence the noise characteristics of common signaling motifs, as it has been shown by Mugler et al. [94]. It would be a logical extension to ask how the performance of our ligand discrimination mechanism is modulated by including this higher level of spatial organization of the cellular plasma membrane.
III

Self-organization
6 Min oscillations

One of the most intriguing aspects of the Min system is the impact of geometry on the spatiotemporal patterns. While initial experiments in wild-type cells showed characteristic pole-to-pole oscillations, growing E. coli cells, which roughly double in length before division, can also give rise to stable oscillations in both daughter cells even before full septum closure [143]. In very long filamentous mutants the pole-to-pole pattern vanishes and several MinDE localization zones emerge in a stripe-like manner (striped oscillations), with a characteristic distance of 5 µm, strongly reminiscent of standing waves [50]. No stable oscillation patterns emerge in spherical cells where MinDE localization appears to be random without stable oscillation axes [144].

Strikingly, the Min system can be reconstituted outside the cellular context using purified components on supported lipid bilayers [56, 145]. Using only fluorescently labeled MinD and MinE and ATP as energy source, traveling surface waves were observed in the form of turning spirals and traveling stripes on flat homogeneous substrates, where MinD proteins form a moving wave-front, that is consumed by MinE at the trailing edge, demonstrating that MinD and MinE alone are indeed sufficient to induce dynamic patterning [56]. Interestingly, these assays work for different lipid species, demonstrating the robustness of the Min oscillations with respect to the detailed values of the binding rates.

Combining this reconstitution approach with membrane patterning, it was shown that the Min system is capable of orienting its oscillation axis along the longest path in the patch and hence in principle capable of sensing the surrounding geometry [146]. More recently the gap between the traveling in vitro Min waves and the standing Min waves in live cells was closed, using microfabricated PDMS compartments mimicking the shape of E. coli cells [55]. In these biomimetic compartments, which confine the reaction space in 3D, pole-to-pole oscillations were observed, reminiscent of the paradigmatic in vivo oscillation mode. Later it was shown that the Min oscillations are indeed sufficient to spatially direct FtsZ-polymerization to midcell, linking two key elements of bacterial cell division in a synthetic bottom-up approach [147].

In order to study the effect of geometry in the physiological context of the cell, one
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Figure 6.1 | A Reaction cycle of the Min system. The full cycle involves membrane attachment, cooperative recruitment, diffusion along the membrane, detachment from the membrane, diffusion and a nucleotide exchange step in the cytosolic bulk. B Cross sections of the three simulation geometries used in this work. In geometry A only the bottom is covered with a membrane. Geometry B additionally covers the side walls and in geometry C the full compartment has covered boundaries.

Can place growing cells in microfabricated chambers of custom shape [53, 148]. This cell sculpting approach allowed the authors to systematically analyze the adaptation of the Min oscillations to compartment geometry and demonstrated experimentally that different oscillation patterns can be stable for the same cell geometry. Using image processing, it was possible to measure the relative frequency of the different modes for a large range of interesting geometries [53]. Figure 6.1B summarizes the different geometries that have been used before in experiments and that are considered here with computer simulations. While geometry A uses a flat membrane patch, similar to flat patterned substrates [146], geometry B corresponds to microfabricated chambers with an open upper side [55, 147]. Geometry C corresponds to the cell sculpting approach [53, 148].

Like for other pattern forming systems, the theory of reaction-diffusion processes offers a suitable framework to address the Min oscillations from a theoretical point of view [42, 43, 149, 150]. Many theoretical models have been proposed to unravel the physical principles behind this intriguing self-organizing protein system and to explain the origin of its rich spatiotemporal dynamics. While all of them rely on a reaction-diffusion mechanism similar to the Turing model, they differ severely in their details. The first class of mathematical models used an effective one-dimensional PDE-approach and relied strongly on phenomenological non-linearities in the reaction terms [151–153]. Although all of them successfully gave rise to pole-to-pole oscillations, they did not allow a clear interpretation of the underlying biomolecular processes and were not in agreement with
all experimental observations, such as MinE-ring formation and the dependence of the oscillation frequency on biological parameters.

The next advance in model building was the focus on the decisive role of MinD aggregation and the relevance of MinD being present in two states (ADP- and ATP-bound) [153, 154]. Very importantly, this highlighted the interplay between unhindered diffusion with a nucleotide exchange reaction in the bulk as a delay element for MinD reattachment [118]. Subsequent models shared a common core framework but still differed strongly in the functional form of the protein binding kinetics and the transport properties of membrane-bound molecules [155, 156]. The main difference between the more recent models was the dimensionality, ranging from one dimension [151–153, 157] to two [146] and three [118, 158–162]. Moreover, the models can be classified as deterministic PDE-models [53, 56, 118, 146, 151–154, 162–165] or using stochastic simulation frameworks [143, 158–161, 165–167], and whether they neglected membrane diffusion [118, 151, 152, 158, 163] or not. While some models contained higher than second order non-linearities in concentrations of the reaction terms [56], it is the prevailing opinion to rely on at most second order non-linearities, allowing for a clear interpretation in terms of bimolecular reactions. Following the same line of thought, a strong effort was made to distill a minimal system that explains the oscillation mechanism without the necessity of spatial templates or prelocalized determinants [163] and neglecting secondary processes like filament formation [160, 161, 163].

The most influential minimal model for the Min system has been suggested by Huang and coworkers [118]. It has been further simplified by discarding cooperative MinD recruitment by MinDE complexes on the membrane [159, 164], allowing a clear view on the core mechanisms: the cycling of MinD between bulk and membrane, cooperativity of MinD-recruitment and diffusion in bulk and along the membrane. Using the minimal model, it has been shown that the canalized transfer of proteins from one polar zone to the other underlies the robustness of the Min oscillations [159, 164]. Because the deterministic variants of the minimal model [118, 164] do not allow us to address the role of stochastic fluctuations, a stochastic and fully three-dimensional version has been introduced to study the effect of stochastic fluctuations in patterned environments [167]. For rectangular patterns of 5 \( \mu \text{m} \times 10 \mu \text{m} \), it was found that the system can be bistable, with transverse pole-to-pole oscillations along the minor and longitudinal striped oscillations along the major axis, respectively. In this early work, it was observed that the stable phase emerged depending on the initial conditions and that sometimes switching occurred, but the statistics were not sufficiently good to observe switching in quantitative detail. Indeed such multistability has been observed experimentally in sculptured cells over a large range of cell shapes [53] and the deterministic minimal
model has been used to explain the relative frequency of the different oscillation patterns for a given shape using a perturbation scheme [162]. However, as a deterministic model, this approach was not able to address the rate with which one pattern stochastically switches into another.

Here we address this important subject by using particle-based Brownian dynamics (BD) computer simulations. Compared to earlier work along these lines [167], we have developed new methods to efficiently simulate and analyze the switching process. We find excellent agreement with experimental data and measure for the first time the switching time of multistable oscillation patterns. We also use our model to confirm that it contains the minimal ingredients for the emergence of Min oscillations. In addition, we use our stochastic model to investigate the three-dimensional concentration profiles in different geometries and in particular the role of edges in membrane-covered compartments. We identify novel oscillation patterns in compartments with membrane-covered walls and find a surprisingly simple (linear) relation between the bound Min protein densities and the volume-to-surface ratio, which might be relevant for geometry sensing by E. Coli cells.

6.1 Reaction-diffusion model and parameter choice

For the particle-based simulation, we use the reaction scheme of the minimal model for cooperative attachment [118, 162, 164, 167]. The model uses the following interactions between Min proteins and the inner bacterial membrane (schematically shown in figure 6.1A). Freely diffusing cytoplasmic MinD_{ATP} can bind to the membrane with a rate constant $\sigma_D$.

$$\text{MinD}_{ATP} \xrightarrow{\sigma_D} \text{MinD}_{\text{bound}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1a)

MinD_{ATP} preferably binds to regions of high MinD_{bound} density (cooperative MinD binding)

$$\text{MinD}_{ATP} + \text{MinD}_{\text{bound}} \xrightarrow{\sigma_{dD}} 2 \text{MinD}_{\text{bound}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1b)

Membrane-bound MinD also recruits cytoplasmic MinE to the membrane with rate
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Set A</th>
<th>Set B</th>
<th>Set C</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description (reaction type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_D$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$\mu m^2/s$</td>
<td>bulk diffusion coefficient of MinD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_E$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$\mu m^2/s$</td>
<td>bulk diffusion coefficient of MinE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{bound}}$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>$\mu m^2/s$</td>
<td>membrane diffusion coefficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| $\lambda$ | 0.5   | 1     | 6     | $s^{-1}$ | first order, unimolecular |
| $\sigma_D$ | 0.025 | 0.075 | 0.1   | $\mu m/s$ | first order, membrane attachment |
| $\sigma_{dD}$ | 0.0149 | 0.05$^a$ | 0.1 | $\mu m^2/s$ | second order, bimolecular |
| $\sigma_E$ | 0.093 | 0.25$^a$ | 0.435 | $\mu m^2/s$ | second order, bimolecular |
| $\sigma_{\text{off}}$ | 0.7 | 0.33 | 0.5 | $s^{-1}$ | first order, unimolecular |

| $c_D$   | 0.797 | 0.85 | 1.0 | $\mu M$ | total MinD concentration |
| $c_E$   | 0.207 | 0.31 | 0.5 | $\mu M$ | total MinE concentration |
| $R_{D/E}$ | 3.85 | 2.74 | 2 | — | MinD to MinE ratio |

Table 6.1 | Parameters sets used for simulations of the Min system. Set A is the main parameter set used here following [118, 167]. Parameter set B is taken from [53] and C from [162, 164]. $^a$ The units of the bimolecular reaction rate constants $\sigma_{dD}$ and $\sigma_E$ are specified as $\mu m^2 s^{-1}$ in [53].

$\sigma_E$, creating a MinDE$_{\text{bound}}$ complex

\[
\text{MinD}_{\text{bound}} + \text{MinE} \overset{\sigma_E}{\rightarrow} \text{MinDE}_{\text{bound}}. \quad (6.1c)
\]

All membrane-bound proteins diffuse in the plane of the membrane, but with a much smaller diffusion constant than in the bulk $D_{\text{bound}} \ll D_{\text{free}}$. MinE attachment triggers the ATPase activity of MinD. This hydrolysis of the MinD bound ATP to ADP breaks up the membrane-bound MinDE complex and releases MinD$_{\text{ADP}}$ and MinE back into the cytoplasmic bulk with rate constant $\sigma_{\text{off}}$

\[
\text{MinDE}_{\text{bound}} \overset{\sigma_{\text{off}}}{\rightarrow} \text{MinE} + \text{MinD}_{\text{ADP}}. \quad (6.1d)
\]

Finally MinD$_{\text{ADP}}$ exchanges ADP by another ATP molecule (nucleotide exchange) with the rate $\lambda$

\[
\text{MinD}_{\text{ADP}} \overset{\sigma_{\lambda}}{\rightarrow} \text{MinD}_{\text{ATP}}. \quad (6.1e)
\]

This completes the reaction cycle. In table 6.1 we list our parameter values as set A. For comparison, we also list parameter values used in other studies (set B in [53] and set C in [162, 164]).

This reaction cycle as defined by the molecular interactions specified in equations...
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(6.1a) – (6.1e) can readily be translated into a set of nonlinear coupled reaction-diffusion partial differential equations (PDEs). We start by listing the three governing equations for the concentrations of the cytosolic bulk species $c_{D,\text{ATP}}$, $c_{D,\text{ADP}}$ and $c_E$ standing for the cytosolic concentration fields of ATP bound MinD, ADP bound MinD and MinE, respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial c_{D,\text{ATP}}}{\partial t} &= D_D \nabla^2 c_{D,\text{ATP}} + \lambda c_{D,\text{ADP}} \quad (6.2a) \\
\frac{\partial c_{D,\text{ADP}}}{\partial t} &= D_D \nabla^2 c_{D,\text{ADP}} - \lambda c_{D,\text{ADP}} \quad (6.2b) \\
\frac{\partial c_E}{\partial t} &= D_E \nabla^2 c_E. \quad (6.2c)
\end{align*}
\]

At this particular point it is worth emphasizing that apart from the unimolecular nucleotide exchange reaction, which converts the ADP bound form of MinD into the ATP bound state (equations (6.2a) – (6.2c)), these are more or less standard passive bulk diffusion PDEs for three molecular species. The two remaining species consider the concentration fields of the membrane bound MinD $c_d$ and membrane bound MinDE complexes $c_{de}$.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial c_d}{\partial t} &= D_d \nabla^2 c_d + \left( \sigma_D + \sigma_{dD}c_d \right) c_{D,\text{ATP}} - \sigma_E c_E c_d \quad (6.2d) \\
\frac{\partial c_{de}}{\partial t} &= D_{de} \nabla^2 c_{de} + \sigma_E c_E c_d - \sigma_{off} c_{de} \quad (6.2e)
\end{align*}
\]

where $\nabla^2$ denotes the Laplacian with respect to the tangential system coordinates. This describes the two dimensional diffusion process for the membrane bound species. To be more precise one should introduce the tangential gradient operator $\nabla_\Gamma$ with respect to a surface $\Gamma = \partial\Omega$, where $\Omega$ denotes the full system volume. Using a differentiable field $u$ and $v$ being an outer normal to the surface $\Gamma$, this tangential projection of the gradient is given by

\[
\nabla_\Gamma u = \nabla u - \left( \nabla u \cdot v \right) v, \quad (6.3)
\]

such that the generalization of the Laplacian for curved lower dimensional surface domains $\Gamma$ is given by the Laplace-Beltrami operator $\Delta_\Gamma u = \nabla_\Gamma \nabla_\Gamma u$, here illustrated for a generic differentiable test field $u$. A more comprehensive treatment of these coupling schemes for reaction-diffusion PDEs in generic system geometries is given in the work by Madzvaduse et al. [168].

Up to this point there is no coupling between the bulk species in equations (6.2a) – (6.2c) and the membrane bound species in (6.2d) and (6.2e). This can be achieved by
imposing the following bulk-boundary coupling terms as flux-boundary conditions (also known as *Robin type* boundary conditions) which have to be satisfied by the above set of PDE’s.

\[
D_D \nabla_\mu c_{D,\text{ATP}} \big|_{\mu=\mu_0} = -\left(\sigma_D + \sigma_{dD} c_d\right)c_{D,\text{ATP}} \tag{6.4a}
\]

\[
D_D \nabla_\mu c_{D,\text{ADP}} \big|_{\mu=\mu_0} = +\sigma_{\text{off}} c_{de} \tag{6.4b}
\]

\[
D_E \nabla_\mu c_E \big|_{\mu=\mu_0} = +\sigma_{\text{off}} c_{de} - \sigma_E c_E c_d \tag{6.4c}
\]

Here \(\nabla_\mu\) stands for the gradient differential operator with respect to the orthogonal coordinate direction \(\mu\) of the respective coordinate system. The signs of the reaction terms on the right hand side of the coupling equations (6.4a) – (6.4c) give the direction of the flux either onto (–) or off (+) the membrane. \(D_d\) and \(D_{de}\) are the two dimensional diffusion coefficients of the membrane bound MinD-bound and MinDE-bound species, respectively. Since we do not consider them to differ by much we will use only a single 2D diffusion coefficient \(D_{\text{bound}} = D_d = D_{de}\) from now on as indicated in table 6.1.

This full deterministic reaction-diffusion model of the Min system in the above shown form (equations (6.2a) - (6.4c)) was in this form established by Halatek *et al.* [164], although it essentially is identical to the reaction model by Huang *et al.* [118] except for a single reaction term in the MinD membrane attachment mode. Huang initially also included a cooperative attachment of MinD by already bound MinDE complexes, resulting in an additional \(\pm\sigma_{dD} c_{de} c_{D,\text{ATP}}\) reaction term in his set of equations (as also used by [159] in their deterministic simulations). Since there was no experimental evidence for this additional degree of cooperativity in the MinD binding mode, this was dropped in the work of Halatek *et al.* [164] and in most of the follow up work thereafter.

The structure of this set of equations clearly reveals that a core element of the Min oscillations is found in the bulk surface coupling as explained above. Although this is a widely acknowledged motif the systematic numerical analysis of reaction-diffusion systems that exhibit this kind of coupling is in my eyes still lacking behind surprisingly. Related work using similar coupling schemes between a passive bulk and reactive membrane as catalytic templates can be found in the work by Gomez-Marín *et al.* [169] for nonlinear Fitzhugh-Nagumo dynamics leading to self-sustained spatiotemporal dynamics, by Rätz *et al.* for Turing instabilities and symmetry breaking in signaling networks [170–172], bulk-surface coupled Cahn-Hilliard systems [173], receptor-ligand dynamics [174] and for generic bulk-surface PDE problems as shown in [168, 175–178].
6.1.1 Simulation algorithm

We use custom-written code to simulate the stochastic dynamics of the Min system with very good statistics. For all simulations we use a fixed discrete time step of $\Delta t = 10^{-4}$ s. During every time step each particle is first propagated in space. Thereafter every particle can react according to the previously introduced Min reaction scheme (6.1a) – (6.1e). The movement of both free and membrane-bound particles is realized through Brownian dynamics. Individual molecules are treated as point-like particles without orientation. Therefore we can monitor the propagation separately for each Cartesian coordinate. During a simulation step of $\Delta t$ the displacements of the diffusing particles with diffusion constant $D$ are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation $\sigma_x = \sqrt{2D\Delta t}$ [179] such that

$$x(t + \Delta t) = x(t) + X_G, \quad (6.5)$$

$$p_{X_G}(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{4\pi D\Delta t}} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2}{4D\Delta t}\right), \quad (6.6)$$

where $p_{X_G}$ is the probability distribution of $X_G$. The same update step is used for the $y$ and $z$ direction. Free particles in the bulk of the simulated volume undergo three-dimensional diffusion with reflective boundary conditions at the borders of the simulation volume. The membrane-bound particles perform a two-dimensional diffusion on the membrane with a much smaller diffusion constant $D_{\text{bound}}$ (compare table 6.1). Membrane-bound particles are allowed to diffuse between different membrane areas that are in contact with each other.

The different reactions in the Min reaction scheme (6.1a) – (6.1e) can be classified into three different types (more details on the corresponding implementations are given in section 2.7). The first type considered here are first order reactions without explicit spatial dependence. The conversion of $\text{MinD}_{\text{ADP}}$ to $\text{MinD}_{\text{ATP}}$ and the unbinding of the $\text{MinDE}_{\text{bound}}$ complex from the membrane are of this type. Such reactions are treated as a simple Poisson process. For a reaction rate $\kappa$, the probability to react during a time step $\Delta t$ is given by

$$p_\kappa = 1 - \exp\left(-\kappa \Delta t\right). \quad (6.7)$$

The second type is also a first order reaction, but with confinement to a reactive area at a border of the simulated volume. The membrane attachment of $\text{MinD}_{\text{ATP}}$ proteins is a reaction of this type. For a given reaction rate $\sigma$, we implement these reactions by allowing particles that are closer to the membrane than $d = 0.02 \mu m$ to
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attempt membrane attachment with a Poisson rate $\kappa = \sigma/d$. This results in a reaction probability of

$$p_\sigma = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{\sigma}{d}\Delta t\right).$$

(6.8)

The last reaction type is a second order reaction between free and membrane-bound particles. The cooperative recruitment of cytosolic MinD$_{ATP}$ and MinE to membrane-bound MinD are reactions of this third type. In our simulation we adopt the algorithm implemented in the software package Smoldyn, which has been used earlier to simulate the Min system [167]. This algorithm is based on the Smoluchowski framework in which two particles react upon collision [105]. However, the classical treatment by Smoluchowski only considers diffusion-limited reactions and therefore assumes instantaneous reactions upon collision. In order to take finite reaction rates into account, one imposes a radiation boundary condition [104, 119, 180]. From the diffusion constant $D$, the reaction rate $\sigma$ and the simulation time step $\Delta t$, a reaction radius $r_\sigma$ is calculated [108]. Whenever a freely diffusing particle comes within the distance of $r_\sigma$ to a membrane-bound particle, the free particle reacts. For intermediate values of $\Delta t$ (such as the time step of $10^{-4}$ s that we use for the Min system) the value of $r_\sigma(D, \sigma, \Delta t)$ is obtained numerically [108]. Those numerical values are taken from the Smoldyn software. For example, for parameter set A the reaction radius for the rate $\sigma_dD$ is $r_{\sigma_dD} = 0.0091 \mu m$, and for $\sigma_E$ it is $r_{\sigma_E} = 0.0179 \mu m$.

In our simulations we use rectangular reaction compartments. We considered three different membrane setups as illustrated in figure 6.1B. To mimic in vitro experiments, where substrates or open compartments are functionalized with a membrane layer [55, 146, 147], we place the reactive membrane at the bottom (geometry A) or at the side walls and the bottom of the simulation compartment (geometry B). To simulate rectangular shaped E. coli cells, inspired by the cell sculpting approach from [53, 162], fully membrane-covered volumes are used (geometry C). We refer to the long side of the lateral extension as the major or the $x$-axis, and the smaller side as minor or $y$-axis, and accordingly consider the compartment height to extend in the $z$-direction, aligning the rectangular geometry perpendicular with the coordinate frame.

In our simulations we investigate a wide range of compartment dimensions. For a simulation box with a length of $10 \mu m$, width of $5 \mu m$ and height of $0.5 \mu m$, we use 6003 MinD$_{ATP}$ particles, 6003 MinD$_{ADP}$ particles and 3124 MinE particles as initial condition [167]. These particle numbers amount to a total MinD concentration of $0.797 \mu M$ and a MinE concentration of $0.207 \mu M$ (see table 6.1 for a comparison). For other simulation compartment sizes we scale the particle numbers linear with the volume,
Figure 6.2 | Oscillation mode switching. Shown are density kymographs along both the major and minor axis of the system illustrating stochastic switching between a longitudinal striped oscillation mode (A, top row kymograph) and a transverse pole-to-pole oscillation mode (B, bottom row kymograph). Starting from an initially uniform particle distribution, first a longitudinal striped oscillation emerges along the major x-axis (top). After 200 s this oscillation stops and a transverse pole-to-pole oscillation along the minor y-axis begins (bottom). The oscillation mode switches again around 700 s and 1100 s. Here we use geometry A and parameter set A. Dimensions are 10 µm × 5 µm × 0.5 µm.

since in experiments E. coli bacteria typically have a constant Min protein concentration [53].

6.1.2 Identification of oscillation modes

In our simulations of the Min system different oscillation patterns emerge along the major or minor axis of the simulation compartment. In order to analyze the frequency of different modes and the stability of the oscillations in the large amount of simulation data, an oscillation mode recognition algorithm is needed. Therefore we monitor the MinD protein densities at the poles of the different axes over time. To determine the axis along which the oscillation takes place, we compare the Fourier transformation of the normalized densities over time ($\rho_{ti}$ where i denotes the discretized time resolution). If an oscillation takes place, there is a dominant peak in the Fourier spectrum and the overall maximal amplitude of the Fourier spectrum is significantly higher than the one from the non-oscillating axis. The same Fourier spectrum is also used to determine the oscillation period $T$. To differentiate between pole-to-pole oscillations and striped oscillations of a given axis in the system, we extract the phase difference between the density oscillation at the poles of the cell.
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When identifying switching events, one has to be more careful because stochastic fluctuations might lead to temporal changes that might be mistaken to be mode switches. For this purpose, we therefore smoothen the data. In detail, we calculate the convolution $C_i$ between the densities over time and a Gaussian time window $G_i$:

$$C_i = \sum_j \rho_{t_j} G_{i-j} \quad \text{where} \quad G_i = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \omega}} \exp \left( -\frac{(i\tau)^2}{2\omega^2} \right).$$

(6.9)

Here $\tau$ is the time between successive density measurements and we set $\omega = 100 \text{s}$ as width of the time window. The current oscillation mode is now determined from the convoluted densities $C_i$ and assigned to the time $i\tau$. In this way, only switches are identified that persist for a sufficiently long time.

6.2 Oscillation pattern analysis

The time averaged density profiles as shown in figure 6.3C and 6.3D are calculated by recording spatial density histograms $\rho = \rho(x_i, t_j)$ of membrane bound protein species for many time points $t_j$ along either of the two coordinate directions ($x_i \in \{x, y\}$ here) and then averaging out the time axis:

$$\langle \rho_{x_i} \rangle_t = \frac{1}{(t_{\text{end}} - t_{\text{start}})} \sum_{t_j=t_{\text{start}}}^{t_{\text{end}}} \rho(x_i, t_j).$$

(6.10)
Figure 6.4 | Detailed analysis of simulation results for geometry A. A Density kymographs of transverse pole-to-pole oscillations. Left column figures show MinD protein particle densities and right column figures show MinE protein particle densities. The two figures on the top show only particle densities of membrane-bound particles. The two figures in the middle row show particle densities of free particles in the bulk of the simulation volume. The bottom two figures show the total particle densities of both bound and free particles together. B Kymographs of longitudinal striped oscillations. The arrangement is the same as in figure 6.4A.

6.2.1 Oscillation patterns in geometry A

First we investigated the oscillations that emerge in geometry A with parameter set A using a rectangular simulation volume with dimensions $10 \mu m \times 5 \mu m \times 0.5 \mu m \ (x, y, z)$. With this particular choice the width of the system approximately matches the typical length of wild-type *E. coli* cells and the length of the system corresponds to the length of a grown *E. coli* cell which can roughly double in length before septum formation and division. As shown by the kymographs in figure 6.2 and in agreement with the results of Hoffmann et al. [167], in our simulations two different oscillation modes occur. Note from the color legend that dark and light colors correspond to low and high concentrations, respectively, as used throughout this work. In the first mode the
Min proteins oscillate along the minor $y$-axis from one pole to the other (pole-to-pole oscillation). In the second mode the proteins oscillate along the major $x$-axis between the poles and the middle of the compartment (striped oscillation). The system stochastically switches between the two modes, sometimes via a short oscillation along the diagonal of the compartment. The mode switching behavior of the Min system in large volumes is in agreement with the experimental results of Wu et al. [53] and cannot be analyzed completely with conventional PDE-models of the Min oscillations because they do not account for the noise in the system leading to the stochastic switch.

![Figure 6.5](image)

**Figure 6.5** | Transient line and height profiles of MinD and MinE proteins. **A** Density change of MinD (blue) and MinE (red) in time during a (transversal) pole-to-pole oscillation at position $y = 4.9 \mu m$ in a compartment of $10 \mu m \times 5 \mu m \times 0.5 \mu m$ as in figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. **B** Transient density change of non-bound MinD and MinE at different heights above the reactive membrane for a $6 \mu m \times 3 \mu m$ bottom area and $4 \mu m$ compartment height.

Detailed analyses of the pole-to-pole and the striped oscillations from figure 6.2 are shown in figure 6.4A and 6.4B, respectively. First, we consider the pole-to-pole oscillations in figure 6.4A. In the kymographs of the bound MinD and MinE proteins (top row figures) we see clusters of bound proteins that detach from the membrane beginning in the middle and from there move towards one of the poles of the compartment in an alternating way. The shapes of the bound MinD protein density clusters in the kymographs have a triangular form, in contrast to the line-like structures of the bound MinE proteins. Those density lines in the bound MinE kymograph show that the MinE proteins form a high density cluster in the middle of the cell which propagates to one of the compartment poles. This behavior is similar to the experimentally observed ringlike structures of MinE proteins in *E. coli* bacteria that travel from the middle to the poles of the cell, leading to the dissociation of MinD proteins from the membrane. The kymographs of the free particles (middle row in figure 6.4A) are averaged over all heights and have the inverse shape of the corresponding kymographs of the bound particles (top row in figure 6.4A). Where the density of bound particles is high, the density of free
particles is low and vice versa. During the simulations the spatial density differences of both MinD and MinE are higher for membrane-bound particles than for free particles in the bulk. Therefore in the two bottom kymographs in figure 6.4A, which are showing total particle densities, the pattern of membrane-bound particles is dominant.

In figure 6.3C and 6.3D the small bottom right insets show the time average density histograms along the minor axis of the same oscillations and are the control measurement, confirming that along this axis no non-uniform spatial profile is emerging, and thus we only observe homogeneous fluctuations around a uniform flat line distribution.
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Figure 6.3 | Main oscillation modes in geometry A. A depicts a density kymograph of membrane bound MinD and MinDE along the minor axis of the system. B shows the same for a striped oscillation mode along the major axis of the system. The colorbars show the surface densities of bound proteins, respectively. C Time-averaged density profile along the minor axis of membrane bound MinD and MinDE proteins combined during a pole-to-pole oscillation along the minor axis of the system (Inset: Time-averaged density profile along the major axis of the same oscillation). D Time-averaged density profile along the major axis of membrane bound MinD and MinDE proteins during a striped oscillation along the major axis of the system (Inset: Time-averaged density profile along the minor axis of the same oscillation). C and D show time averaged data using full trajectories from $t_{\text{start}} = 100$ s up to $t_{\text{end}} = 800$ s, cutting off the first 100 seconds initialization phase.
The kymographs of the striped oscillation in figure 6.4B have the same structure as the ones of the pole-to-pole oscillations. However, the edges of the bound Min protein clusters in the kymographs, that indicate the traveling Min waves, are curved, in contrast to the straight lines that we see for the pole-to-pole oscillations as shown in figure 6.4A. The time-averaged density profiles of MinD proteins for the pole-to-pole and striped oscillations are shown in figure 6.3C and 6.3D, respectively. As expected the density of the proteins is minimal between the oscillation nodes of the emerging standing wave patterns.

It is highly instructive to compare the time evolution of the MinD and MinE protein densities. In figure 6.5A we plot the time evolution of the particle densities of the transverse pole-to-pole oscillation at a fixed position \( y = 4.9 \mu m \), which is at the edge of the minor axis along which the oscillation takes place. The shape of the transient density profiles is similar to experimentally observed density profiles of traveling Min protein waves on flat membrane surfaces [56, 145]. The period of both oscillation modes was \( T = (33.8 \pm 0.1) \) s, which is in agreement with the results of Huang et al. [118].

To analyze the influence of the bulk volume on the oscillations, we have also monitored how the MinD and MinE densities changes at different heights above the membrane. For this we use again geometry A, but now with a bottom surface of only \( 6 \mu m \times 3 \mu m \), which robustly produces longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations along the major axis. For a compartment height of \( 4 \mu m \) the volume was divided in three layers, and for each layer the mean density on one side of the major axis was plotted over time as shown in figure 6.5B. We see that the largest density changes take place in the layer directly above the membrane, however, the oscillations persist up to the top layer even for the highest compartment with \( z = 4 \mu m \). Strikingly, the MinD-density is always much higher than the one of MinE. Furthermore we reduced the compartment height to \( 0.2 \mu m \). Interestingly, the pole-to-pole oscillations were still present. This implies that the bulk of the simulation volume has only a mild effect on the oscillations in geometry A, despite the fact that there are appreciable density variations in the bulk.

### 6.2.2 Essential model elements

We next checked that our model indeed includes the essential elements for the emergence of Min oscillations. Because the MinD-switching between bulk and membrane is clearly indispensable, here we consider the relevance of diffusion on the membrane and of cooperative recruitment. All simulations in this section are carried out using geometry A in a \( 5 \mu m \times 2.5 \mu m \times 0.5 \mu m \) compartment geometry. We chose this geometry since
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Figure 6.6 | A Density kymographs along the major axis for $D_{\text{bound}} = 0$ $\mu m^2/s$, $D_{\text{bound}} = 0.01$ $\mu m^2/s$ and $D_{\text{bound}} = 0.05$ $\mu m^2/s$, respectively. B Density kymographs along the major axis for $\sigma_d D = 0$, $\sigma_d D = 0.0149 \mu m^3/s$ and $\sigma_d D = 0.0298 \mu m^3/s$. C Time-averaged density profiles for different membrane diffusion-coefficients $D_{\text{bound}}$. D Time-averaged density profiles for different cooperative MinD membrane-recruitment rates $\sigma_d D$. 
we expect it to give rise to stable longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations and hence can closely monitor any deviations from this default oscillation mode. All other parameters were kept fixed and we used parameter set A for this test.

Figure 6.6A shows three kymographs of the system along the major axis. Switching off membrane diffusion entirely (first panel) leads to a loss of stable oscillation patterns. Instead small striped-like MinD-patches emerge erratically on the membrane. The second panel in figure 6.6A shows the default diffusion coefficient of $D_{\text{bound}} = 0.01 \, \mu m^2/s$ where stable pole-to-pole oscillations emerge along the major axis. By further increasing the membrane-diffusion-coefficient the pole-to-pole oscillations still robustly emerge but increasingly smear out. This behavior is most clearly illustrated by looking at the time-averaged density profiles as shown in figure 6.6C. The inset in figure 6.6C shows that without membrane diffusion, no oscillations emerge at all (square symbol), while a slow diffusivity as used in parameter set A seems optimal.

In a similar fashion we analyzed the influence of the cooperative membrane recruitment of MinD. Figure 6.6B shows three kymographs for no cooperative recruitment ($\sigma_{dD} = 0$), the default value from parameter set A and a two-fold increase, respectively. Without cooperativity in this process no oscillations emerge at all. The second panel shows again the default oscillation mode while already a two-fold increase also leads to unstable behavior without any patterns emerging. This sensitivity with respect to the cooperative recruitment rate $\sigma_{dD}$ is also summarized in figure 6.6D, which illustrates that only in a very narrow range stable oscillations emerge. Although a complete parameter scan is out of the question at the current stage for reasons of computer time, we conclude that stable Min oscillations emerge only for certain parameter values and that parameter set A performs very well in this respect.

### 6.2.3 Edge oscillations in geometry B

As we have seen in the preceding section, the simulation compartment height has little influence on the emerging oscillation modes when the membrane only covers the bottom area of the simulation compartment (geometry A). However, when we extend the membrane to cover bottom and side walls of the compartment (geometry B), we find that the oscillation modes change with increasing wall height. First, we consider a compartment that only exhibits longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations along the major axis (wall height of 0.5 $\mu m$ and bottom area of $5 \mu m \times 2.5 \, \mu m$). In contrast to the flat membrane geometry A, here the MinD protein density decreases in the vicinity of the membrane edges between the side walls and the bottom area, as shown in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7 | A Average density profile of bound MinD proteins in a simulation where the reactive membrane is extended to the side walls of the compartment (geometry B). The figure shows the density profile on the bottom area of the compartment \((0 \mu m \leq x \leq 5 \mu m)\). Below \(x = 0 \mu m\) and above \(x = 5 \mu m\) the projected density profile along the side walls of the compartment is shown. B Sketch of the simulation geometry B and a top down projection of the side walls for recording the time-averaged surface bound protein densities as shown in A.

This is due to the decreased volume per membrane area ratio in the vicinity of the membrane corners, leading to a decreased density of bound MinD proteins in these regions. This effect is clearly visible by comparing the time-averaged density profile in figure 6.7 with the one shown in 6.3C.
Figure 6.8 | Different edge oscillation modes in geometry B in dependence of the wall height $z$ depicted as time-averaged density plots. A The bottom area has dimensions of $x = 5 \mu m$ and $y = 2.5 \mu m$. Pole-to-pole oscillations are labeled in dark violet (bottom phase), edge oscillations in green and the striped-edge oscillations in yellow. The small region from $z = 0 \mu m$ to approximately $z = 1 \mu m$ is left out in white since in this region no oscillations emerge. B The bottom area has dimensions of $x = 9 \mu m$ and $y = 4 \mu m$. Striped oscillations are labeled in dark blue and pole-to-pole oscillations in light blue. In both A and B the density profiles show time-integrated surface-densities. C-D The corresponding kymographs show the densities of the bound MinD and MinE particles along the bottom area and the walls over time. In C the yellow phase shows an oscillation in a compartment with height $z = 5 \mu m$, the green phase uses $z = 9 \mu m$, the light blue phase in D is recorded at $z = 3.5 \mu m$ and the light blue phase at $z = 2.5 \mu m$, respectively.

The full oscillation pattern is shown in 6.8A for the lowest height value (black label) and resembles a pole-to-pole oscillation for geometry A, but now between the two
opposing walls along the major axis. Now we increase the wall height in increments of 0.5 µm. The oscillation changes at a wall height of 3.5 µm to a new oscillation mode (green label). There the proteins start to oscillate between the middle of the bottom area and the upper edges of the walls. This newly identified edge oscillation with one polar zone at the bottom and one top polar zone at each of the four side walls persists until the wall height reaches 9.5 µm. Thereafter the oscillation mode changes to a striped edge oscillation along the walls (yellow label).

In figure 6.8B we show results for a simulation volume that gives rise to striped oscillations along the major axis (bottom area of the length of 9 µm and width of 4 µm). At a wall height of \( z = 0.5 \mu m \) the simulation gives rise to longitudinal striped oscillations along the major axis or transverse pole-to-pole oscillations along the minor axis. This is the same kind of bistability that we already observed in geometry A using a compartment of 10 µm × 5 µm × 0.5 µm. After increasing the wall height to \( z = 1.5 \mu m \) the pole-to-pole oscillations along the minor axis disappear and only striped oscillations along the major axis are observed. At the wall height of \( z = 3.5 \mu m \) the oscillation mode changes to a large pole-to-pole oscillation along the minor axis and no edge or striped oscillations were observed. Figures 6.8C and 6.8D show the kymographs for the membrane-bound proteins corresponding to figures 6.8A and 6.8B, respectively. These results demonstrate that in geometry B, both the mode selection and the detailed shape of the polar regions can be controlled by the compartment height \( z \).

For an edge oscillation the free MinD protein densities in the bulk of the compartment along one of the bottom area axis (\( y \)-axis) and along the walls (\( z \)-axis) are shown in figure 6.9A. We see that spatial oscillations in the bulk only take place along the \( z \)-axis. On the \( y \)-axis kymograph (figure 6.9A top kymograph) the change of the density only takes place along the temporal axis. This corresponds to the change of total numbers of free and bound MinD proteins during the oscillation and no spatial oscillation takes place along the \( y \)-axis. On the \( z \)-axis kymograph (figure 6.9A bottom kymograph) we observe a spatial pole-to-pole oscillation. In figure 6.9B we show the densities of the free MinD proteins in the bulk of the compartment during the large pole-to-pole oscillation for \( z = 4 \mu m \). We see that the bulk proteins oscillate only along one axis (here the \( y \)-axis) and no spatial oscillations occur along the walls (\( z \)-axis).

From our study of geometry B, we conclude that in non-flat membrane geometries the oscillations of the Min proteins do not only take place along the membrane, but are rather defined by the canalized transfer of the proteins through the bulk. This shows the importance of three-dimensional simulations for non-flat membrane geometries in order to determine the self-organized oscillation modes.
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Figure 6.9 Density kymographs of free MinD particles in geometry B in the bulk of the compartments along different axes over time. A Edge oscillation (part of the green phase in figure 6.8A). B Pole-to-pole oscillation (part of the light blue phase in figure 6.8B).

6.3 Geometrical determinants of bound particle densities

While analyzing the characteristics of the oscillation patterns, we noticed that it is also very interesting to monitor the copy numbers of all involved species in the system over time. In particular, we wanted to determine the difference between free bulk proteins and membrane bound proteins in our current setup. Figure 6.10 shows one realization of this measurement, where we include the regular kymograph of MinD proteins, but most essentially record the bulk levels of MinD and MinE over time. The steep initial drop in the first few seconds merely reflects that we initialize all particles in the cytosolic bulk. After this we observe a roughly 100 second long rather chaotic initialization phase, which turns into steady fluctuations around a constant mean bulk value $\mu_n$ as soon as a stable oscillation mode is found. Strikingly we observed that, while the MinD bulk levels where slightly below 50%, the levels for MinE were much stronger depleted (see figure 6.10C), dropping below 15%. Having observed this behavior for a single realization as illustrated here, we then asked ourselves, if this bulk depletion of MinE is a generic property of this oscillation mechanism, using the current concentration and MinD to MinE ratio.

So next we monitored the amount of membrane-bound MinD and MinE proteins
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and compared it to the total amount of proteins in the system, for a large geometric phase space and using all three different membrane topologies (compare figure 6.1B). Interestingly, we observed that these two quantities have a linear dependence $N_{\text{bound}} \propto N_{\text{total}}$ as shown in figure 6.11A. Surprisingly, this relation seems to hold for all geometries and dimensions, as indicated in figure 6.11A by the different symbols (see figure legend). Since we keep the density in our simulations constant, the total amount of proteins scales linearly with the compartment volume ($N_{\text{total}} \propto V$). Overall, we conclude the following relation for the mean bound Min protein density

$$\bar{\rho}_{\text{bound}} = \frac{N_{\text{bound}}}{A} \propto \frac{N_{\text{total}}}{A} \propto \frac{V}{A},$$

(6.11)

by normalizing the established scaling with the total reactive membrane area $A$. Thus the mean bound Min protein density increases linearly with the volume-to-area ratio, as verified by figure 6.11B. Strikingly, we again observe a dramatic difference between

Figure 6.10 | Bulk protein levels during a regular pole-to-pole oscillation. A Shows the surface density kymograph of a stable pole-to-pole oscillation along the major axis in a $5 \mu m \times 2.5 \mu m \times 0.5 \mu m$ compartment using geometry A for the first 800 seconds. B and C show the relative bulk levels of MinD and MinE proteins, respectively. The darker shaded region in the beginning of B and C marks the initialization phase, which was excluded from averaging to calculate the average bulk level $\mu_n$. All three figures share the same time axis and are aligned accordingly, such that the top kymograph serves as a guide to the eye to illustrate the onset of the regular oscillation pattern.
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MinD and MinE. Although this scaling is the same for both, MinE is much closer to being completely bound (gray lines), indicating that once a stable oscillation emerges, MinE is almost completely depleted from the bulk.

We next assessed the physiological relevance of these observations. In order to investigate how the volume-to-area ratio $V/A$ changes during cell growth, we approximate the shape of an E. coli bacterium by a spherocylinder of length $L$ and width $w$ and evaluate $V/A$ analytically. Since E. coli bacteria mainly grow in length and stay constant in width [181], we show the evolution of $V/A$ as function of the cell length $L$ for various fixed cell widths $w$ in figure 6.12A. One clearly sees that $V/A$ remains nearly constant as a function of the cell length $L$. Recalling that our previous observation stated that the mean membrane-bound Min protein densities $\bar{\rho}_{\text{bound}}$ scale linearly with $V/A$, this would suggest that living bacteria grow in a fashion that keeps both $V/A$ and thus consequently $\bar{\rho}_{\text{bound}}$ constant, which might be advantageous for the stability and robustness of the Min oscillations and related processes, such as formation of the FtsZ-ring. A similar qualitative behavior is observed if we instead of a spherocylinder would assume an ellipsoidal shape as is shown in figure 6.12B.
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![Graph A](image1.png)

**Figure 6.12** | A Volume-to-area ratio $V/A$ of a spherocylinder as a function of the cell length $L$ for various cell widths $w$. B A similar relation is observed for an ellipsoidal shape.

![Graph B](image2.png)

**Figure 6.13** | Histograms of oscillation mode life times $\tau_p$ for which a given oscillation mode was found to be stable before a mode switch occurred. A shows the results for longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations as illustrated in figure 6.15A. B shows the same statistics for the longitudinal striped oscillation mode. In both cases we fitted an exponential decay process to extract the characteristic life time $\tilde{\tau}_p$ for both of the modes.

Above we have seen that multistability is a recurrent phenomenon in the Min system, both in geometries A and B. We next turn to a systematic investigation of the stochastic switching between two different oscillation modes. An oscillation mode transition of this type occurs frequently in a $8 \mu m \times 2 \mu m \times 0.5 \mu m$ compartment using geometry B. In this geometry the Min system gives rise to both pole-to-pole and striped oscillations along the same (major) axis (kymograph in figure 6.15A). We measure the life times (oscillation duration before a mode switch occurs) of the two modes during $50 000$ s long simulation trajectories. The resulting histograms of the pattern life times $\tau_p$ are
shown in figure 6.13. We can approximate the mode switching as a Poisson process by assuming that the switching probability $p(t)$ obeys $p(t) \propto \exp(-kt)$. Fitting an exponential to the switching times histograms we obtain the switching rates of these processes, where the characteristic pattern life time $\tilde{\tau}_p$ is as usual the inverse switching rate $k_p = 1/\tilde{\tau}_p$, here for pattern $p_i$. Here we neglect the measurements of short life times below $\tau_c = 100$ s since our oscillation mode detection algorithm can miss a mode transition if its life time is shorter. The switching rate for the pole-to-pole oscillation is $k_p = 0.00422 \, \text{s}^{-1}$ and for the striped oscillation we find $k_s = 0.00406 \, \text{s}^{-1}$, thus the two modes seem to be equally frequent in this case.

![Figure 6.14](image) Fraction of pole-to-pole and striped oscillation modes (here both are longitudinal along the major axis of the compartment) in dependence of the amount of particles present in the system volume. These results were obtained using geometry B and parameter set A and correspond to the simulation setting as illustrated in figure 6.15A.

We have also performed the same analysis with identical compartment geometry for the two other parameter sets (set B and C) as presented in table 6.1. Parameter set B gives rise to stable longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations along the major axis (kymograph in figure 6.15B) in agreement with the results from [53], while parameter set C shows a qualitatively similar switching behavior as parameter set A (data not shown) with frequent mode transitions.

To analyze the effect of the Min protein concentration on the oscillation mode switching, we have performed the same simulation with increased Min protein particle densities using again parameter set A. The resulting fractions of the two oscillation modes during a 50 000 s simulation trajectory are shown in figure 6.14, and their corresponding switching rates $k_p$ and $k_s$ are given in table 6.2. We note that the fraction of striped oscillations increases monotonously with increasing particle density. In agreement with this, the rate $k_s$ decreases with increasing particle density. In contrast, the rate $k_p$ does not show a systematic change and seems to fluctuate strongly. The shift to striped oscillations
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Figure 6.15: Stochastic oscillation mode switching in geometry B along the major axis of the compartment (longitudinal oscillation mode switching).

A shows density kymographs of a trajectory using parameter set A, where transitions between longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations and longitudinal striped oscillations occur in a compartment of dimensions $8 \mu m \times 2 \mu m \times 0.5 \mu m$. The top row in A depicts surface densities of all bound molecules (MinD(m) + MinDE(m)), while the lower row shows surface bound MinE (in form of MinDE(m) complexes) only. B shows density kymographs using the same compartment geometry as in A, but with parameter set B instead. Top and bottom row show total and MinE bound protein densities, respectively. The time axis was shifted by an offset of $t_{start} = 1000$ s for both scenarios.
suggests that the Min oscillations can be used not only to sense geometry, but also to sense concentrations.

\[
n \cdot \frac{1}{k_p} (s^{-1}) \frac{1}{k_s} (s^{-1})
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 0.0042 & 0.0041 \\
1.33 & 0.0065 & 0.0024 \\
1.67 & 0.0055 & 0.0016 \\
2 & 0.0066 & 0.0008 \\
\end{array}
\]

**Table 6.2** Switching rates for different protein concentrations (using geometry B and parameter set A as specified in table 6.1).

### 6.4.1 Phase diagrams for geometry C

Wu *et al.* have experimentally measured the fractions of different oscillation modes of Min proteins in rectangular cell geometries of *E. coli* bacteria of various sizes with constant height [53]. In order to address these observations, we now turn to geometry C, which is a rectangular and fully membrane-covered compartment as sketched in figure 6.1B. Throughout this section we keep the compartment height fixed at \( z = 1 \mu m \), while we vary the length (major axis) between 2 and 10 \( \mu m \) and the width (minor axis) of the compartment between 1 and 5 \( \mu m \) in steps of 1 \( \mu m \), respectively. To determine the oscillation mode fractions we calculate an ensemble average of the oscillation modes after 500 s simulation time. For each compartment size a sample of 20 independent simulations is used.

In the following analysis we only focus on the three main oscillation modes, which here are longitudinal pole-to-pole and striped oscillations (along the major axis) and transverse pole-to-pole oscillations (along the minor axis). Other oscillation modes as they have been reported in [53] were also observed using our framework, however, due to their low probability, a much higher sample size would be necessary to analyze their occurrence frequency with sufficient statistics. The results for the three oscillation modes are shown in figure 6.16. In general, each of the three oscillation modes dominates in one region of the phase diagram, but the transitions are fuzzy and therefore bistabilities occur. For compartments with length below 7 \( \mu m \) and width below 4 \( \mu m \), only pole-to-pole oscillations are observed. Most of those oscillations occur along the major axis of the system. The transverse pole-to-pole oscillations and the \( y \)-axis emerge most frequently in compartments with quadratic bottom area. Increasing the width further increases the fractions of transverse pole-to-pole oscillations at the expense of
longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations. Increasing the length for a fixed width shows a
sharp transition from longitudinal pole-to-pole to longitudinal striped patterns at around
6 µm. For compartments with length larger than 7 µm, the longitudinal pole-to-pole
oscillations vanish almost entirely. In the region of both large long sides (around 7
to 10 µm in length) and large short sides (around 4 to 5 µm in width), the oscillation
mode fractions are rather equally shared between longitudinal striped and transverse
pole-to-pole oscillations, which is also in line with the bistability that we observed
between these two patterns in the 10 µm × 5 µm × 0.5 µm compartment of geometry A
as shown in section 6.2.1. Figure 6.16C summarizes these findings in a phase diagram
that considers only the dominating mode (except in the regions of clear bistability).
Overall we find the determined oscillation mode fractions based on parameter set A and
as shown in figure 6.16 to be in excellent agreement with the experimental results as
reported by Wu et al. [53].
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Figure 6.16 | Variation of Min oscillation modes and the relative importance of the three main oscillation modes in geometry C for a wide geometric parameter range. A1 shows the fractions of longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillations along the major x-axis, A2 the fractions of transverse pole-to-pole oscillations along the minor y-axis, and A3 longitudinal striped oscillations along the major x-axis. The second column B1-B3 shows the same kind of data but now using experimental results from living bacteria, that have been forced into rectangular shapes using a cell sculpting approach. Figures taken from Wu et al. [53]. The x and y range in B2 and B3 is identical to the one in B1. C Phase diagram of dominant oscillation modes, according to the shown data in the first column (A1-A3). When two modes emerged both with a frequency > 40%, we considered both modes as dominant, as indicated by the striped regions in diagram C. White regions in all phase diagrams in this figure indicate unsampled geometries.
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6.4.2 Oscillation switching during cell growth

Until now the system geometry that we used in this work was constant over time. Since cells grow it is a naturally occurring question how pattern forming systems, such as the here studied Min system, function when exposed to transiently varying system boundaries. We address this question by analyzing domain growth in our thus far presented framework by continuously letting one axis of our reaction compartments grow over time.

We start with an initial system geometry using dimensions $L_x \times L_y \times L_z = 5 \times 2.5 \times 0.5 \mu m^3$ and let the cell length $L$ (here chosen to be $L = L_z$) continuously grow, with a constant growth rate $r_g$, such that

$$L_x(t) = r_g t + L_{x,0} \quad \text{where} \quad r_g = \dot{L}_x.$$  \hfill (6.12)

Starting with an initial cell length of $L_{x,0} = L_x(t = 0) = 5 \mu m$, we as usual record the surface density of bound MinD proteins and visualize them as a density kymograph as shown in figure 6.17.

![Oscillation mode switching during cell growth](image)

**Figure 6.17** Oscillation mode switching during cell growth. Shown is a surface density kymograph along the major axis of a rectangular compartment using geometry A. All parameters are as before (parameter set A, see table 6.1 for reference) Starting from an initial major axis length $L_x = 5 \mu m$, we monitor the surface densities over the course of a simulation trajectory for $t_{obs} = 2000$ s while the cell length continuously grows with a growth rate $r_g$. After a brief initialization phase (hour glass symbol) the default pole-to-pole oscillation mode sets in. With increasing cell length ($L = L_x$ here), the initial mode is maintained until $t = 1000$ s, where the system reorients its spatial oscillation pattern. At approximately $t = 1350$ s the system settles into a striped longitudinal oscillation mode, which it stays in until the end of the observation time. In the above simulation we used $L_{x,0} = 5 \mu m$ and a growth rate of $r_g = 2.5 \times 10^{-3} \mu m/s$.

The first mode that we observe is a longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillation, which is the default mode for a $5 \mu m \times 2.5 \mu m \times 0.5 \mu m$ reaction geometry. The system remains locked
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in this mode over an extension in length from $L_x = 5 \mu m$ up to approximately $L_x = 7 \mu m$. This is a nice illustration, that the Min system can maintain an oscillation mode over a transiently varying system geometry and adapt its pattern to the instantaneous domain size. But this adaptive pattern can only be maintained up to a critical length. Exceeding a critical domain length, the system briefly becomes chaotic and rearranges its spatial pattern settling into a new dominating mode given the current domain size. In 6.17 this behavior can be observed between $t = 1000$ s and $t = 1350$ s. After this reorientation phase we observe a longitudinal striped oscillation and the system remains locked in this mode for the remainder of the observation time. This is also to be expected, since we approach the target domain length of $L_x = 10 \mu m$ for which we previously reported the occurrence of longitudinal striped modes, as also illustrated in figure 6.3B and figure 6.4B. And of course the transition from a longitudinal pole-to-pole oscillation to a longitudinal striped oscillation when going from $L_x = 5 \mu m$ up to $L_x = 10 \mu m$ is also what our systematic analysis of the geometric parameter space in figure 6.16A1 and 6.16A3 predict. When analyzing the mode selection and the stability of a given oscillation pattern with domain growth as presented in figure 6.17 one must however always keep in mind, that the total protein concentrations are effectively diluted, since we do not consider new protein production due to gene expression in our model. This is also visible in the above kymograph since the peak surface densities go down as the cell length increases. This must be taken into account when analyzing domain growth in more detail, since the oscillations are very much dependent on absolute concentration values of the proteins present in the system.

This is an intriguing example, which nicely illustrates the Min system’s capability to sense the domain geometry that it is embedded in.

6.4.3 Measuring the oscillation period

To determine the oscillation period $T$ of a given oscillation mode, we use the spatial histograms of bound protein densities that we by default record for both the major and minor axis of the rectangular system compartments. We denote the spatiotemporal histograms as before as $\rho(x_i, t)$, where $x_i$ can be either the major or the minor axis $x_i \in \{x, y\}$. The most convenient method to determine the period $T$ is to simply look at the Fourier spectrum of this time-varying density signal and detect the maximal peaks in the amplitude spectrum. Once the system has settled into a stable mode, we found that this is a robust method to determine the oscillation period $T$.

Below we illustrate this routine for a default pole-to-pole oscillation in geometry A
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![Amplitude spectrum A(ν) of the bound protein densities along both the major (A) and minor axis (B). The clear peak in A is a good indicator for the dominant oscillation mode in the system. For better comparison all plots use the same scaling, illustrating that along the minor axis there is no clear structure in the Fourier spectrum. These results use a t_{obs} = 800 s long trajectory in a 5µm × 2.5µm × 0.5 µm compartment, from which the first 100 s initialization phase were cut off. The inset in both A and B shows the actual signal \( \tilde{\rho}(t) \) on which the DFT is performed, and which is obtained as explained in formula (6.15).](image)

using parameter set A. An exemplary density kymograph for this scenario is shown in figure 6.6A (middle row). For this geometry the system always settles into a stable pole-to-pole oscillation rather quickly. The first step of this analysis is as usual to cut off the initialization phase. To be on the safe side, we typically set the starting time point that we use for further evaluation at \( t_{\text{start}} = 100 \text{ s} \). To extract a time-varying oscillatory signal we pick a small band of width \( l_x \) in the spatial domain at either of the edges and marginalize the bound density histogram over this small domain \( \Delta x_i = [0, l_x] \) (or equivalently \( \Delta x_i = [L_x - l_x, L_x] \)) for each recorded time point, resulting in a time series of effective bound protein densities along this band \( \Delta x_i \).

This marginalization in the spatial domain can be done by averaging over the band \( \Delta x_i \) or by taking its maximum (for not too broad band widths both performed equally well and in mutual agreement). The averaging would be performed as

$$\rho_s(t) = \langle \rho(x_i, t) \rangle_{x_i \in \Delta x_i}, \quad (6.13)$$

while the alternative to simply take the maximum means to calculate

$$\rho_s(t) = \max_{x_i \in \Delta x_i} [\rho(x_i, t)]. \quad (6.14)$$
Then we create our final time series from $\rho_\tau$ by shifting $\rho_\tau$ by its own mean to obtain

$$\tilde{\rho}(t) = \rho_\tau(t) - \left\langle \rho_\tau(t) \right\rangle_t,$$

(6.15)

which we use as the input signal for the actual Fourier analysis. By calculating the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of this signal we can calculate the amplitude spectrum $A(\nu)$ by taking the absolute squared value of the Fourier transform

$$F_\rho(\nu) = \text{FFT}[\tilde{\rho}(t)] \quad \text{and} \quad A(\nu) = \left| F_\rho(\nu) \right|^2,$$

(6.16)

from which we can eventually extract the oscillation period $T$ by identifying the dominant peaks in the spectrum

$$T = \left[ \arg \max_{\nu} A(\nu) \right]^{-1} = \frac{1}{\nu_c}.$$

(6.17)

Here $\nu_c$ stands for the characteristic oscillation frequency of a given oscillation mode. In figure 6.18 these peaks are clearly visible for the dominant oscillation mode (left sub-figure A), while they are absent in the spectrum for the minor axis (right sub-figure B). For the example shown in figure 6.18 we found the oscillation period to be $T \approx 33.3$ s.

The numerical fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm we used goes back to Cooley and Tukey [182]. This analysis of the Fourier spectrum was equally useful for the detection of oscillation modes and the transient switching between them. Hence we use an automated version of the above outlined routine for the data evaluation of the switching statistics as they are shown in figure 6.15 and for the mode detection, which allowed us to construct the geometric phase diagram as shown in figure 6.16.

### 6.5 Single particle tracking (SPT)

One of the great advantages of explicit spatiotemporal simulation tools, is that in principle one has full knowledge of the full system at all times. This can be utilized, in the best case, to extract information on the single particle (molecular) level to infer mechanistic detail about underlying physical processes.

For the Min oscillations we demonstrate this by explicitly showing the results of a single particle tracking applied to a single MinD protein within a $(L_x, L_y, L_z) = (5 \, \mu m, 2.5 \, \mu m, 0.5 \, \mu m)$ compartment in figure 6.19. While A shows the $x$ and $y$ coordinate position histograms over the full observation time of $t_{\text{obs}} = 700$ s (cutting of the first 100 s initialization phase), B & C focus on a 15 s long extract of the full trajectory.
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Figure 6.19 | Single particle tracking (SPT) of a single MinD protein. Explicit particle-based simulation techniques allow the tracking of single particles, which is here demonstrated for a single MinD molecule within our simulation framework. A shows a position histogram of the $x$ coordinate of a single molecule. The histogram is built from the full time course of a $t_{\text{obs}} = 700$ s trajectory, after cutting of the initial 100 s initialization phase. Even on the single particle (protein) level, the spatial profile shows a clear polar localization at the end caps of the compartment volume for the $x$ coordinate. The $y$-histogram (along the short axis $L_y$) shows the expected uniform profile (see A inlet). B shows a 15 s long $x$-$y$ projection of the full trajectory of the same MinD molecule within the $5\mu m \times 2.5\mu m \times 0.5\mu m$ compartment. This trajectory begins at $t = 120$ s of the real time to stay clear of the chaotic initialization phase until the onset of regular oscillation patterns. C illustrates the transient height profile $z(t)$ of the same trajectory. The color code encodes time. This allows a clear inspection of membrane attachments and the corresponding bound times $\tau_b$. The coarseness of the shown trajectory in B can of course by made infinitely small by increasing the sampling frequency $\nu_s = 1/\Delta t_s$ for the trajectory measurements. Here all results are shown for a measurement time step of $\Delta t_s = 0.01$s.

of the same single MinD molecule starting at $t = 120$ s (here shifted to $t = 0$ using a 120 s time offset). Single particle inspections of this kind might not offer the same kind of information as the collective and ensemble averaged data from multiple simulations, but they offer a complementary perspective on the underlying reaction mechanisms. In the past it was questioned, whether single MinD proteins actually oscillate back and forth from one pole to the other. This kind of information, as shown in 6.19, clearly demonstrates, that within the time course of roughly half an oscillation period ($\approx 15$s) a single MinD molecule can actually move from pole to pole. Of course this does not say, that every molecule undergoes this same behavior, since the molecular diffusive motion at the single particle level is much more erratic and the characteristic pole-to-pole oscillations are obviously a result of collective self-organization. But it still does not fail to illustrate the polar localization and polar attachment to the membrane on the single
molecule level.
From a technical point of view it is worth while mentioning that of course any conven-
tional molecular dynamics type of simulation has in principle full access to all positional
information \((x(t), y(t), z(t))\) at all times. For reactive simulation frameworks however,
the underlying algorithms and data structures need to be explicitly modified to allow
single particle tracking, since any reaction goes along with the deletion of the reactant
particles and the creation (new memory allocation) of the product particles. In any
straight forward naive implementation the identity of an individual particle which
undergoes a reaction event is typically lost. To enable single particle tracking one must
therefore create unique particle identifiers and keep track of them during reaction events.
This means, that for each available reaction channel one must implement a set of rules
which specify how particle IDs are converted, conserved, destroyed or created. This is a
subtlety which only occurs in reactive particle based simulation frameworks.

6.6 Conclusion

Using a stochastic particle-based simulation framework, we have investigated the stochas-
tic switching between multistable oscillation modes of the Min system in different
three-dimensional compartment geometries. Although it is well known that geometrical
constraints have a strong impact on the dynamic oscillations of the Min proteins, multi-
stability and mode switching have only recently been investigated in more detail [162,
167]. Our stochastic framework provides a suitable approach to address the question of
oscillation mode selection and stability, since it naturally incorporates fluctuations due
to finite copy numbers in the system. This allowed us to address the influence of the
three-dimensional shape of the compartment and the boundary conditions, with a close
match to existing experimental assays (flat supported bilayers [56, 146], functionalized
compartments [55, 147], and cell sculpting [53, 162]). For example, we addressed the
role of compartment height and demonstrated the emergence of new oscillation modes
with increasing height, underlining the importance of an explicit three-dimensional
representation of the system. We also showed that diffusion long the membrane and
cooperative recruitment are essential elements for the emergence of Min oscillations. In
general, particle-based stochastic computer simulations are a great tool for explorative
research and in the future could be used to explore more details of the different scenarios
that have been suggested for the molecular mechanisms shaping the Min oscillations
[157, 165].

Our simulations demonstrated several features that might be related to the physiolog-
ical function of the Min system in *E. coli*. First we observe that there is a dominating length scale of $5\mu$m, which happens to be the natural length of an interphase *E. coli* cell. Second we found a linear relation between the density of membrane-bound Min proteins and the volume-to-surface ratio, which tends to be constant during growth of *E. coli*. Third we observed that the relative frequency of competing oscillation modes depends on concentration, suggesting that the Min oscillations can be used not only to sense geometry, but also concentration. Fourth, we found that stable oscillations strongly deplete MinE from the bulk. For the future, it would be interesting to study possible feedback between protein production and Min oscillations.

For our simulations, we mainly used the established parameter set A from table 6.1 and achieved excellent agreement with experimental results regarding the relative frequency of the three main oscillation modes in different cell geometries [53]. Again the critical length scale around $5\mu$m plays an important role in transitions between different regimes, which then are the regions of high bistability. However, we also note that different parameter choices lead to different outcomes and that it would be interesting to perform an exhaustive exploration of parameter space to better understand how robustness and multistability depends on kinetic rates, diffusion constants and concentrations. In the future, such a complete scan might become possible by using GPU-code rather than the CPU-code developed here.

Most importantly, however, our stochastic approach allowed us to measure for the first time the switching rates between different competing oscillation patterns of the Min system. This was done for parameter set A from table 6.1. Interestingly, parameter set C gave similar results in this respect, while parameter set B results in very stable oscillations without switching, in agreement with the experimental observations for the cell sculpting experiments [53]. In the future, it would be interesting to investigate more systematically how the effective barriers between two competing oscillation patterns depend on model parameters and compartment geometry. In general, the Min system is an excellent model system to study not only geometry sensing, but also the role of spatiotemporal fluctuations in molecular systems.
IV

Self-assembly
In this chapter we study the self-assembly of rings and capsids. Capsids are protein shells, that viruses use as containers for their genomic material. Many of these capsids show a high degree of symmetry and the spherically shaped ones are often icosahedral protein shells. For those, rings emerge as natural assembly intermediates, which is why we study them here as a build-up to full capsid structures. The monomeric building blocks in virus assembly are called capsomers, which are proteins or small protein complexes themselves. However, since the assembly topology is universal, we equally have colloidal self-assembly applications in mind. This extends the scope of this work from virus assembly to synthetic soft-matter physics and colloid science. Therefore we refer to the smallest monomeric assembly units as solute particles in a generic way.

We ask the central question, how non-equilibrium conditions can change the assembly process. Here we use shear-flow to disturb the system and study the assembly process as a function of shear strength. Using forced flow conditions makes it necessary to account for hydrodynamic interactions. A continuum description of the Navier-Stokes equation will not account for thermal fluctuations and molecular detail, while full microscopic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations fail to reach the desired length and time scales. So-called mesoscopic simulation techniques try to fill the void between these two extremes. Popular choices are Lattice-Boltzmann methods (LB) [183–185], dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) [186, 187] or multiparticle collision dynamics (MPCD) [188, 189]. We use the latter, which provides us with an explicit solvent representation and hydrodynamic interactions. Multiparticle collision dynamics was pioneered by Malevanets and Kapral and since then successfully applied to study the complex dynamics of many soft-matter systems [190–193]. Here we use a hybrid approach by combining MPCD for the solvent and a MD scheme for the larger solute particles.
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7.1 MPCD solvent

In stark contrast to the implicit solvent Brownian dynamics methods from chapter 2, MPCD uses an explicit solvent description. The solvent of the system consists of $N_s$ non-interacting point particles of mass $m_0$ in a simulation volume $\Omega = L_x \times L_y \times L_z$. These solvent particles are propagated forward in time by the application of alternating streaming and collision steps, which form the core of the MPCD method. Although MPCD employs a fixed time step $\Delta t_s$ in the streaming part of the algorithm, this fixed time step is not an approximation of a continuous time process, as for common BD or MD methods, and therefore it does not have to be small, for the method to be accurate. This is a peculiarity of multiparticle collision dynamics and implies, that the solvent dynamics are well defined at arbitrary time points.

7.1.1 Streaming and collision step

The position of all $N_s$ solvent particles are updated in each iteration assuming ballistic motion

$$r_i(t + \Delta t_s) = r_i(t) + \Delta t_s v_i(t), \quad (7.1)$$

where we use $r_i(t)$ and $v_i(t)$ to denote the position and velocity of the $i$-th solvent particle at time $t$. The subsequent collision step will lead to a local momentum exchange due to a stochastic collision rule. At the start of the collision step the full system volume is partitioned into equal-sized cubic collision cells of side length $a_0$, in which then the collision rule is applied locally. Here we implemented the originally proposed stochastic rotation dynamics (SRD) version of MPCD [191, 192], which locally rotates relative particle velocities according to

$$v_{i,\xi}(t + \Delta t_s) = u_\xi(t) + C(\alpha)\left(v_{i,\xi}(t) - u_\xi(t)\right). \quad (7.2)$$

We use $\xi$ to index the collision cells, making $v_{i,\xi}$ the velocity of solvent particle $i$ in grid cell $\xi$ and introduce $u_\xi$ as its center-of-mass velocity

$$u_\xi = \frac{1}{N_\xi} \sum_{i \mid r_i \in \mathcal{V}_\xi} v_{i,\xi}. \quad (7.3)$$

Further we introduce $N_\xi$ as the number of solvent particles and $\mathcal{V}_\xi$ as the volume of collision cell $\xi$. $C$ is a local collision operator. For the SRD version of MPCD $C$ is a
standard norm-preserving rotation matrix around a random axis with globally fixed rotation angle $\alpha$. The rotation axis on the other hand is for each collision cell and for each collision step sampled independently. Uniformly distributed points on the unit sphere $S^2(1)$ are sampled using Marsaglia’s classical algorithm [194].

We will from now on express all quantities in terms of intrinsic natural MPCD units. Therefore we define a characteristic time scale $\tau_0$ and express the MPCD time step $\Delta t_s$ in units of $\tau_0$. The collision cell length $a_0$ serves as a unit length measure and the unit mass is set by the mass of a single solvent particle $m_0$. Energy is expressed in multiples of $k_B T$ and we set $k_B T = 1$ during this chapter.

### Solvent initialization

At the beginning of each simulation the $N_s$ solvent particles are randomly distributed within the rectangular simulation box and their velocity is set up to follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution

$$f_v(v = |v|) = 4\pi \sqrt{\frac{m_0}{2k_B T}}^3 v^2 \exp \left( -\frac{m_0 v^2}{2k_B T} \right).$$  

This of course means that the velocity components $v_i$ are individually Gaussian distributed and initialized according to

$$v_i \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_v = 0, \sigma_v^2) \quad \text{with variance} \quad \sigma_v^2 = \frac{k_B T}{m_0}. \quad (7.5)$$

### Grid shifting and ghost particles

The MPCD solvent can violate Galilean invariance if the mean free path length of the solvent is small compared to the collision cell length $a_0$. Ihle et al. [195] noticed this problem and suggested to randomly shift the collision cell grid before each collision step. This destroys any correlations and successfully restores Galilean invariance. Grid-shifting is realized by globally shifting all collision cells by a randomly chosen position vector $s \in \mathbb{R}^3$, where the components of $s$ are independently sampled from a uniform distribution $s_i \sim U(-a_0/2, a_0/2)$. Using a shifted grid for the sorting step, one typically encounters collision cells which are partially cut by the physical system boundaries. Such cut cells will often contain less solvent particles than the bulk average $\langle N_\xi \rangle =: \gamma$. To fix this density inhomogeneity one introduces so called ghost particles, to compensate the missing solvent particles [192]. These particles are in our approach however not
created explicitly, but their velocity statistic is correctly accounted for. If collision cell \( \xi \) happens to have \( N_\xi < \gamma \) solvent particles, we use

\[
\mathbf{u}_\xi = \frac{1}{\gamma} \left( \sum_{i \mid \mathbf{r}_i \in V_\xi} \mathbf{v}_i + \mathbf{v}_g \right)
\]

as new center of mass velocity of collision cell \( \xi \), where \( \mathbf{v}_g \) is the velocity contribution from the cumulated ghost particles. Since the sum of Gaussians is again Gaussian distributed, we sample the components of \( \mathbf{v}_g \) from a normal distribution with zero mean and variance \( \sigma^2_g = k_B T(\gamma - N_\xi)/m_0 \). This mechanism corrects density inhomogeneities and kicks in during the collision step in equation (7.2), whenever \( N_\xi < \gamma \) due to steric constraints.

### 7.1.2 Simulation of Poiseuille flow

The physical properties of a solvent can be characterized by its transport coefficients such as the solvent’s viscosity \( \eta \) and diffusion coefficient \( D \). These macroscopic properties of a solvent can be used to verify a solvent implementation. The application of a pressure gradient in a channel between two parallel walls leads to a parabolic Poiseuille flow profile. The simulation of Poiseuille flow has proven to be an instructive and good test case to verify the MPCD solvent model. The dynamic viscosity \( \eta \) can be decomposed into a kinetic (\( \eta_{\text{kin}} \)) and a collisional contribution (\( \eta_{\text{col}} \)). For both analytical expressions have been derived [188], which relate these quantities to intrinsic MPCD algorithm parameters

\[
\eta_{\text{kin}} = \frac{k_B T \Delta t_s \rho_s}{a_0^3} \left( \frac{5\rho_s}{(4 - 2\cos(\alpha) - 2\cos(2\alpha))(\rho_s - 1)} - \frac{1}{2} \right)
\]

\[
\eta_{\text{col}} = \frac{(1 - \cos(\alpha))(\rho_s - 1)}{18a_0 \Delta t_s},
\]

where \( \rho_s \) is introduced as the number density of the solvent. The parabolic flow profile that emerges in Poiseuille flow can now be described both theoretically and numerically measured in the MPCD solvent. We use this setup to check, that the self-emerging flow profile agrees quantitatively with the theoretically predicted profiles as predicted by equations (7.7) and (7.8). In our MPCD approach we use a setup that is schematically depicted in figure 7.1A, setting two solid walls at \( x = 0 \) and \( x = L_x \), while we apply periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in \( y \) and \( z \) direction. We can now induce a flow profile by applying a uniform forcing term \( \mathbf{F}_F = \rho_s g \hat{\mathbf{e}}_z \) in \( z \) direction, with a gravitational forcing strength \( g \). This added forcing contribution was implemented by using the update
Figure 7.1 A Poiseuille flow simulation setup. By applying a gravitational forcing strength \( g \) in \( z \) direction together with no-slip boundary conditions, a parabolic flow profile emerges. B Measured and theoretically predicted Poiseuille flow velocity profiles in a rectangular channel of width \( L_x = 40 \, a_0 \). The results shown are obtained for the standard SRD MPCD algorithm, using a rotation angle \( \alpha = \pi/2 \) and time step \( \Delta t_s = 3.476 \, \tau_0 \). The three different parabolic profiles correspond to three different external forcing strengths \( g \), as indicated in the figure legend. The solid lines are no fit, but the parameter free theoretical predictions according to equation (7.7), (7.8) and (7.11).

scheme

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{r}_i(t + \Delta t_s) &= \mathbf{r}_i(t) + \Delta t_s \mathbf{v}_i(t) + \frac{1}{2} \Delta t_s^2 g \hat{e}_z \\
\mathbf{v}_i(t + \Delta t_s) &= \mathbf{v}_i(t) + \Delta t_s g \hat{e}_z
\end{align*}
\] (7.9) (7.10)

for the streaming step instead of equation (7.1). We additionally apply no-slip boundary conditions at the channel walls, such that the parabolic flow profile will be self-emerging. For our MPCD approach here we implemented no-slip boundaries by using a so-called bounce-back rule, which inverts solvent velocities if they hit a hard wall. The parabolic flow profile is given by

\[
v_z(x) = \frac{\rho_s g}{2\eta} x (L_x - x),
\] (7.11)

with a maximal velocity amplitude

\[
v_0 = v_z(x = L_x/2) = \frac{\rho_s g L_x^2}{\eta}
\] (7.12)

at the center of the channel. For a given set of MPCD simulation parameters we can now either use equations (7.7)–(7.8) to get an analytical prediction for the velocity
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Figure 7.2 | Dynamic viscosity $\eta$ as a function of the rotation angle $\alpha$ and the MPCD time step $\Delta t_s$. A shows both measured and theoretically predicted solvent viscosities for $\Delta t_s = 0.2 \tau_0$. B Dynamic viscosity as a function of the time step $\Delta t_s$ for $\alpha = 120^\circ$. In both cases $\gamma = 10$, $k_B T = 1$ and $g = 0.001$ were used. The dashed lines show the individual contribution from the kinetic and collisional viscosities, respectively. All data were obtained using the SRD MPCD version with grid-shifting and with ghost particles.

We used Poiseuille flow to test the transport properties of the pure MPCD solvent. Now we explain how to induce shear flow which we will then apply to our self-assembly setup. To create a linear flow profile we consider again two planar walls at $x = 0$ and at $x = L_x$. We keep the bottom wall fixed and move the upper wall at $x = L_x$ while we apply periodic boundary conditions in all remaining directions. For the fixed lower wall we apply no-slip boundary conditions by using the bounce back rule $v' = -v$, where the prime denotes the solvent velocity after a wall collision. For the upper moving wall we effectively do the same, but in the reference system of the moving wall. The update

7.1.3 Simulation of shear flow

We used Poiseuille flow to test the transport properties of the pure MPCD solvent. Now we explain how to induce shear flow which we will then apply to our self-assembly setup. To create a linear flow profile we consider again two planar walls at $x = 0$ and at $x = L_x$. We keep the bottom wall fixed and move the upper wall at $x = L_x$ while we apply periodic boundary conditions in all remaining directions. For the fixed lower wall we apply no-slip boundary conditions by using the bounce back rule $v' = -v$, where the prime denotes the solvent velocity after a wall collision. For the upper moving wall we effectively do the same, but in the reference system of the moving wall. The update
rule for solvent particles that hit the moving wall then reads

\[ v' = - (v - v_{\text{wall}}) + v_{\text{wall}}, \quad (7.13) \]

where \( v_{\text{wall}} = v_s \hat{e}_z \) and \( v_s \) denotes the shear velocity. Additionally, we update the ghost particle rule for the moving wall in such a way, that the velocity of a single ghost particle is now sampled from a normal distribution with mean velocity \( \mu_g = v_s \). This choice of boundary conditions leads to self-emerging linear flow profiles.

### 7.2 Solute-solvent coupling

We proceed with the coupling scheme between solute particles and the previously described and tested MPCD solvent. Since we use a patchy particle model for the self-assembling solute particles, we must find a coupling which resolves not only the translational but also the rotational diffusive motion of the embedded solute particles. We use a method that is referred to as *boundary condition solutes*, because it treats solutes as hard boundaries for the solvent particles and couples the two by explicit linear and angular momentum exchange. In particular, the angular momentum exchange is essential for our purpose. Patchy particle models are a popular choice to model anisotropic reactivity and require all angular degrees of freedom. We follow a coupling method for solutes which was suggested by Padding et al. [196] and Nikoubashman et al. [197]. In the streaming step of the algorithm we check for collisions between solvent and solute particles and resolve them by calculating the collision points. Then the particle velocities and positions are updated according to a collision rule and momentum is exchanged. Since the calculation of exact collision points can even for spheres become computationally expensive, we use an approximate method by Padding et al. [196]. We demonstrate this collision rule by assuming that a given solvent particle \( i \) happens to overlap with a solute after the last streaming step was carried out. The solute particle’s position before this last streaming step was \( r_i \) and the overlap position is \( r'_i \). We resolve collisions of this kind by approximating the true collision point \( r'^c_i \) with

\[ r'^c_i = R + R \frac{(r'_i + r_i)/2 - R}{|(r'_i + r_i)/2 - R|}, \quad (7.14) \]

where \( R \) and \( r_i \) are the solute position and radius, respectively. This resets the solvent particle’s position to the surface of the solute. The new updated velocities are now randomly sampled, which models surface roughness on a microscopic level (a detailed discussion of this issue is found here [196, 198]). This random deflection is considered
by decomposing the deflected solvent particle velocities into a tangential \((v_{i,t})\) and a normal \((v_{i,n})\) component, which are sampled from the two probability distributions

\[
p(v_{i,t}) = \sqrt{\frac{m_0}{2k_BT}} \exp\left(-\frac{m_0v_{i,t}^2}{2k_BT}\right) \quad \text{and} \quad p(v_{i,n}) = \frac{m_0v_{i,n}}{k_BT} \exp\left(-\frac{m_0v_{i,n}^2}{2k_BT}\right).
\]

The collision event is concluded by updating both the solvent and solute particle velocities according to

\[
\begin{align*}
v'_{i} &= \mathbf{V} + \mathbf{\omega} \times (\tilde{\mathbf{r}}_i - \mathbf{R}) + v_{i,n}\hat{\mathbf{e}}_n + v_{i,t}\hat{\mathbf{e}}_t \\
\mathbf{V}' &= \mathbf{V} - \frac{m_0}{M}(v'_{i} - v_{i}) \\
\mathbf{\omega}' &= \mathbf{\omega} - \frac{m_0}{I}(\tilde{\mathbf{r}}^c_i - \mathbf{R}) \times (v'_{i} - v_{i}).
\end{align*}
\]

Here primed quantities denote post-collision quantities and \(M\) and \(I\) are the solute particle’s mass and moment of inertia \(I = 2MR^2/5\). \(\hat{\mathbf{e}}_{t,n}\) are tangential and normal unit vectors in the local reference frame of the collision point. We verified this coupling scheme by performing numerous tests to ensure that a single solute particle shows the right diffusive properties. For this purpose we checked that the normal diffusion follows...
the Stokes-Einstein relation

\[ D = \frac{k_B T}{6\pi \eta R} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.19)

and also calculated normal and angular velocity autocorrelation functions. We tested their quantitative agreement with analytical approximations from Enskog kinetic gas theory and hydrodynamic mode coupling approaches [196].

7.3 Solute interactions & assembly model

Our assembly model is based on a capsid model by Hagan et al. [199], which in turn was inspired by the local rules approach from Schwartz et al. [200]. The key idea of local rules is to put specific interaction sites on solute particles, which mediate interactions between them. Then the angular arrangement of these interaction sites encodes the assembly target structure, i.e. the local (patch) configuration determines the global structure. As an intermediate step towards full capsid assembly we first focus on self-assembly of rings as assembly intermediates.

7.3.1 WCA repulsion

For the repulsive interaction between two solute particles we chose the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) potential [201]. This is a truncated and by the potential depth \( \varepsilon \) upwards shifted Lennard Jones potential giving rise to a purely repulsive interaction. The potential depends only on the distance \( R \) of an interacting particle pair and is given by

\[ V_{\text{WCA}}(R) = \begin{cases} 
4\varepsilon \left[ \left( \frac{\sigma}{R} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma}{R} \right)^{6} + \frac{1}{4} \right] & \text{for } R < 2^{1/6} \sigma = R_c \\
0 & \text{for } R \geq 2^{1/6} \sigma. 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.20)

The potential depth is set by the energy parameter \( \varepsilon \) and \( \sigma \) marks the characteristic length scale of the potential, which is the length at which the canonical Lennard Jones potential vanishes identically \( V_{\text{LJ}}(\sigma) = 0 \). For the WCA potential this hence means \( V_{\text{WCA}}(\sigma) = \varepsilon \) (see figure 7.4A). The piecewise definition of the WCA potential in equation (7.20) already introduces the critical cutoff distance

\[ R_c = 2^{1/6} \sigma, \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.21)
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Figure 7.4 | Repulsive particle interactions. A shows the WCA potential $V_{\text{WCA}}$ (red line) and the resulting force magnitude $f_{\text{WCA}}$ in reduced dimensionless form. The WCA is a shifted and truncated Lennard Jones potential, giving rise to a purely repulsive interaction. The light gray shaded region indicates all distances up to the cutoff distance $R_c$ after which two particles stop feeling each other. B illustrates the cutoff regime of the above specified WCA potential when using $\sigma = 2R_s$ as characteristic length scale of the potential. We use $R$ to express the distance between two solute particles and $R_s$ to denote the radius of the solute particles.

which defines the critical inter-particle distance up to which two particles see each other via this potential here. We use the WCA potential for volume exclusion, hence the radial distance $R$ will be the center-to-center distance $R_{ij} = |\mathbf{R}_i - \mathbf{R}_j|$ for the repulsive interaction between the $i$-th and the $j$ solute particle. The repulsive force $F_i$ that is exerted on the $i$-th particle due to the WCA interaction is calculated by taking the gradient with respect to the $i$-th particle coordinates

$$F_i = -\nabla_{\mathbf{R}_i} V_{\text{WCA}}(R_{ij}) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial R_{ij}} V_{\text{WCA}}(R_{ij}) = f_{\text{WCA}}(R_{ij}) \frac{R_{ij}}{R_{ij}}.$$  (7.22)

We set the characteristic length scale $\sigma$ equal to the solute particle diameter $\sigma = 2R_s$. The implications of this particular choice are depicted in figure 7.4B. This means that the characteristic WCA length scale $\sigma$ signifies the inter-particle distance at which two solutes are exactly in contact. With this choice the cutoff distance $R_c$ becomes $R_c = 2^{7/6} R_s$.

### 7.3.2 Attractive pair potentials and patch configurations

For the first self-assembly part we study the self-assembly of pentameric rings. The ring structure can be encoded into solute monomers by decorating them with two patches on their surface as it is shown in figure 7.5. The attractive interactions can then lead to
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Figure 7.5 | A Patch geometry for pentameric ring self-assembly. Patch distance $r$ and bond angle $\theta$ determine the attractive steering towards bond formation. B Schematic depiction of the patch configurations for a fully assembled pentameric ring with $\alpha = 108^\circ$.

Bond formation. We use bond vectors $\mathbf{b}_i^{(k)}$ to denote the $k$-th interaction patch of the $i$-th solute particle. Pentameric ring assembly requires the two patches of a single solute particle to be in an equatorial plane with an opening angle $\alpha := \angle(\mathbf{b}_1^1, \mathbf{b}_2^1)$. For general regular $n$-sided polygons this angle is given by

$$\alpha_n = \left( \frac{n - 2}{n} \right) \pi , \quad (7.23)$$

which gives $\alpha_5 = 3\pi/5 = 108^\circ$ for regular pentagons. Here $n$ is of course also the number of monomers that constitute a full ring.

The attractive potential will be determined based on the distance and orientational alignment between two patches from distinct solutes. We use $r$ to denote the patch distance and $\theta$ for the primary bond angle. In our assembly model any patch from a given solute can interact with any other patch from any other solute particle in the system. For a given interacting patch pair, we refer to their mutual angle as the primary bond angle $\theta$. From the perspective of this pair, the alignment of the secondary patches will then be accounted for by the secondary dihedral angle $\varphi$. For the force and torque calculations due to a given patch configuration, we must now express both angles in terms of the bond vector geometry. For a given solute pair $(i, j)$ they read

$$\theta_{ij} = \arccos \left( \frac{-\mathbf{b}_i^1 \cdot \mathbf{b}_j^1}{\mathbf{b}_2^2} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad (7.24)$$

$$\varphi_{ij} = \arccos \left( \frac{-(\mathbf{R}_{ij} \times \mathbf{b}_j^2) \cdot (\mathbf{b}_i^2 \times \mathbf{R}_{ij})}{|\mathbf{R}_{ij} \times \mathbf{b}_j^2| |\mathbf{b}_i^2 \times \mathbf{R}_{ij}|} \right), \quad (7.25)$$

where $b = |\mathbf{b}|$ is the bond vector length and $\mathbf{R}_{ij} = \mathbf{R}_i - \mathbf{R}_j$.

As a function of these coordinates we now specify the attractive potential $V_{\text{attr},i} =$
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Figure 7.6 | A Radial component $V_{\text{attr}}(r)$ of the attractive potential as a function of the inter-patch distance $r$. The minimal energy configuration of $-\varepsilon_b$ is attained for $r = 0$. B The switching function $s(i,j)$ accounts for the angular alignment of two patches. Both primary and secondary angles are defined to be zero for perfect patch alignment.

$V_{\text{attr},i}(r) s(i,j)$ as a product of a purely radial and an angular component, with

$$V_{\text{attr}}(r) = 4\varepsilon_b \left[ \left( \frac{\sigma}{r + 2^{1/6}\sigma} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma}{r + 2^{1/6}\sigma} \right)^6 - \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_c} \right)^{12} + \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_c} \right)^6 \right]$$

(7.26)

for $r + 2^{1/6}\sigma < r_c$ and $V_{\text{attr}}(r) = 0$ elsewhere. Here $r_c$ is the attractive potential cutoff length. The angular specificity comes from the switching function $s(i,j)$ [199]

$$s(i,j) = \frac{1}{4} \left( \cos \left( \frac{\theta_{ij}}{\theta_m} \right) + 1 \right) \times \left( \cos \left( \frac{\varphi_{ij}}{\varphi_m} \right) + 1 \right),$$

(7.27)

where $\theta_m$ and $\varphi_m$ are cutoff angles beyond which the attractive potential also vanishes identically. This switching function continuously varies from 0 to 1 and thus controls the interaction strength from the radial contribution in dependence of the degree of angular alignment. Figure 7.6 shows both the purely radial contribution (A) and the switching function $s$ (B) independently as a function of the relative patch coordinates. We used the same characteristic length scale $\sigma$ as for the repulsive WCA potential but defined an independent potential strength $\varepsilon_b$ for the attractive part as shown in equation (7.26).

The above described solute-solute pair interactions are then finally summed up to a
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>solvent mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>collision cell unit length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t_s/\tau_0$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>MPCD time step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$130^\circ$</td>
<td>MPCD rotation angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_x, L_y, L_z$</td>
<td>$20a_0$</td>
<td>simulation box dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_s$</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>number of solvent particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>avg. # of solvent particles per collision cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_s/a_0$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>solute radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma/a_0$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>characteristic potential length scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b/\sigma$</td>
<td>$2^{1/6}$</td>
<td>bond vector length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_c/\sigma$</td>
<td>$2^{1/6}$</td>
<td>WCA cutoff length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_c/\sigma$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>attractive potential cutoff length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon/k_B T$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>WCA potential depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_b/k_B T$</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>attractive potential depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_m$</td>
<td>$0.2\pi - 0.3\pi$</td>
<td>bond (primary) angle cutoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_m$</td>
<td>$0.2\pi - 0.3\pi$</td>
<td>dihedral (secondary) angle cutoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t_{MD}/\Delta t_s$</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>MD time step</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 | Parameter settings that were used for the solvent and solute model for the self-assembly assay. The upper half is used to specify the MPCD solvent, while the lower part specifies the solute particle model.

The total force and torque are given by:

$$F_i = -\frac{\partial V}{\partial R_i},$$

$$\tau_i = -\sum_k b_i^{(k)} \times \left( \frac{\partial V}{\partial b_i^{(k)}} \right),$$

where the summation for the torque calculation runs over the primary and secondary patch configurations as shown in figure 7.5A. We integrate the equations of motion for the solute particles by a standard molecular dynamics (MD) integrator, which is coupled to the MPCD solvent algorithm in a hybrid way [189]. The MD integration iterates on a second timescale with a higher temporal resolution

$$\Delta t_{MD} = \frac{1}{10} \Delta t_s,$$

which is used to integrate the solute dynamics in alternation with the solvent MPCD algorithm. Table 7.1 lists the used parameter settings of both the MPCD solvent and the solute model which we use for the following self-assembly part.
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Figure 7.7 | Shear enhanced self-assembly of pentameric rings. Both figures show time traces of different sized complexes. A shows the assembly process without and B with shear flow. In both cases we used $\theta_m = \varphi_m = 0.2 \pi$ and $v_s = 0$ (no flow) in A and $v_s = 2 a_0 / \tau_0$ in B. The trajectories show the ensemble averaged results over independent simulation runs.

7.4 Self-assembly of rings

The general idea of this setup is to learn how non-equilibrium conditions influence the assembly process. Additionally we want to understand how our model parametrization helps or prevents successful assembly. The cutoff values of the interaction potentials control how loosely or how tightly the assembly process is regulated. Using computer simulations for the analysis of self-assembly processes has the additional advantage, that we can always follow all intermediate stages of the complex process at any desired resolution. The first assembly example monitors the transient assembly process of pentameric ring assembly with and without shear flow. Figure 7.7 shows the transient traces of all complex sizes for both scenarios. The results are shown as normalized fractional quantities, where

$$\langle f_i \rangle = \langle ic_i \rangle / n$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.31)

shows the fraction of all particles that are in complexes $c_i$ of size $i$ with a total of $n$ monomers in the system.

7.4.1 Flow enhanced assembly properties

The transient traces in figure 7.7 show some hallmarks of self-assembly processes. We observe a monotonous decay of monomers, while we sequentially observe peaks of intermediate sized-complexes appear, which eventually decay as the fraction of particles in
the target structure reaches steady state. Since we use a potential based approach, the assembly structures are not rigid aggregates but have sufficient degrees of freedom to form malformed structures. Although malformations correspond to local energy minima, they can be attained due to steric or non-equilibrium constraints that we can now control in this setup. For pentameric ring assembly we consider all closed rings which are not pentameric or all aggregates of any size which cannot lead to pentameric rings due to kinetic traps as malformed. We note three key observations.

1) Enhanced assembly speed to due flow
From comparing figure 7.7A to 7.7B we see, that the slope of complexes of size four and five has a much steeper onset, which speaks for an accelerated assembly process.

2) More dynamic assembly processes
In a tranquil solvent we rarely observed a closed bond break. This changes in the presence of flow, which leads to more dynamic rearrangement. This is also visible in the time trace of the monomer fraction of figure 7.7B, which is not monotonously decaying, but shows slight variations. The more an assembly process can be made dynamic, the more it is generally speaking unlikely to suffer from kinetic trapping of malformed assembly intermediates. This might be an interesting strategy that can help avoiding kinetic traps for other self-assembly scenarios.

3) Enhanced assembly yield and suppression of malformed structures
If we examine the fraction of pentameric rings and the fraction of malformed complexes for both cases we clearly observe that flow can be used to suppress malformation. Not only this, but also the fraction of pentameric rings has significantly increased in the presence of flow.

7.4.2 Suppression of malformed complexes
Now we look at a second experiment where we increase the cutoff angles to $\theta_m = \varphi_m = 0.3\pi$ and vary the shear strength systematically. Now we focus on the dynamic interplay between shear flow, assembly yield and the emergence of malformed complexes. For this reasons we monitor 4-, 5-, and 6-rings and additionally helical structures. All these aggregates apart from the pentameric 5 rings are considered malformations, since they are trapped states that cannot escape local energetic potential minima. Figure 7.8 shows the time traces of these structures for four different shear velocities and 7.8E shows the steady state fractions as a function of shear velocity.
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Figure 7.8 | Dynamic interplay between shear strength and malformed complex assembly. A–D shows time traces for 4-, 5-, 6-rings and helical structures four different shear velocities $v_s$. E Steady state yields as a function of shear velocity $v_s$. In all cases we used $\theta_m = \varphi_m = 0.3 \pi$.

In the absence of flow (7.8A), complexes of all types increase monotonically until they reach steady state. Our intuitive understanding of this observation is that the increased cutoff angles open up the configurational degrees of freedom, which facilitates malformations. For this setup the bond strength seems too high to allow frequent bond breaks. This means that any formed bond will not be able to dynamically rearrange to get out of a malformation. If we now increase the shear strength we first observe that 6-rings and helical structures are very effectively suppressed, which can be explained on the basis, that the configurational phase space can now be more effectively probed. The forced flow becomes sufficiently strong to shift malformed complexes out of local energetic minimal configurations.

Comparing figure 7.8A with 7.8B we also notice an increase in the assembly yield of the desired pentameric target structure, similar to the previous observation in figure 7.7. However, if we further increase shear strength, we can strikingly enhance 4-ring formation (see figure 7.8C). This effect is only observed for a intermediate regime of shear velocities as figure 7.8E indicates. Increasing the shear strength even further, we switch back to the intuitive behavior and push the fraction of malformed 4-rings below the pentameric fraction. The details of this intricate interplay are given in figure 7.8E. Here we observe two key elements. While any flow at all suppresses larger malformed complexes, intermediate flow can enhance 4-ring closure. The increased fluctuations balance the energy penalty of the malformed complexes. This effect happens in a specific
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Figure 7.9 | Time course of absolute angular deviation of the mean bond angle $\theta = \langle \theta_{ij} \rangle$ from the ideal pentagonal angle during 4-ring closure.

Figure 7.10 | Coarse-grained representation of a virus capsid. A shows an X-ray reconstruction of a Brome mosaic virus (taken from the VIPERdb [73]) B Capsid model that we use in this self-assembly study. We use spherical capsomers which can assemble into pentameric rings. Twelve pentameric rings make up a complete $T = 1$ capsid with icosahedral symmetry.

shear velocity regime of intermediate shear velocities. Beyond this the target assembly yield increases again until no assembly is possible in the very high shear limit, where eventually all bonds are broken constantly.

Figure 7.9 illustrates how in a certain shear regime we observe shear-assisted four ring formation. It shows how the angular deviation of a 4-ring jumps to a plateau value which it attains in its configuration of a 4-ring, an effect which we only observe to be stable in this flow regime.
7.5 Self-assembly of capsids

7.5.1 Capsid model

Since we are primarily interested in the general assembly properties of capsid structures, we here study a simple capsid model as an approximation to an actual \( T = 1 \) capsid \cite{202}. For more details about coarse-grained capsid we refer to \cite{203}. We use a representation where the monomeric building blocks, the capsomers, correspond to three proteins, such that a full \( T = 1 \) capsid is made up out of 20 capsomers containing \( n = 60 \) proteins. We then use our spherical solute particles to represent a single capsomer. In this way a full capsid is made up of twelve pentagons and no hexameric structures. Since our previous ring self-assembly assay stopped at ring formation, we need to introduce a third patch per capsomer/solute particle. Since our capsid model is composed solely of pentagonal rings, every primary bond angle in its final configuration is the \( \alpha_5 = 108^\circ \) angle from the regular pentagon. To take the new angular configuration of a third patch into account, we must modify the angular component of the attractive potential. The radial contribution stays unchanged since it only considers the inter-patch distance of a given pair of patches, regardless of secondary and now also tertiary angular constraints. The switching function \( s \) however must now be altered to

\[
s(i, j) = \frac{1}{8} \left( \cos \left( \frac{\theta_{ij}}{\theta_m} + 1 \right) \right) \times \left( \cos \left( \frac{\varphi_{ij}^{23}}{\varphi_m} + 1 \right) \right) \times \left( \cos \left( \frac{\varphi_{ij}^{32}}{\varphi_m} + 1 \right) \right). \tag{7.32}
\]

Here we introduce \( \varphi_{ij}^{23} \) as the angle between the secondary patch of solute \( i \) and the tertiary patch of solute \( j \), and \( \varphi_{ij}^{32} \) conversely as the angle between the tertiary patch of solute \( i \) and the secondary patch of solute \( j \). Care must be taken to numerate patches consistently.

7.5.2 Results

Now we have all ingredients to observe the assembly dynamics for full capsids with and without shear flow. Figure 7.11 shows time traces of the assembly process for four different shear velocities \( v_s \), where we again used \( \theta_m = \varphi_m = 0.2 \pi \). Interestingly we observe similar assembly characteristic as for the previously studied ring assembly. The comparison of figure 7.11A to 7.11B shows, how the slope of many intermediate sized complexes is significantly steeper and rises faster. We believe that this accelerated assembly is possible due to a faster sampling of the full configurational phase space.
7.6. Concluding remarks

Secondly, we observe a more dynamic assembly process as soon as we apply shear flow. This is clearly visible since the trajectories with shear flow in the system show much more pronounced fluctuations, which must stem from multiple bond breaking events. This increased dynamic rearrangement is a useful mechanism to avoid kinetic traps. And finally we observe that we can find an optimal shear flow regime which helps to enhance the assembly yield of capsids. We show this effect in 7.11C, where this applied flow velocity helps to increase the capsid assembly yield. We believe that this is ensured due to an optimal monomer supply. The role of monomer supply or reversely the fate of monomer starvation for self-assembly problems is well acknowledged, and the role of constant monomer supply for viral capsid assembly has been previously studied by Boettcher et al. [204]. Figure 7.12 shows a snapshot of the simulation box where we highlighted a complete capsid in darker colors.

**Figure 7.11** Capsid self-assembly with and without shear flow. A shows transient assembly trajectories with no flow present. In B–D we increased the shear velocity stepwise from $v_s = 1$ to $v_s = 4 a_0/\tau_0$.

We conclude that in our setup for ring and capsid self-assembly, optimal flow conditions can help to accelerate the assembly process, increase the target yield and suppress malformation. This is however strongly depending on the precise settings and on the strength of the forced flow that is applied. We believe that the use of an hybrid MPCD-MD scheme is a versatile tool to study self-assembly processes such as ring and capsid
Figure 7.12 | Different stages of capsid assembly. A-D show different intermediate complexes. D shows a simulation snapshot of a box where we observe a completed capsid shell.

formation. The possibility to study the effect of forced flow while having hydrodynamic resolution, is to our mind a very useful tool, which should be continued to shed further light on more complex self-assembly systems. In particular the role of templated or scaffolded assembly might be interesting future extensions.
8 Conclusion

We started this thesis with a focus on particle-based methods for reaction-diffusion dynamics in biological systems. Realizing the fast leap forward on the experimental side, for example by the application of super-resolution techniques in the life sciences, particle-based methods are an ideal complementary tool. They can shed light on new molecular mechanisms and fill gaps, that experiments cannot yet resolve. Additionally, they can be used to test and verify important assumptions about the underlying physical nature of all biological processes. In this role particle-based tools can both confirm existing theories and be used in an explorative way to predict missing links, that help to deepen our mechanistic understanding of relevant biological problems.

In chapter 2 we discussed several approaches that consider biochemical reactions on a single particle level and used different Brownian dynamics methods, which implement biochemical reactions on different levels of molecular detail. An important part of understanding a given problem is the selection of the appropriate tools. In this manner, we contributed to establish different methods with different application strengths and demonstrated several rigorous tests to illustrate how they work. Since molecular reaction events are intrinsically stochastic, these tools are a perfect match to address the role of fluctuations and spatial correlations in biological systems.

The first biological system that we studied in depth was type I interferon signaling. That cells use molecular signals to coordinate the immune response, is a widely acknowledged fact. However, the physical details, of how these complex cellular communication tasks work so seamlessly hand in hand, remain to our perception still highly elusive. The fact that the type I interferon system uses many structurally similar ligands to trigger various different cellular responses is a very puzzling phenomenon. Since all of these ligands share a single receptor pair, we focused on the receptor dynamics of this particular system. In chapter 3 we analyzed the binding modes of different ligand-receptor models and discussed their implications for the problem of ligand discrimination in detail. Curiously, already the equilibrium binding analysis turned out to offer a tuning valve that cells can exploit to perform robust signal recognition. Since receptor dimerization by ligand-induced cross-linking is a common motif in cellular signal transduction, in
particular for receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK), we expect that these results might have equal implications for other receptor systems that share a common binding topology. We complemented these findings by an information theoretic approach in chapter 4. In our perception it suggested itself to go into this direction, since we were driven by the idea to quantify the ligand discrimination task. Our results from this part shed further light on the way how cells in principle process information by using their surface receptors to probe the environment. We clearly demonstrated that asymmetric receptor dimerization enables cells to perform robust affinity sensing. With this part we contributed to answering the fascinating question how cells function robustly in noisy environments. Since we were able to explain this mechanism already with an equilibrium model in combination with our information theoretic analysis, we did not fully uncover the spatial and stochastic contributions of this system. We nevertheless believe them to be of high relevance and plan to continue in this direction. We are convinced that a full spatial and stochastic treatment of the receptor dynamics will provide instructive insights as to how the signal initiation of type I interferons is additionally modulated by the spatial organization of its signaling receptors in the cellular plasma membrane. Our information theoretic framework by itself is set up in such a way, that we believe it to be readily generalizable to related problems in signal transduction.

In chapter 6 we studied the spatiotemporal oscillation patterns of the bacterial Min proteins. The successful demonstration of standing wave patterns in cell-like compartments from recent in vitro experiments [55, 147] was an important step forward for synthetic biology. At the same time they put a new focus on the question how geometry tunes pattern formation. The Min system is an ideal candidate for such a question, since its molecular reaction mechanisms are considerably well studied. From a theoretical point of view many pattern forming systems are studied by solving the corresponding partial differential reaction-diffusion equations deterministically. In contrast to this, we used a stochastic simulation approach. This turned out to be very suitable to analyze stochastic switching events and determine how geometrical confinement influences oscillation mode selection. To our satisfaction, these findings agree very nicely with current live cell experiments and helped to improve our understanding of the oscillation mechanism itself. Despite extensive theoretical work on the Min system over the course of the last two decades, it is still fascinating to observe that a full theoretical description of the rich spatiotemporal oscillation dynamics has not yet been established. Although the theory of pattern formation has already found its way into standard text books on nonlinear dynamics, it cannot account for all observed phenomena. This simply means that our current canonical understanding of pattern formation is still incomplete. To understand why this is still challenging for the Min system, we have to simply recall the following facts. The Min proteins form a highly
nonlinear reaction-diffusion system, with a cycling between domains of different spatial dimensionality and global protein conservation laws. All these parts put together give rise to a complicated phase space. By investigating mode switching and multistability we hope to have contributed to better understand the underlying oscillation mechanism at its core. Future work will continue to uncover the role of geometry and the detailed nonlinear reaction schemes for general protein pattern forming systems. If we step away from the Min system for a moment and consider biochemical oscillators in general, our believe is that the coupling of biochemical processes to cell mechanics will prove to be a very exciting and challenging topic for future research in biophysics.

In the last chapter 7 we switched from the self-organization of the Min proteins to the self-assembly of rings and capsids. Inspired by the very efficient self-assembly of viral capsid shells, we wanted to understand how the assembly process can be modulated or tuned by non-equilibrium conditions. We decided to use hydrodynamic flow to disturb the system and used the mesoscopic multiparticle collision dynamics (MPCD) method to account for hydrodynamic interactions. MPCD has seen a drastic increase in popularity over the last years and is a versatile tool to study the dynamics of complex fluids. In practice, we studied the influence of shear flow on the assembly outcome of rings and capsid shells. Our central findings were, that the shear strength can very delicately tune the assembly dynamics, both in a favorable and unfavorable direction. For a given target structure we were able to identify shear flow regimes, which enhanced the assembly yield. At the same time we observed, that the assembly process globally is accelerated due to the presence of flow. In general we concluded that forced flow leads to a faster and more dynamic self-assembly process, based on a faster and better sampling of the configurational phase space of the given assembly structures. Strikingly, we observed that the emergence of malformed structures can be efficiently suppressed in certain shear flow regimes. We believe that our findings offer valuable insights for general self-assembly strategies. Secondly, we think that flow induced assembly enhancement might be an interesting topic for the synthetic design of soft-matter materials. Colloid science is well capable of manufacturing functionalized patchy particles, which can be exposed to external flow to efficiently self-assemble to a desired target structure. Inspired by the viral capsid shells, we could think of synthetic shells as drug containers as a potential application. But also from a purely theoretical point of view we find these observations to be highly interesting, as they show how the complex dynamics of self-assembling systems can be selectively tuned to optimize yields or suppress malformation.

In conclusion, this thesis demonstrates both the strength and the versatility of stochastic particle-based methods to shed further light on the inner workings of biological systems. We find our contributions to the three studied systems to be both interesting
and relevant and hope to have contributed to the goal of deciphering the way of how things really work.
Appendices
A1 Reactive BD calculations

A1.1 Overlap generation distribution $g(r_d, \Delta t)$

The generation distribution for the associative forward move was set up as

$$P_{gen}^{u\rightarrow e}(r_d, \Delta t) = g(r_d, \Delta t),$$

(A1.1)

but we omitted the explicit result for $g(r_d, \Delta t)$ in chapter 2. Direct integration of $g$ for the free diffusion propagator in three dimensions as defined in equation (2.5) is possible and yields

$$g(r_d, \Delta t) = \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{\pi} 2 r_d} \left[ \exp \left( \frac{-(r_d + R)^2}{\sigma^2} \right) - \exp \left( \frac{-(r_d - R)^2}{\sigma^2} \right) \right]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{r_d + R}{\sigma} \right) + \text{erf} \left( \frac{-r_d + R}{\sigma} \right) \right],$$

(A1.2)

where $\sigma^2 = 4D\Delta t$ and erf$(x)$ is the error-function

$$\text{erf}(x) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^x \exp \left( -t^2 \right) dt.$$  

(A1.3)
A2 Ligand-receptor binding

A2.1 Dimerization dynamics

Homo-dimer solution

In section 3.1 we discussed the equilibrium solution for different receptor-ligand binding modes. To obtain transient dynamics one needs to solve the corresponding set of coupled nonlinear ODEs. For the homo-dimerizing receptor system (3.8a)–(3.8b) as discussed in 3.1.2 this amounts to

\[ \frac{dR}{dt} = -2k_b R \cdot L + k_u(RL) R + 2k_d C \]  
(A2.1a)

\[ \frac{d(RL)}{dt} = +2k_b R \cdot L - k_u(RL) R + 2k_d C \]  
(A2.1b)

\[ \frac{dC}{dt} = +k_u(RL) R - 2k_d C \]  
(A2.1c)

Having established the full equilibrium solution for \( C \) in equation (3.12) of section 3.1.2 we can also immediately find the full system’s solution as a function of the equilibrium solution \( C \) as

\[ R = \left(1 - \Lambda(\eta_L)\right) \left(R_0 - 2C\right) \quad \text{and} \quad (RL) = \Lambda(\eta_L) \left(R_0 - 2C\right) \].  
(A2.2a)

Hetero-dimer solution

The hetero-dimerization scheme from section 3.1.3 according to equations (3.14a) – (3.14b) leads to the following set of ODEs

\[ \frac{dR_i}{dt} = -k_{b,i} L \cdot R_i + k_{u,i}(R_iL) - k_{a,i}(R_jL) R_i + k_{d,i} C \]  
(A2.3a)

\[ \frac{d(R_iL)}{dt} = k_{b,i} L(R_i) - k_{u,i} R_iL - k_{a,j}(R_iL) R_j + k_{d,j} C \]  
(A2.3b)

\[ \frac{dC}{dt} = k_{a,1} R_1(R_2L) + k_{a,2} R_2(R_1L) - (k_{d,1} + k_{d,2}) C \]  
(A2.3c)

where the pair of indices \((i, j)\) runs over \{(1, 2), (2, 1)\} to account for the symmetry of the two assembly pathways. All analytical equilibrium solutions from section 3.1 have
been verified by extensive numerical integration of the above equations to obtain both transient dynamic solutions and steady state results. For all analytical binding curves they were found in perfect agreement.

With the solution for $C$ we also have access to the full equilibrium solution of the hetero-dimerization scheme in the form of

$$R_i = \left(1 - \Lambda_i\right) \left(R_{i,0} - C\right) \quad \text{and} \quad (R_i L) = \Lambda_i \left(R_{i,0} - C\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2.4)

for $i = 1, 2$. By proper normalization we can equally express these solutions as fractional quantities.

$$f_{R_i}^{\text{He}} = \frac{R_i}{R_0} = \left(1 - \Lambda_i\right) \left(1 - f_{\text{He}}^{C}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2.5)

$$f_{R_i L}^{\text{He}} = \frac{(R_i L)}{R_0} = \Lambda_i \left(1 - f_{\text{He}}^{C}\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2.6)

again for both receptor chains $i = 1, 2$. Here I used $R_{1,0} = R_{2,0} = R_0$ and $f_{\text{He}}^{C} \equiv f_{C}^{\text{He}}$ as before.

### A2.2 Surface-bound ligand

To understand the mechanisms of receptor engagement, it is instructive to look at the fraction of surface bound ligand $f_{L,\text{bound}}$ for a given ligand-receptor binding model. This can help to compare how the two modes of ligand binding from a 3D bulk and via 2D receptor interactions contribute to the formation of activated receptors.

For the monomeric case the fraction of surface bound ligand simply coincides with the fraction of active receptors, such that we have $f_{L,\text{bound}}^M = f_{C}^M$. For the homo-dimer system this is however given by

$$f_{L,\text{bound}}^\text{Ho} = \frac{RL + C}{R_0},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2.7)

where the normalization is only $R_0$ and not $R_0/2$ as it is the case for the homo-dimer fraction $C$ itself. The solution for the dashed lines in figure 3.4B was obtained by using this result from equation (A2.7). Analogously we find the fraction of surface bound ligand to be

$$f_{L,\text{bound}}^\text{He} = \frac{R_1 L + R_2 L + C}{R_T},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2.8)

for the hetero-dimeric case, where $R_T = R_{1,0} + R_{2,0}$ denotes the total receptor surface concentration.
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